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INTRODUCTION 
What is usually referred to as ““Chinese”’ is really 

the language of the Han nationality, which makes up 

over 90 percent of China’s population. It has many 

different dialects. The Chinese known as putonghua 

(common speech) which is being popularized through- 

out China today is based on the northern dialect 

with Peking pronunciation as the standard. The 

lessons given here are in putonghua. 

The Chinese language, with a written record of 

over 3,000 years, has developed greatly in the last 

several decades. Especially since the founding of the 

People’s Republic of China, the vigorous development 

of the socialist revolution and socialist construction 

has created many new terms like xxKi# (big leap 

forward), AK. (people’s commune), Aw (ex- 

perimental plot), +, F 4 (move to the countryside), 

etc. These have enlarged and enriched the Chinese 

vocabulary and strengthened the power of expression 

of the language. 

* Using the phonetic alphabet to write Chinese is 

the fundamental orientation for the reform of the 

Chinese written language, but this cannot be realized 

in a short time. Much work on the reform of the writ- 

ten language has been done since the founding of the 

People’s Republic of China, including simplification 
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of characters. Since 1956 over 2,000 commonly used 

characters have been simplified. For example, # sim- 

plified is #, 4 simplified is #7. The simplification 

of characters reduces difficulty in learning them and 

makes them much more convenient to write. 

Organizations responsible for the reform of the 

written language are continuing to collect and study 

simplified characters created by the people in their 

everyday practice. More simplifications will be of- 

ficially recognized and popularized. Our language les- 

sons use the simplified forms. 



CHINESE PRONUNCIATION 
Before we get to pronunciation, a few words 

about the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet. This alphabet 
uses letters from the internationally-accepted Latin al- 

phabet to indicate the pronunciation of the Chinese 
characters. As the characters themselves do not rep- 

resent sounds, the phonetic alphabet is a convenient 

tool which helps overcome difficulties in reading, writ- 

ing and remembering the characters. 

The key to pronunciation of the Chinese Phonetic 

Alphabet below uses as a guide the International Pho- 

netic Alphabet and similar sounds in English. 

I. Key to Chinese Phonetic Alphabet 

(1) Initials 

C.P.A.! I.P.A.?2 Key Words 

b (0) b bay (de-voiced3) 

Pp (0) p pay 
m (0) m may 

f (0) f fair 

d (e) d day (de-voiced) 
t (e) £ take 

n (e) n nay 

I (e) ] lay 

g (e) g gay (de-voiced) 

1 Chinese Phonetic Alphabet 

2JInternational Phonetic Alphabet 

3 “De-voiced’”’ means the vocal cords do not vibrate 



i (after z, c, sh 
S, Zh, Ch shy a) 

i (elsewhere) i 
u 

1 

er 

ai 

ei 

ao 

u 

¥ 

or 

ai 

el 

au 

kay 

hay 

jeep (palatal!) 
cheer (palatal) 

she (palatal) 

judge (retroflex2, de-voiced) 

church (retrofiex) 

shirt (retroflex) 

leisure (retroflex) 

reads (de-voiced) 

hats 

say 
yea 
way 

Finals 

Key Words 

father 

saw (approximately) 
her (British) 

see 

rude 

French tu, German fiihlen 

(i with rounded lips) 

err (American) 

eye 

eight 

now 

1 “Palatal” means the front of the tongue touches the hard palate. 

* “Retroflex” means the tip of the tongue is slightly curled. 

3 After j, q, x, y, u is pronounced ii but the two dots are omitted. 
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ou ou oh 

an an can (more open) 
en on turn (British) 

ang an German Gang 

eng AN) sung 

ong un German Lunge 
ia ia Asia 
ie ig yes 

iao jou ye owl 

iu iou yoke 

ian ign yen 

in in in 

iang ian young (approximately) 

ing in sing 

iong iuy German jiinger (approxi- 
mately) 

ua ua guano 
uo ud wall 
uai uai wife 
ui uel way 
uan uan one (approximately) 
un uon went (approximately) 
uang uan oo +ahng 
iie* ye u+eh 
iian* yan ti+an 
iin* yn German griin 

II. Tones 

In Chinese the pitch and change in pitch of a 
syllable makes for a difference in meaning. Such 
pitch contours are called the “‘tones’”. There are four 
tones in the Peking dialect, shown by the following 
marks: 

*Sce footnote 3, p. 4. 



—Ist tone, high and level 

/ 2nd tone, rising 

v 3rd tone, falling-rising 

\ 4th tone, falling 

The tone mark is placed above the main vowel, 

and when the main vowel is “1”, the dot is omitted. 

Each character has its own definite tone. For 
example, mai X (to buy) is 3rd tone, mai # (to sell) 

is 4th tone. Both syllables have the same initial and 

vowel, but because their tones are different, their 

meanings are also different. Here are a few more 

examples: 

Ist tone 2nd tone 3rd tone 4th tone 

— 43 4 ie 
yl yi yi yi 

(one) (move) (chair) (translate) 

a a Es $ 
wu wi wil wu 

(house) (none) (five) (fog) 

ie Ky 3% 3) 
ja ju ju ju 

(dwell) (bureau) (raise) (sentence) 

i c25] #8 FH 
tong tong tong tong 

(through) (bronze) (barrel) (ache) 

cat a, iG 
zhi zhi zhi zhi 

(weave) (straight) (paper) (rule, cure) 

F AS a e 
chuan chuan chuan chuan 

(wear) (boat) (pant) (string) 



He 35 4 *e 
qiang qiang qiang qiang 

(gun) (wall) (rob) (irritate the 

throat) 

xe = t iB 
yun yun yun yun 

(dizzy) (cloud) (permit) (transport) 

x # g fa 
xue xué xué xue 

(boot) (study) (snow) (blood) 

BF a 4 te 
jie jié jié jie 

(street) (festival) (oldersister) (lend, bor- 

row) 

Syllable Drill 

1. Monosyllabic words: 

qing 4% (lightweight) hua | (draw lines) 

k6u wv (mouth) diao 7 (lose, drop) 

2. Disyllabic words: 

juchang #1 2% (theater) qunzhong z¢ & (masses) 

xiiyao £2 (need) yiyuan &/% (hospital) 

canjid 4.2 (participate) rénmin A K, (people) 
gongyuan 4; (park) xidngmao ft 44 (panda) 

zaijian 4 R, (good-bye) zazhi #% (magazine) 
fini 44% (woman) huanghin # 4 (twilight) 

3. Polysyllabic words: 

pingpanggii = % x (table tennis) 

baléiwi & G3 (ballet) 

hézudshé 44% 74 (cooperative) 

tishiiguan 4 + +¢ (library) 



shéhuizhiyi #44 + % (socialism) 

gaogaoxingxing # 42 (gladly) 
(Note: The i after z, c, s, zh, ch, sh and r sounds like the voiced 

prolongation and weakening of the preceding initial.) 

III. The Neutral Tone, Change of Tones 

and the Retroflex Ending -r 

1. Neutral tone 

When a syllable is unstressed, it loses its original 

tone and becomes weak and short. No tone mark is 
written above syllables of the neutral tone. For 

example: 

tamen #41] (they) mingzi % = (name) 

xihuan #3 (fond of) kéeqi #% (polite) 

2. Change of tones 

Half-third tone: A syllable of the 3rd tone 
followed by a syllable of the Ist, 2nd, 4th or neutral 

tone is pronounced with only the falling part of the 

tone without its final rise. We call this the half-third 

tone. For example: 

Béijing 743% (Peking) zhénggi # # (orderly) 

fangwén 77 |>] (visit) nuanhuo g 4¢ (warm) 

When a third tone is followed by another third 

tone, the first third tone is read as a second tone. For 

example: 

youhao (yéuhao) 4 47 (friendly) 

lixiang (lixidng) 32 4 (ideal) 

yonggan (yénggan) ¥ # (brave) 

Ni hao! (Ni hao!) 4:44: (How are you!) 

Ni zao! (Ni zao!) 4%-=1 (Good morning!) 



3. Retroflex ending -r In Chinese, there are many 
words which are pronounced with a retroflex -r at the 

end. The retroflex -r is not an independent syllable 
itself, but combines with the preceding final, often 

changing its sound. 

hua-r—huar 7% JL (flower) 

ge-r—ger 3% JL (song) 

wan-r—>war 3%, JL (play) 

xiaohai-r—xiaohar +). 3% JL (child) 

yihui-r—yihiier — 4 JL (a moment) 

yidian-r—>yidiar — %, JL (a little) 



CHINESE CHARACTERS 
I. Characteristics 

Chinese characters are the symbols used to write 

Chinese. Modern Chinese characters fall into two 
categories: one with a phonetic component, the other 

without it. Most of those without a phonetic compo- 

nent developed from pictographs. From ancient 

writing on archaeological relics we can see their 

evolution. 

rl sun A 

Fl yue moon 

. , rén person 

X . Bi ne Ix miu tree 

It is possible to draw a picture of a concrete object 

but abstract concepts were represented by symbols. 

~ Lo 2b sine wp 
[N ee Pp “FR xia down 

Aside from these, there are also characters made 

up of two or more other characters. For example, 
H and A combine to give 4] ming (bright); A leaning 
against # gives 4 xiii (rest). 
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Characters of this type which do not contain 

phonetic components account for only a small pro- 

portion of all Chinese characters, but many of them 
are in common use. 

The overwhelming majority of Chinese characters 

contain a phonetic component. In addition to this 

phonetic, they contain a signific, which indicates the 

meaning. For instance, in the character * cao 

(grass), the signific + (originally a picture of grass) 

carries the meaning while the phonetic -# z4o provides 

an approximate guide to the sound. 

Learning to recognize phonetics and significs is 

a help to learning characters. Knowing the pro- 
nunciation of one character, by analogy it is possible 
to infer the pronunciation of many others containing 

the same phonetic. 

For example: 

FA fang: 

3 fang % fane # fang 445 fang 

+ fang i7 fang 7% fang 

& ba: 

vw, ba ys ba ¢ ba & ba je ba 

# ba # ba 

Because pronunciation has changed over the 

centuries, many phonetics now indicate only the 

approximate sound, like -- zao in * cao. Others 
no longer indicate the sound at all. Owing to changes 
in the form of characters, some significs no longer 

have their original shape. Therefore significs and 

phonetics are only a limited aid in learning characters. 

11 



Il. Structure of Characters and 

Rules for Writing 

Some characters are quite complex, and to remem- 
ber them one must analyze them. Characters are 

generally composed of several basic structural parts 

called ‘“‘character components”. Some character com- 
ponents can stand by themselves; for instance, A is 

itself a character. Most characters, however, are made 

up of two or more components. Some are made up 

of upper and lower parts, like si % (think) and cao # 

(grass); others of right and left sides, like pai 74 (tap) 
and héng ¢ (red); still others of inside and outside 

parts, like gud (country) and kang & (healthy). 

Although the number of characters is quite large, there 

are only a limited number of character components. 

All character components are written with the fol- 
lowing eight basic strokes: 

Stroke Name 

. 
wm dian dot 

is 4 héng horizontal 

WZ shu vertical 

PA # = pis —sdeft-faalling 

No te ona right-falling 

JS z ti rising 

] | GN 4h gu hook 

7 — dp  -zhé turning 

12 



These strokes are basically straight lines and 
should not be written in curves like Latin letters. 
From top to bottom and from left to right are the 
main directions. 

oe ae 
Ye Md 
SLs Wn = 

Following are the rules for order of strokes when 
writing character components and characters. 

Example Stroke Order Rule 

First horizontal, 

= > T then vertical 

First left-falling, 

~ / A then right-falling 

a [a oe = From top to 
ome : i, bottom 

I] ‘yp pl pp Diy From left to right 

13 
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First outside, 

Fy Fl then inside 

yy .nwyy? Finish inside, 
then close 

J iy Middle, then the 
two sides 

Analysis of some sample characters: 

ae 

if 

ei 

[3] 

Ne reas 

Ree RRS Kir 

a> PB 

ie os ae 
R- FARK 

te 
i AY 69 



aca 
i SE Aa ad 

BF 7. 
ea eae 

HK AK] AW HK 

Brad 
Pek es an 

As explained before, most characters are made up 
of two or more components. Those components used 
most frequently are called radicals and are sometimes 
themselves characters. 

ally arranged according to radicals. 

Radicals Examples 

i] Fl] Z1] A] 

NB be fe 
P 

Radicals Examples 

> oS Se 

HFRS 

me, 2] UE By 

aE Ea 

Ai Hip HE Ip 
by F 

th me Fi 

Ht aR 

te Ve 

Chinese dictionaries are gener- 
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+ 

oo ee ee ee 

HOF HERS 

4 48 HEAT 

it HEI ie 

Ab af SB Me 

LE be Ue Wp 

i] i3] 

Th is 

WE BY Be, Be 

A A ae) ye A ek 

FL FH PL 

AN AK 

He di 2 

Se WM ER 

3 SE, 

XE xt 

a B 
5| aR 

Ft RR 

Fi. jE 

JA BR 



Lesson 1 

Sa eee 
Xuéxi Zhongwén 

Learning Chinese 

Ar ie, Fit 
Ni hao! 

You (are) fine! 

Be As 1 MAAR RB ed 
Ni hao! Hén jit bad jian te! 

You (are) fine! Quite long not see (you)! 

aap ee HF epeayny 
qu Zhongzud le. 

went (to) China. 

Batt «fens? Bs)) or gee a> 
Ni zai Zhodnggu6 xuéxi zhongwén ma? 

You in China studied Chinese? 

A: tt, & & FH #2 FR. 
Dui, zai Zhonggudé xuéxi zhongwén. 

Right, ¢, in China studied Chinese. 

a ee 
Zhongwen nan ma? 

(Is) Chinese hard? 

1 trhieth is shrgapme s agits:e 
Zhongwén ba tai nan. 

Chinese (is) not too hard. 



Pe ee eee 

Rw MD PR, HH PH 
Wo yé xiang xuéxi zhOngwén, ni néng  bangzhu 

] also want to study Chinese, you can help 

H 2 
wo ma? 

me? 

GF eh eaten Po 
Hao ba, women yigi xuéxi. 

Fine, we together study. 

PAllice Lb wut i, BR 
Xiéxie ni, zaijian! of 

Thank you, again see (you)! 

FE Ry 
Zaijian! 

Again see (you)! 

Translation 

How are you? 

How are you? I haven’t seen you for a long time! 
Ive been in China. 
Did you study Chinese in China? 
Right. 

Is Chinese hard? 

It’s not too hard. 

I'd like to study Chinese too, can you help me? 

Fine, we can study together. 

Thank you. Be seeing you! 
See you later! 

Notes 

1. Adjective as predicate. In Chinese, an adjective 

may be used directly as a predicate. Zhongwén rongyi 
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? <& % (Chinese is easy); Zhongwén hén nan } x {KR xe 
(Chinese is very hard). 

2. Position of adverb. In Chinese, an adverb al- 
ways comes before the verb or adjective it modifies. 

Yiqi — 42 (together) in Women yigi xuéxi a. {i]— 42 #9 
(We study together); zai Zhonggué ~ + | (in China) 

in Wo zai Zhongeué xuéxi REY AFI (I study in 

China); and bi 7% (no) in Zhongwén bu nan 4 XH Ht 

(Chinese is not hard) cannot be put after the verb or 

adjective. We cannot say Women xuéxi yigi 44114 
J—x, Wo xuéxi zai Zhonggué AFIAPA or 

Zhongwén nan bu — Tx, 

3. The modal particle le ~. The particle Y is 
used at the end of a sentence and indicates the factual 
narration of a past, present or future event. Hén 

ji bu jian le (2% 77 (Haven’t seen (you) for a 

long time) and Wo qi Zhonggué le AHYAT CU 

went to China) both narrate past events. Le is some- 
times pronounced as la or luo depending on the 

vowel of the preceding syllable. La and luo are also 

written as 4 and#, 

4. The modal particle ma “4, Adding the particle 
* to the end of a declarative sentence produces an 

interrogative sentence. Ni zai Zhonggu6é xuéxi zhong- 

wén ma? (4 ? Fx 4? (Did you study Chinese 

in China?); Zhongwén nan ma? +¥x*t»4? (Is 

Chinese hard ?). 

5. Change of 3rd tone. When a 3rd tone is fol- 

lowed by another 3rd tone, the first is pronounced as 
a 2nd tone: nihato —>nihao (747 (how are you?); 

hénjiti —> hénjii 72% (for along time). But the tone 
mark doesn’t change when it is written. 
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Exercises 

I. Make the following words into sentences: 

1. x2? <A (Chinese is not hard.) 

2. PX —# AA] FI (We study Chinese together.) 

3. #9 Ai] FX PH £ (We study Chinese in 

China.) 

II. Answer the following questions: 

1. 4h 3 & xh? (Answer in the affirmative) 

2. 7” x x74? (Answer in the negative) 

20 



Lesson 2 

te ahd 

Xig Wén de Jia 
Nie Wen’s Family 

te % the te HK MA Ae 
Ta shi shui? Ta shi ni péngyou ma? 

He is who? He _ is your friend? 

a u > LS 
Fe» te, Fe Eee lA. Hes | HtX, fe. 

Shi, ta shi wd péngyou.e Ta jiao Xié Wén, = zai 

Yes, he is. my ‘friend: He (is) called Xie Wen, at 

AK AF. Be. AR A GR fe Be 
Béijing Daxué  jiaoshi. Ni bi rénshi ta ma? 

Peking University teaches. You not know him? 

2 pppes gets sei sdb econ wie 
Wo _tingshudguo. Ta — shi Béijing rén_ ba? 

I heard say. He» pis Peking person? 

hos BY—4 ~ >) 

Re, % He EM A, HH SER 
Bi shi, ta shi Shanghai rén. Ta baba — shi 

Not is, he is Shanghai person. His father is 

—* #4 LA, 
yige lao gOngren. 

an old worker. 

ros . 

(DE LEE OE 9p SRT 
Ta jia hai ydu_ shénme_ rén? 

His family stil! has what persons? 

21 
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ue 
Hai 
Still has 

A 3545, Ta, de, KH 

Rati] AB fe hi, 
Tamen dou zai Shanghai. 

They 

Hie, 
Ta 

His 

Se, 
Ta 

She 

all at Shanghai. 

eA fi MIL LAE 
airén zai nar gongzu0d? 

wife at where works? 

you) mama, gége, jiéjie, méimei. 

mother, elder brother, elder sister, younger sister. 

ft. och, iw OWE 5 were tgs TE Bas 
zai yiyuan godngzud, — shi 

at hospital works, is 

hati] A IL4y BF? 
Tamen ydu jige haizi? 

They have how many children? 

ge yishéng. 

a doctor. 

AAS FRILL, RA &KBIL, BF 
Yéu lidngge  ndnhair, méi you nuhair. Haizi 
Have two boys, not have _ girls. Children 

Eee ob, A OR OF, 
hai 

still 
bijiao xiao, dou zai xiaoxué xuéxi. 

rather small, all at primary school study. 

Translation 

Who is he? Is he your friend? 

Yes, he is my friend. His name is Xie Wen. He 

teaches at Peking University. Don’t you know 
him ? 

I have heard of him. He is from Peking, isn’t 
he? 



B: No, he is from Shanghai. His father is an old 

’ worker. 

A: Who else is in his family? 

B: His mother, elder brother, elder sister and younger 

sister. They are all in Shanghai. 

Where does his wife work? 

She works in a hospital. She is a doctor. 

How many children do they have? 

Pe They have two boys but no girls. The children 

are still young, both of them are in primary school. 

Notes 

1. The verb shi Z (to be). Ta shi Shanghai rén 

hu, % + 3% A (He is from Shanghai), Ta airén shi yishéng 
he, & AX EB (His wife is a doctor), Ta baba shi gongrén 

he, & & % TA (His father is a worker). 

Like other verbs in Chinese, shi 2 has only one 

form. It does not change with the person or number 

of its subject. Wo shi 4% (I am), ni shi 4% (you 

are), tamen shi 4% 4i] (they are). 

The negative form of shi < is ba shi 72. 

Ta bu shi Béijing rén 7.224% A (He is not from 

Peking). Ta airén bu shi gongrén 2A RALA 

(His wife is not a worker). Ta baba bu shi yisheng 

hu, $ & 7X KH (His father is not a doctor). 

2. The negative form of the verb you * (to have). 
The negative form of the verb you 4 is méi yOu RF. 

W6 méi you gége. A344 --F. (1 have no elder broth- 

ers.) Ni méi you méimei (% 34 A 444k. (You have no 
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younger sisters.) Ta méi you nihéir, WikAKRIL. 
(He has no daughters.) 

3. Use of interrogative words in questions. In 
Chinese, when the interrogative words shui # (who), 
shénme ++ 2 (what), nar %§)L (where) and ji sL (how 
many) are used in questions, the word order is the 

same as in ordinary statements. The interrogative 

word is put in the place of the word giving the answer. 

iy Biche ee 
psi he LB Ko 

de, fe JL VE? $e fe AH LAE 

RRA AA? RRAECE. BH. 

AeA AILS FH KIL? MMA ANF Ko 

4. The third person pronoun. The third person 

pronoun is ta in the singular and tamen in the plural. 

There is no difference in gender when spoken, but 

there is in writing. In the singular, it is #% (he), & 
(she) and %& (it). The plural is formed by adding 

the suffix men 4] to the singular, 4241] for the mas- 

culine, 4%/i] for the feminine and ‘¢74j for the neuter 

gender. 

5. The word airén A is used for both husband 
and wife. 

Exercises 

I. Translate the following into Chinese: 

1. Has she Chinese friends? 

She has Chinese friends. 

2. Are you a doctor? 

I am not a doctor. He is a doctor. 

24 



3. Have you younger sisters? 
I have no younger sisters. He has younger sisters. 

4. Is his wife from Shanghai? 
His wife is not from Shanghai, she is from Peking. 

II. Change each of the following sentences into two 

questions using the words shui 7 (who), shénme 

4-2 (what) or nar §)L (where): 

i, #® MA FR YX. 
Ta péngyou xuéxi zhongwén. 

2. 29 AH Be 
Tamen zai Béijing gongzud. 
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Lesson 3 

ES dewen5 cnl 

Mai Dongxi 

Buying Things 

x zx Sd — hic ie 

Az NW: [2] is Ae Je ie Jy: 
Shouhudyuan: Tongzhi, nin mai shénme? 

Salesperson: Comrade, you buy what? 

mE. REE - F KR A RK 
Guké: Wo yao mai_ yi jian dayi. You pi 

Customer: I want buy one coat. Have fur 

O9 SO Oop 

KR AQ 
dayi ma? 

coat? 

Alo bee & "Ap ri AP 9 
You. Nin yao na yi zhong? 

Have. You want which one kind? 

he Ob etethedhn Hr tigetie Suse. 
Zhe ji zhong dou hén haokan. Wo yao zhé 

These several kinds all very good-looking. I want this 

3 = . 

we. FY Bee 
jian. Dudshao qian? 

piece. How much money? 

— A =Th # BEEZAHSA? 
Yibai érshi jii kuai. Nin hai yao biéde ma? 

One hundred twenty-nine yuan. You still want else? 

me tLe = 
eae ie ais ae JA ny "gs 
Wo hai yao yi ding maozi. 

I still want one hat. 



ix A Ate TH (4) -—Mh, 
aN zhong eas Shi kuai wi (mao) yi ding. 

This kind how (about)? Ten yuan five (jiao) apiece. 

oe 
Xho « 
Tai gui le. 

Too expensive. 

pee AP {fx , We HM RB TH 

Zhe zhong _ pianyi, zhiliang yé bucud. Lit) kuai 

This kind inexpensive, quality also not bad. Six yuan 

= 4 2#& (4) -hi. 
sin mao wi (fén) yi ding. 

three jiao five (fen) each. 

RH Big ky Fig pst dak Bie? 
Wo jit yao zhé zhéng. “Yigdng éudshao gian? 

I want this kind. Altogether how much money? 

—H# ee tn =, Se 
Yigong yibai Ssanshiwi kuai san mao Y 

Altogether one hundred thirty-five yuan three jiao five 

\. (ay 
(f€n). 

(fen). 

ES 4B — A va +2, 

Géi_ nin yibai sishi kuai. 

Give you one hundred forty yuan. 

4K Je RD dee Tenet tege Te (Nn 
Zhao nin si kuai iit m4o wi (fén). 

Return change you four yuan six jiao five (fen). 

Translation 

Salesperson: What would you like, comrade? 
Customer: I want a coat. Do you have fur coats? 

S: Yes. Which kind would you like? 
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C: These all look very good. ITIl take this one. 
How much is it? 

S: A hundred and twenty-nine yuan. Do you want 

anything else? 

C: I want a hat. 
S: How about this kind? It’s ten yuan five jiao. 

C: Too expensive. 
S: This kind is not expensive. The quality is not 

bad either. It’s six yuan three jiao and five 

fen. 

C: Ill take it. How much do I owe you altogether? 
S: Altogether a hundred thirty-five yuan three jiao 

and five fen. 

C: Here’s a hundred and forty yuan. 

S: Here’s your change: four yuan six jiao and 

five fen. 

Notes 

1. Numbers. Numbers in Chinese follow the 

decimal system: yi — (one), ér = (two), san = (three), 

si vy (four), wiz (five), li += (six), qi + (seven), 

ba A (eight), jili 7U (nine), shi ++ (ten), shiyi -+-— (elev- 
en), shiér --= (twelve), shisfn += (thirteen), shisi 

+v9 (fourteen), shiwi + & (fifteen), shilii +3 (six- 

teen), shigi --+ (seventeen), shiba -+A (eighteen), 

shijitt +“ 7 (nineteen), érshi — + (twenty), érshiyi =--— 
(twenty-one), érshiér =—--= (twenty-two), érshisan 

=—+= (twenty-three), érshisi =—-+vw (twenty-four), 

érshiwii —-- 4 (twenty-five)--- sanshi =-> (thirty)... 
sishi vy-> (forty)--- jitishijiti 7.4-7L (ninety-nine), yibai 
—¥ (one hundred). 

2. Measure words. In Chinese, numerals can- 

not be put before a noun without a measure word in 
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between. Many nouns have their own special measure 
words to go with them. Yi jian dayi —4-X % (a coat), 

san ding maozi = 1 ?3-— (three hats). The measure 

word gé 4s is most widely used for human beings and 
objects without special measure words of their own, 

as in san ge haizi = 4.3% 7 (three children), yige gongren 

—4 TA (a worker). 

3. Units of currency. China’s currency is the 

rénminbi A if (people’s currency). Its unit is the 
yuanz. One yuan equals ten jiao f. One fido 

equals ten fém 4, In colloquial speech, yuan is often 
called kuai 3% and jido called m4o ~¢,. The final unit 

is often omitted. Yi kuai san m4o wi (fen) — 232 = 4, 

#(%), (one yuan three jiao and five (fen)), si kuai 
liu (mao) w2k~ (4) (four yuan and six (jiao)), 

qi mao ba (fen) +4. (4) (seven jiao and eight 

Cfen)). 

4. Ji JU and duishao % ++ (how many). When 

asking about a number from one to ten, JU is used. 

$y can be used in asking about any number. 

Ni you ji ge haizi? ¢;4@ L444? (How many 

children do you have?) Usually we do not say: 

Ni you dudshao haizi? 4; 4 3) 3%77 Butin Shang- 

hai you dudshao gongren? +3443: ZA? (How 

many workers are there in Shanghai?) we cannot say: 

Shanghai you ji ge gongren? Lig A LALA? 

Generally, gé 4+ or some other measure word 

should be added after yu. After % 1% sometimes no 

measure word is used. 

5. Nin %& is a form of ni 4% (you), denoting re- 

spect. 
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Exercises 

I. Fill the spaces with the measure words gé 4, 

jian 4 or ding Ih, 

Te a 
2. 9 ma 
5 5 a 

II. Translate the following into Chinese: 

1. Xie Wen’s wife is a doctor. 

2. He has a boy and a girl. 

3. This kind of fur coat is not bad. It’s a hundred 

and thirty yuan apiece. 

4. This kind of hat is inexpensive. It is three 
yuan and five jiao apiece. 
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Lesson 4 

fe. Ah te 

Zai Fanguan 

—ma Restaurant 

= S 
RE: BIL AA Be 
Guke: Zher you rén ma? 

Customer: Here is someone? 

c=4 .3 > > 

Pee a ae JL Wl A Pe Pa To 
Firwiyuan: Zheér de kéren yijing chiwan le. 

Service person: Here guest already eating finished, 

fe. Eve, 
Qing zud_ ba. 

Please sit. 

s ae We He et i oe 
G: Jintian you shénme cai? Qing jiéshao 

Cc Teday have what dishes? Please recommend 

ww a 

JL Fe 3 ee hea 
jiyang hao cai__—iba. 

several kinds (of) good dishes. 

fit, $R Bak "= 6, HR Bee +e We 
F: Nin xihuan’ chi ya, haishi xihuan chi rou? 

Sis You like (to) eat fish, or like (to) eat meat? 

Pa) LaJ a 7 ~L hie ee 

JL HR Re, i BR A ve. 
Zhér shi caidan, Ging nin kan ba. 

Here is menu, please you look at (it). 

Pea er Ps <s yz J kK Zé 

Rm: Ti (il IL H APA MR HF, 
(Ge Tingshu6 nimen zhér de mifénrou hén hao, 

Cc: (J) hear tell you here rice-flour meat quite good, 
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Ay RBA 
you mifénrou ma? 

have (you) rice-flour meat? 

. . => £' 

AR: Als ¥y ze cu i AL mA, hes 45 
F; You, késhi hai méiyéu zhéngshu, nin déi 

S: Have, but still has not steamed done, you must 

ae 

i = Be ) L ° 

déng —_—yihuir. 

wait awhile. 

Fh WAKA, RK a — AUS, AX & — ] 
G: Méiguanxi, wo Géng yihuir ba. Wo yao yige 

(e No matter, I wait awhile. I want one 

2 eb ’ an os APA, —PAH YW = IN, —74S 
mifénrou, yige roupian chao huanggua, yige 

rice-flour meat, one meat slices fried (with) cucumbers, one 

Heth We iH, F B —Mh HB, 
xihongshi jidan tang, zai yao yi béi pijiu. 

tomato (and) egg soup, also want one glass beer. 

WR: BPC RR, SER ME RK? 
F Nin chi mifan, haishi chi mantou? 

S; You eat rice, or eat steamed roll? 

RM: & B&B —B RR, —H FY Re 
G: Wo yao yi wan mifan. Yigong dudshao qian? 

Cc I want onebow! rice. Altogether how much money? 

ae ee ae. 
F: Yigong yi kuai ba mao liu. 

S: Altogether one yuan eight jiao six. 

Translation 

C: Is anyone sitting here? 

S: The customer who was sitting here has already 
finished eating. Please sit down. 
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C: What do you have today? Please recommend 

some good dishes. 

S: Would you like fish or meat? Here is the menu, 

please look at it. 

C: [ve heard your pork in rice flour is quite good, 
do you have any? 

S: Yes, but it’s not done yet, you’ll have to wait awhile. 

Never mind, Ill wait. Dll have pork in rice 

flour, sliced pork fried with cucumbers, egg 

and tomato soup, and a glass of beer. 

S: Will you have rice or steamed rolls? 

I'll have a bowl of rice. How much altogether? 

Altogether one yuan eight jiao and six fen. Ad 

Notes 

1. The aspect particle le ¥ , Putting 7 after a 

verb indicates the completion of the action. W6 mai 

le yi jian dayi A ¥ —##XR (I bought an overcoat); 

Zher de kéren yijing chiwdn le ix IL4 RACHA LZ S 

(This customer has already finished eating). 

The negative forms of such sentences are made by 

placing méi ;& or méiyéu {4 before the verb, in 

which case the aspect particle ~ must not be put 

after the verb. W06 méi(yéu) mai dayi 43% ( 4 ) 
EAR (I have not bought an overcoat); Zher de 

kéren méi (you) chiwan ix JL49 BAG ( A +) tH (The 

customer here has not finished eating). 

2. Complement of result. An additional element 
following a verb or an adjective is called the “com- 
plement”. A complement which tells the result of an 
action is called a complement of result. The chi »¢ 

(eat) in %% is an action, wan % (finish) a comple- 
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ment of result which expresses the result achieved by 
the action. The shi # (done) in ®%# is also a com- 

plement of result. Such verb-complement construc- 

tions showing result may be followed by an object 
or the aspect particle 7, W06 chiwan fan le 4°27 % 

te ¥ (I have finished eating), where fan 4% (food) is 

the object. The negative form uses %(#). W6 

méiyou chiwan fan 4.3% 4 °%%%% (I have not finished 

eating). 

3. Questions using... .i&%.... Alternative ques- 
tions are formed by using haishi i£ 2 (or) to join two 

possible answers. Nin xihuan chi yi, h4ishi xihuan chi 

rou? @Axk~&, £Ask°~tN? (Would you like 
fish or meat?) 

Exercises 

I. Rewrite the following sentences into alternative 

questions using...... Ye Se 

1, WAREBA CARA) © 

2. uRARBE( LA). 
3, eR AAR fe 

II. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

1. I have bought fish, not meat. 

2. I have already finished eating. 

3. The steamed rolls are not done yet, you'll 
have to wait awhile. 
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Lesson 5 

OL 
Youlan Xiangshan 

Exeursion to Fragrant Will 

Op R EZRA, KRU RY. KRieK 
Zudtian xinggiri, tidnqi hén hio. W6 hé wd 

Yesterday (was) Sunday, weather very good. I and my 

& >> = =- 

RAL BF HE Fl AB WILI-KR, 
airén, haizi qu Xiangshan Gongyuan wanrle yi tian. 

wile, child went Fragrant Hill Park (and) played a day. 

SES Fe ES =I 

os Sg aoe Wil ae 2 8 lg oe Pema Che 
Shangwi jii dian zhong wémen — chiwan zAofan, jiu 

Morning nine o’clock we finished eating breakfast, then 

: sz Beg 

Lara Due can ial ge eae SESE al ences alls 
zuo ché chafa le. Qiché dayué zéule yige ban 

sit bus set out. Bus about went one (and a) half 

bit, 4] 2A WHR CH FR S 
xiazoshi, dao gongyuan de shihou yijing shi dian dud 

hours, arrive park time already ten more 

4 _ we We Z = 

(47) 7. RAR, BHA RM FS, 2B 
(zhong) fe. Zhe tian, youlan de rén hén dud, géngyuan 

(o’clock). This day, sightseeing people very many, park 

Mo abi 6 Al. 
ménkou féichang rénao. 

gate extraordinarily bustling. 

RNKABT —AIL, KH FH Ki, 
Women  xiiixile yihuir, ji = kaishi pa shan. 

We rested awhile, then began (to) climb hill. 
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KA FT ee a) ST A a ae, 
Dayué xiawi yididn (zhéng) daole shan ding. Qiitian, 

About afternoon one (o'clock) arrived hill top. Autumn, 

&L i det a 22-75 We AR 4. 
Xidngshan de  shtyé dou héng ile, féngjing hén hao. 

Fragrant Hill’s tree leaves all red, scenery very good. 

AM) & bE AIT ALA RH, 
Women zai shanshang wanrle liang, san ge xidoshi, 

We at hill on played two or three hours, 

2 24 , Ke = 

Ry wk FS wa, 2) RW HR, 
hai zhaole hén dud _ xiang, dao jia de shihou, 

also (took) very many pictures, arrive home time, 

C3 xB i a % i¥ o) 

yijing wi dian dud le. 

already five more. 

Translation 

Yesterday was Sunday and the weather was quite 

nice. My wife and child and I went to Hsiangshan 
Park to enjoy ourselves for the day. 

We finished breakfast at nine a.m. and set out by 

bus. The bus ride took about an hour and a half, 

and when we got to the park it was already past ten. 

There were many sightseers that day and there was a 

great bustle at the gate. 

We rested awhile and then began to climb the 

hill. We got to the top at about one o’clock in the 

afternoon. In autumn the leaves on Hsiangshan are 
all red and the scenery is quite nice. 

We spent two or three hours on the hill, took 

many pictures and when we got home it was already 
past five. 
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Notes 

1. Examples of telling time in Chinese: 

1:00 — —,4, ( # ) 
1:05 — — & Cgud it (past)) #4 

1:15—— +2 ( ) or—,&—kéH (quarter) 

1:30— —% 24 C44) or— 8 

LAO SRS PEAS yor aaa plicha 2 
(lack) — 2]  & 

1:50——SA1T(9)orZztoAas 

2. Time words as adverbs. A time word used 
as an adverb may be put at the beginning of the 
sentence or before the word or phrase it qualifies. 
Shangwii jill dian (zhong), women chiwan zao fan, jit 

zu ché chifa le 1-F74(#), ALE PR, R 
ae # oh: & 7 (We finished breakfast at nine a.m. and set 

out by bus); Women xiawu wut dian (zhong) huidao jiali 

RMI FAR (CH) BARB (We got home at five). 

3. Time words as complements. A time word 

may be placed after a verb to indicate the duration 

of the action. Qiché dayue zoule yige ban xiaoshi }%, = 

KHAT—A+ +H (The bus ride took about an 

hour and a half). 

4. The successive verb form. The successive verb 

form is one way to use two successive verbs or verbal 

constructions with the same subject in a_ sentence. 

The characteristic of this form is that no conjunction 

or preposition is needed between the verbs. Shangwii 
jit didn (zhong), women jit zud che chufa le + +704 

(), ARH ALAT (We set out by bus at 

nine a.m.); Wo hé wo airén, haizi qu Xiangshan Gong- 

yuan wanrle yi tian Aso REAL BFLFULABKIL 
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J —& (My wife and child and I went to Hsiangshan 

Park and enjoyed ourselves for the day). 

5. The structural particle de %, In Chinese an 

element qualifying a noun is placed before the noun 
it qualifies and the two are often connected by the 

structural particle 4. Xiangshan de shiyé 4 445 #4 

vt (the leaves on Hsiangshan), where Xiangshan 4 

J, is the element qualifying the noun. Also: youlan 

de rén #44) A (sightseers); zhér de kéren ix JL49% 

A. (the guest here). 

Exercises 

I. Fill in the appropriate verbs in the following 

successive verb form sentences (+, %, #. #R, 

FD): 

de idle gal ie ek oe es 
2, LFA RFR R___# 
3. nts. d 2h Glos. Ft di 

II. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

1. We went to Hsiangshan Park yesterday. 

2. We eat breakfast at 7:30 a.m. 

3. We enjoyed ourselves in the park all day Sunday. 

To 
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Lesson 6 

IRA i: 
Fawiyuan: 

Service person: 

B® A, 
Kérén: 

Guest: 

AR: 
| 

SEE 

a aR 5 TE 

Zai Liguan 

Em co Bbotel 

TPS Ree Se pH Be ME 
Nin h&o, nin shi Shimisi xiansheng ba? 

You good, you are Smith Mister? 

a 5 B: wa Ip te 
AN, KR XH LEM. 
Shide, wo — shi Shimisi. 

Yes, ] am Smith. 

ht > — —_ = 7 

FEM el TA eee es es es 8 
Nin de fangjian zai ér céng érsanwi hao. 

Your recom at two floor 235. number. 

> > i 3 a y we RAR Ke KRAAH 
Qing gén wd [ai ba! Zhé shi nin de 

Please with me come..... This is your 

eae me 2 

Ty |] > + cia 
fangjian, ging jin! 

room, please enter. 

ie) 5 ~ 2 Be J 

cae Fe] Aedes a, SK 
Zhége fangjian hén hao, you kudnchang, you 

This Toom very good, both spacious and 

= p> 
TEC Zo 
liangtang. 

bright. 

: ok oh 

Bh = JG i AL He | #] 
Woshi houbian you xizaojian. 

Bedroom back has bathroom. 
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Attendant: 

Guest: 

40 

ET & td BRA Mel? 
Canting zai shangbian haishi zai xiabian? 

Restaurant at above or at below? 

E4 sp ae . AR &ORF. RF £9 
Canting zai_—s- Idurxia. Léuxia haiyéu 

Restaurant at downstairs. Downstairs also have 

+ 3 Peles ZL 

PRB AEB we As A 
xigzomaibu. Méicéng léu dou you 

shop. Every floor (of) building all have 

SZ] We “z] We > Wie, Ake BR W 
yuélanshi. Yuélanshi libian de 

reading room. Reading room in 

2 ZY AK IRA, Feuk,|. Ae Fe, ewe 
baozhi, zazhi hén duo. Nin xian 

newspapers (and) magazines very many. You first 

GR Pe! 
xiUxi-xiixi ba! 

Test “dab. 

45, wot 2%, 
Hao, xiéxie nin. 

Fine, thank you. 

we as 
AN” Os See ee a, 
Bi kéqi. Dianling zai zhér, nin 

You’re welcome. Bell at here, you 

= — 3 > A +i, i MA My RR, 
you __ shiging, ging suishi jiao wo. 

have business, please any time call me. 

Translation 

Hello, Smith? 

Yes..L. am Smith, 

are you Mr. 



Attendant: 

Guest: 

Attendant: 

Guest: 

Attendant: 

Guest: 

Attendant: 

You're in room 235 on the second floor. 
Come with me.... This is your room, 
please come in. 

This room is quite nice, spacious and 
bright. 

The bathroom is behind the bedroom. 

Is the restaurant upstairs or downstairs? 

The restaurant is downstairs and there 
is also a shop there. Every floor has a 

reading room with many newspapers 

and magazines. Have a rest first. 

Fine, thank you. 

You're welcome. The bell is here, please 
call me whenever you need anything. 

Notes 

1. Words of location. In Chinese there is a special 
class of words which show locality, called words of 

location. There are two kinds, monosyllabic and 

disyllabic. 

MONOSYLLABIC DISYLLABIC 

+ shang up +i shangbian above 

-F xia down Fit xiabian below 

yo ii in yid libian inside 

sp wai out spi =waibian _— outside 
ay 6qi4dn)§«front§ Api qianbian before 

hou back Ki houbian behind i= 
¢ pang side itt pangbian beside 

~ zhong middle +a] zhongjian between 
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a) Monosyllabic words of location cannot be 

used alone. They are suffixed to nouns to produce 

words showing locality: shanshang 1, + (on the 

mountain), louxia #-F (downstairs), jiali ZB (at 

home), ménwai [13> (outside the gate). 

b) Disyllabic words of location may be used alone 

or after nouns. These words are used as nouns. 

Houbian shi xizdojian ¢ i2 4% le] (The bathroom is 

in back). In this sentence houbian 6 i2 (behind) is 

used alone as the subject. In the sentence Xizaojian 

zai woshi houbian 3/4] Z Eh} # Gi (The bathroom is 

behind the bedroom), houbian Gi is used after the 

noun woshi gs}, Canting zai loushang haishi zai 

louxia? AA AREICZ ARE? (Is the restaurant 

upstairs or downstairs?); Yuélanshi libian baozhi hén 
dud Mie! WIR S (There are many newspapers 

in the reading room). 

c) When a disyllabic word of location is used 

after a noun, the construction is rather loose and the 

character # may be inserted between them: # ¥ Jj 

Eb #% 62, But when a monosyllabic word of lo- 

cation is suffixed to a noun, the character 4 cannot 

be inserted between them. We cannot say 49 _- for 

wae. 

2. Duplication of verbs. Many Chinese verbs may 
be duplicated to indicate that the action is of short 
duration, as in Nin xian xiixi xitixiba!l GE AAKA 

vey (Rest a bit first). When a monosyllabic verb is 
duplicated, yi — may be inserted in between: Women 
qi xidomaibd kanyikan ba! A(14-)># BA Ave! 

(Let’s go to have a look at the shop). When a 

disyllabic verb is duplicated, yi — cannot be inserted. 
We cannot say K.2—Kk&, 
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Exercises 

I. Fill in the following blanks with appropriate 
words of location: 

1, BRE MIRA. RERF. 

2, PMA W, PPABW, RAPP AeA 

° 

II. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

1. My home is beside the park. 

2. Wait for me downstairs. 

3. There are many magazines in the reading room. 
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Lesson 7 

—# f 
Yi Feng Xin 

A Letter 

ER th 49h, 
Qin’ai de Yuéhan: 

Dear John: 

. > = Al : . 

"4: AA & mit Rh EH, Wu 
Ni hao! Yinwéi wo zuijin hén mang, sudyi 

You good! Because I recently quite busy, so 

oi bp Rf => = Lb of RA & & & H. ww Bik. OH 
méiyéu—_ géi ni xié = xin. Qing yuanliang. Ni de 

haven’t given you write letter. Please excuse. Your 

Hk AF we 
shénti hao ma? 

health good? 

ANA PR FD C4 F FST. 
Women lai Zhonggué xuéxi yijing ban nian dud le. 

We come China study already half year more. 

if ZR BR PR, AM w FI 
Laoshi yaoqii de hén_ yangé, women yé xuéxi 

Teachers’ demands quite _ strict, we also study 

43. : 

Ah DE, Bu ai ARK 
os hén rénzhén, sudyi women you hén da_— de 

quite conscientiously, so we have quite big 

* wu nS Siv4 .. > bay 22 > 

uy, TH, AM HM RE HH ER 
jinbi. Késhi, women shud Hanyii shud de hai bi 

progress. But we speak Chinese speak still not 
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K Al, XE A&M LRM BR F wh 
tai‘ Lidl. Jinhou women bixi géng dud de 

too fluently. (From) now on we must even more 

fk ao 
lianxi. 

practice 

ey eee eae ot ae 
Shang = xinggilit, women xuéxiao kaile yige 

Last Saturday our school held an 

A os sy ~ Be . : 2 ? ? 

WS o A411 ARB ABT IR FS 
wanhui. Toéngxuémen yong Hanyi bidoyanle hén dud 

evening party. Schoolmates used Chinese performed very many 

Sabhis 3 AMS That y Akt 

K 

lai 

jiéma. Zhége wanhui kai de  hén chénggong. 

items. This party held quite successfully. 

: 1 : Lp re Pay WA 1 we tk 
Wen biéde péngyou hao! Xiwang ni chang 

Ask other friends well! Hope(from) you often come 

tes 
xin. 

letters. 

AL te Ht Rs 
Zhi ni jiankang! 

Wish you health! 

#5 
Mali 

Mary 

Yijiiqiérnian shiyué érshisanri, Béijing 

1972 October 23, Peking 
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Translation 

Peking 

October 23, 1972 

Dear John: 

Hello! I’ve been quite busy lately so I haven’t 
written you. Please forgive me. How are you? 

It’s already more than six months since we came 

to China to study. The teachers’ demands are quite 

strict and we study quite conscientiously, so we have 

made great progress. But we still don’t speak Chinese 

too fluently. We must practice even more from 

now on. 

Last Saturday evening our school held a party. 

My schoolmates performed many numbers in Chinese. 
It was quite a success. 

Regards to my friends. Hope you will write often. 

Take care of yourself. 
Mary 

Notes 

1. Complement of degree. The complement of 

degree shows the extent of an action. Laoshi yaoqii 
ge hén yangé #)F RRR =H (The teacher’s de- 

mands are quite strict). Zhége wanhui kai de hén 

chénggong ix 4.0% AFF 49 KR a (The party was quite a 

success). #4 and 2% are complements of degree. 

This kind of complement is usually an adjective and 

connected to the verb by the particle 4. If there is 
an object after the verb, the verb must be repeated: 
Ta shuo Hanya shud de hén lithi 4% 7%, REE FARA 

(He speaks Chinese quite fluently). Ta shud Hanyi 
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shud de zénmeyang? if P CHA AH? (How is 

his spoken Chinese?) The negative form of such 

a sentence is made by placing *% in front of the 
complement: Ta shud Hanyii shud de ba lid 4% 7% 
Ris 364 Zi F] (He doesn’t speak Chinese fluently). 

2. Dates and days of week. In Chinese the names 
of the months of the year are: yiyué — | (January), 
éryué =] (February), samyué = (March), siyué 

vy (April), wiyué #5 (May), lityué =~ A (June), 

qiyué «7 (July), bayaé AA (August), jittyué 707 
(September), shiyué -- 9 (October), shiyiyueé -+-— A 

(November), shiéryué --= 4} (December). The days 

of the week are: xingqiyi ¥#4— (Monday), xingqiér 

Z#q— (Tuesday), xinggisan £3, = (Wednesday), 

xingqisi ¥ #4 v9 (Thursday), xingqiwii ¥ 4% (Friday), 

xinggilit 2 #4 (Saturday), xingqiri ¥ #47 9 (Sunday). 

The order for dates is as follows:  yijitiqiérnian shiyué 

érshisanri — #u + —-+ A =+ =. (October 23, 1972). 

3. Change of tones of —: (1) When standing by 

itself, or in the units or tens position in a number, — 

is pronounced in the Ist tone: Na shi yi Ap 2— 

(That is one); érbai yishiyi =G—+— (211). (2) 
When followed by a 4th tone, — is pronounced in 

the 2nd tone: yi jiam dayi —4- XR (acoat). Before 

other tones, — is pronounced in the 4th tone: yi 

féng xin —3}42 (one letter); yi nian —-f (one year); 

yi zhong —#? (one kind). 

Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions, first in the 

affirmative and then in the negative. 
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1, BRIE KFS? 

2. MAF IREFIBECZHI? 

II. Write the following dates in Chinese. 

1. March 18, 1871 

2. December 21, 1938 

3. January 1, 1972 
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Lesson 8 

A OR IR 
Kan Tiya Biaoyan 

Seeing a Sports Exhibition 

WR, KR fe RMA KAR KA 
Zudtian, wo hé wd péngyou qi Shdoudi Tiyiguan 

Yesterday, I and my _ friend went Capital Stadium 

AY — 4 KA Rik, BA AKA 
kanle yi chang _ tiyu bidoyan. Shoudi = Tiyiiguan shi 

look at a sports exhibition. Capital Stadium is 

ee = = 

YE m KW KATE, HOR KA ORE 
Zhongguo zui da_ de tiyiguan, bisai dating néng 

China’s most big stadium, competition court can 

ee OS ee 
zuo—s yiwan baqian rén. Datingli hai guazhe yi fu 

seat 10,000 (and) 8,000 people. Court in also hanging a 

BKM wi, 20 GR BF. 
juda de biaoya, xiandé féichang zhuangyan. 

giant slogan, appears extraordinarily magnificent. 

2 Nie ie Pe Ps . 2 Na ae 

Ai Fie, BAAN FA Am HY 
Bidoyan kaishi, yundongyuanmen = juizhe méili de 

Exhibition started, sportspeople holding beautiful 

a+ <-> 5 s : 
RR, BA ZF NM VR, MA HR 
huashi, maizhe zhéngqi de bufa, jinri bisai 

bouquets, striding even steps, entered competition 

KA, #A, MMNARIRER, HER, 
dating. Jiézhe, tamen bidoyanle pingpangqgid, yimaogii, 

court. Following, they exhibited ping-pong, badminton, 
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HER, «= ER FF OHA. INH AR FB 
paigit, langii déng xiangmu. Tamen de bidoyan dou 

volleyball, basketball etc. items. . Their exhibitions all 

AR 4A F KR, B RK, we FI, LR AW! 
hén __jingcai, ji jinzhang, jilié, you chdngmanie 

quite excellent, both tense, sharp, and full of 

Hee AY WH Rho 
tuanjié yduhao de _— gqifén. 

united _ friendly atmosphere. 

+ 7“ a= 

BER 4 AA RR AMT “Ae 
Zuotian de tiyd bidoyan tixianle “youyi 

Yesterday’s sports exhibition embodied ‘*Friendship 

ke ie Aas ee Sere 

Yer FG Ae — ay 4A AYP ES Eo ain| 
diyi, bisai diér”’ de jingshen, géi women 

first, competition second” spirit, gave us 

4 2s 
8 Fr qf NS FA ay ep KR ° 
lidxiale shénké de _ yinxiang. 

left deep impression. 

Translation 

Yesterday my friend and I went to the Capital 
Stadium to see a sports exhibition. It is China’s 

largest stadium, with a competition court seating 18,000 
people. It looked extraordinarily grand hung with 
a huge slogan. 

As the exhibition started, sportspeople carrying 
beautiful bouquets and marching in step entered the 
competition court. Then they put on exhibitions of 
ping-pong, badminton, volleyball and basketball. The 

exhibitions were all excellent — exciting and keen com- 

petition in an atmosphere of unity and friendship. 
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Yesterday’s sports exhibition embodied the spirit 
of “Friendship first, competition second” and left a 

deep impression on us. 

Notes 

1. The particle zhe 4. Adding the particle zhe 
4 to a verb indicates continuous action as in yundoéng- 

yuanmen jiizhe huashu id s 4114 4 7 KR (sportspeople 

hold bouquets); bisai datingli guazhe yi fii jida de 
biaoyl +R A/T BH A—1HE KA tes (A giant slogan 
hangs in the competition court). But in a sentence 
like Yimdongyuanmen jizhe méili de hudshi, maizhe 

zhéngqi de bufa, jinrd bisai dating ZA RNR Az 

MAR, UWAXFHPR, MAWREKA (Sports- 
people holding beautiful bouquets and striding with 

even steps entered the competition court), although 

#4 and i24 express continuous action, they are 

not the main action in the sentence. Instead, they 

describe the manner in which the main action #xX 

is performed. In this case, AFAMHeER and iz 

% % #44 & are adverbs in the sentence. 
ke 

2. Ordinal numbers. Placing di #% before a 
number makes it an ordinal number. Diyi #%— 

(first), diér #%= (second), disan #= (third), disi 

% v9 (fourth),... 

3. Numbers over 100. The counting units are 
bai @ (hundred), qian -- (thousand), wan 7% (ten 

thousand), shiwan -+- 7% (hundred thousand), baiwan & 
% (million), qianmwan -7% (ten million), yi {2 or 

wanwan 7% (hundred million), etc. 18,000 is read 

yiwan baqian —7%A74; 4,763,251 is read sibai 
gishilitwan sanqian érbai wishiyi 9 Gt +TAD AFH 

Fe as car 
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Exercises 

I. Read the following numbers: 

4,000 6,800 10,000 35,792 

II. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

1. Many people were sitting in the park. 

2. Sportspeople marching in step entered the com- 
petition court. 

3. This overcoat is both inexpensive and good. 
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Lesson 9 

“Le HW Fs 
Béijing de Si Ji 

Peking’s Four Seasons 

JAR MY AK WOR mse, Pe FF 
Béijing de chintian bijiao nudnhuo,  taohuar kai 

Peking’s spring relatively warm, peach blossoms open, 

: oe _ ore We 

By Hp Bt FF 1% ik a B, af Wh, WY 
le, liishi fa ya le. Zai gongyuanli, ydéulan de 

willow trees bud. At parks in, strolling 

ol Sirsa ca 
rén hén = duo. 

people quite many. 

ue RK woe KH, KH FR. 
Béijing de xiatian bijiao ré, changchang xia yi. 

Peking’s summer relatively hot, often falls _ rain. 

SS y a se P ake = > 2B = 

Ke eK HH AT, RT wm Bk 
Zhé shi yéuydng de hao _ jijié, haizimen zui  xihuan 

This is swimming good season, children most like 

Ss Py FF . we LP . F 

UPR, AU Ah, HRA BS, 
yoéuyong. Tiangi yué ré, youyéng de rén yué. duo. 

swimming. Weather more hot, swimming people more many. 

eS i = 2 ar ee 
qe WD ARR RH BATA 
Béijing de qiiitidn tiangi zui hao,  jidoyéu de rén 

Peking’s autumn weather most good, picnic people 

Z e 6 RR fo RR AS, & RE, 
bi chintian hé xiatian dou dud. Zai  jidoqi, 

compared (to) spring and summer both more. At — suburb, 
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caozi yi pian jinhuang, mianhua yi pian xuébai, 

rice a sheet gold, cotton a Sheet snow white, 

atk + 
FL a Sp te eS Ts 
féngshéu de jijié yijing  laidao le. 

bumper harvest season already arrived. 

=~ > . Ps p> tm Hh AR WH A, HH FE] M, 
Béijing de ddngtian bijiao léng, changchang gua féng, 

Peking’s winter relatively cold, often blows wind, 

> ~ wv pe 

ARR FT So RR BA, AR FE 
you shihou xia xué. Suiran zhéyang, méitian zaoshang 

have times falls snow. Although thus, every day morning 

hk $$ RK BAD KM, BA BK, 
hén du6 rén_ hai ilianxi + changpao, duanlian _—shénti. 

quite many people still practice long run, temper body. 

9 ky ge iki, 
Litbingchangshang géng rénao. 

Ice skating rinks on more lively. 

Translation 

Spring in Peking is rather warm, with peach blos- 
soms in bloom and willow trees budding. There are 
many strollers in the parks. 

Summer in Peking is rather hot and it rains often. 
This is a good season for swimming. The children are 
the ones who like swimming most. The hotter the 
weather, the more swimmers there are. 

Peking’s autumn weather is the best and there 
are more picnickers than in spring or summer. The 
golden expanses of rice and snow-white ones of cot- 
ton in the suburbs show that the harvest season is here. 
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Winter in Peking is rather cold. It is often windy 
and sometimes snows. In spite of this, every morning 

many people run long distances or do exercises, and 

even more people can be seen on the skating rinks, 

Notes 

1. Bi ye, Chinese uses the preposition bi }t to 
express Comparison between two interrelated things. 
The general form is: A }t B followed by a descrip- 

tion of the difference. Qiutian bi d6ngtian nuanhuo 

4A Kit A Ke Fe (Autumn is warmer than winter); 

Zai Béijing, xiatian bi chintian ya duo Azam, BK 
tL K A S (In Peking, it rains more in summer than 

in spring). 

2. Géng # and mi . In Chinese, the adverb 

geng ¥ indicates the comparative, as in Liubingchang- 

shang géng rénao (7k 24 + ¥ hj] (The skating rinks 

are livelier), which implies that other places for exercis- 

ing are lively. JinhOu women bixti géng duo de lianxi 

AE AALS % 22 (We must practice even more 
from now on) implies that we have practiced a lot 

before. 

The adverb zui 3% indicates the superlative, as 
in Haéizimen zui xihuan youyéng 741m Ax GFK 

(Children like swimming most) and Béijing Shoudi 
Tiyiguan shi Zhonggué zui da de tiyiguan 207% 46 

Kee RRKYKF ie (Peking’s Capital Stadium 

is China’s largest stadium). 

3. Sentences without a spoken subject. For some 

sentences it is either impossible or unnecessary to men- 
tion the subject. Xia xué le F FJ (It’s snowing); 
Xia yi le FRY (It’s raining); Gua feng le 4] m7 
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(There’s a wind blowing); Yao xué hao Zhongwén, bixt 

du6 shud dud lianxi BFP, LAS$HRSZAT (If 
one wants to learn Chinese well, one must speak and 

practice a lot). Because snow, rain and wind are 

natural phenomena, there is no subject. “If one wants 
to learn Chinese well, one must spe2k and practice 
a lot” refers to all students of Chinese. For these 
two types of sentences, it is unnecessary to answer the 

questions “‘who” or “what’’, so they simply consist 
of a predicate. 

4. Yue 2h-+--- YUE Aker eee We use this construction 

to express the fact that one situation develops along 
with another, as in Tianqi yué ré, youyoéng de rén yué 

duo KUAk IK, FFIRAG AA Y (The hotter the weather, 
the more swimmers there are). 

Exercises 

I. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

1. His health is better than mine. 

2. The scenery in Peking’s Hsiangshan Park is 
more beautiful in autumn. 

3. I saw a sports exhibition yesterday and the 
ping-pong was best. 

II. Use the following words to make sentences: 

ty okt 

2. 

3. Fie 
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Lesson 10 

KR: 
Daifu: 

Doctor: 

35. FF 
Qidéngsi: 

Jones: 

KR: 
Daifu: 

Doctor: 

eT: 
Qidngsi: 

Jones: 

A OK 
Kan Bing 

Seeing the Doctor 

gM At, we HK HH if 
Qidéngsi xiansheng, ging zud. Wo jidng de hua 

Jones Mr., please sit. I speak words 

Te Fe te OOTY ASS he 2 
ni ting de dong ting bu dong? 

you hear understand hear not understand? 

7 fH fH RR si Ce 
Ting de dong. Wo = [ai Zhonggué —yijing 

Hear understand. I came(to) China already 

pe winged ig: 
sannian ie. 

three years. 

wm EA KR SFR 
Ni zénme bi shufu? 

You how not comfortable? 

BR KH, AM, ORT, BH 
Wo téu téng, fa shao, chi bu xia, shui bu 

I headache, fever, eat not (go) down, sleep not 

» 37 ot ae 

UF ) os tf 4 Hy pe AL 7] 2 

hao, juéde quan shén méiyédu _iigi. 

well, fee! whole body have no strength. 
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7 
Daifu: 

Doctor: 

MF 
Qidngsi: 

Jones: 

FoR 
Daifu: 

Doctor: 

HRI 
Qidéngsi: 

Jones: 

KR: 
Daifu: 

Doctor: 

58 

DEAR KB # STAR—. 
Xianzai ni de tiwén shi sanshibadi yi. 

Now your body temperature is 38.1 degrees. 

kK KA A, KR AAS 
Ni zhangkai ui, wo kankan. 

You open mouth, I look. 

# Fave WP AS AP? 
biantaoxian zhong bu  zhdng? 

Bs tonsils swollen not swollen? 

A BP, a WEF AER Re OT 
Bu zhong. Ni jiékai shangyi, wo ting 

Not swollen. You unbutton jacket, I listen 

_— 

yi 

one 

F RGR, A RSL. HT. 
le. ting. Shén  hiixi, zai shén_—_sihiixi. Hao 

listen. Deep breathe, again deep breathe. All right. 

a xy re? 
Fe bee Elo 
Shi ganmao. 

(It) is (a) cold. 

& ay 4 42 
Yao da zhén ma? 

Need injection? 

L ae 
AN a9 g Re ma IL 2 VExs EE] AR VU, 

Buda. Chi dianr yao ba. Hui jia  yihou, 

No. Take some medicine. Return home after, 

1 a se SA SG 
y 

ni yao anshi chi yao, dud 
"2 
hé 

you need on time take medicine, much drink 

FF, SS © gs) hi OAM s LA) Dae ea 
kaishui, haohao xiUxi, gud jitian, 

boiled water, well rest, after few days, 

wh wT. 
jit h&o le. 

will (be) all right. 



Qiéngsi: 

Jones: 

Be Fe 
Daifu: 

Doctor: 

Doctor: 

Jones: 

Doctor: 

Jones: 

Doctor: 

Jones: 

Doctor: 

Jones: 

Doctor: 

Jones: 

Doctor: 

tf, tat, AL. 
Hao. Xiéxie, —_zaijian. 

Good. Thanks, good-bye. 

seen 

Good-bye. 

Translation 

Please sit down, Mr. Jones. Can you 

understand what I say? 

Yes, I have been in China three years. 

You don’t feel well? 

I have a headache and fever. I don’t 
sleep well, can’t eat anything and feel 

weak all over. 

Your temperature is 38.1 degrees. Open 
your mouth and let me have a look. 

Are my tonsils swollen? 

No. Please unbutton your jacket and I 
will listen to your breathing. Take a deep 

breath, another deep breath. All right. 
It is a cold. 

Do I need to have an injection? 

No. Take some medicine. When you get 

back home, take the medicine at the proper 

times, drink plenty of hot water and have 
a good rest. After a few days you will be 
all right. 

All right, thanks. Good-bye. 

Good-bye. 
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Notes 

1. The alternative question. One way questions 

are formed in Chinese is by joining together the af- 
firmative and the negative forms of a verb or an 
adjective in the sentence. Ni kan bu kan? (4; 474A? 

(Do you want to see?) The answer can be kan & (see) 

or bi kan 7.4 (not see). Ta you méiyou gége? pu 

A i AFF? (Does he have elder brothers?) Answers: 

you #4 (has) or méiyou {#4 (has not). WoO biantao- 
_ xian zhong bu zhong? & & LAR AP AAP? (Are my tonsils 

swollen?) Answers: zhéng jp (swollen) or bu zhong 
AP (not swollen). 

2. The potential complement. In Lesson 4 we had 
the “complement of result’? which tells the result of 

an action. With the potential complement, de # or 

bu % is inserted between the verb and its complement 

of result (or other complement) to indicate possibility, 

as in chi de wan »7, 43% (can eat up), or, in the negative 

form, chi bu wan »%%% (cannot eat up). Other 

examples are ting de dong 774} (can understand) 

and shui de hao ## 7345 (sleep well), and in the negative, 

ting bu dong "7 }e (cannot understand) and shui bu 

hao sé 7.4 (cannot sleep well). 

The potential complement form can be used as a 

question followed by the modal particle ma 4, as 

in W6 jiang de hua ni ting de ding ma? AM is tk 

7 43 16"42? (Do you understand what I am saying?) 

The potential complement can also be used in the 

alternative form of question, as in W6 jidng de hua 

ni ting de déng ting bu ding? AHA IE RTI 
Ae? (Do you understand what I say?) 
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3. The subject-predicate construction. Tou téng 
J (head aches) and bidntaoxian zhing A PLR AP 

(tonsils swelled) are both subject-predicate con- 

structions. In Chinese this construction can be used 

as any part of a sentence. 

(a) It can be used as the predicate, as in W6 

tou téng #4 7% (1 have a headache), W6 biantaoxian 

zhong #& AR AP (I have swollen tonsils). In these 
two sentences, w6 4 (I) is the subject of the whole 

sentence. The subject-predicate constructions téu téng 
sg (headache) and bianta4oxian zhong fA PAR AP 

(swollen tonsils) are the predicates. 

(b) It can also be used as an object as in W6 

juéde quan shén méiyou liqi At GAS EAH > CI feel 

weak all over). In this sentence, the subject-predicate 

construction quan shén méiy6u ligi 4 4 3 @ 7 4% (weak 

all over) is the object of the verb juéde 7} (feel). 

(c) It can be used as the subject, as in Shénti hao 

hén zhongyao 4 4ki¢/R&2 (Good health is very 
important). The subject is the subject-predicate shénti 

hao 4 %4K3F (good health). 

4. Ba % (not) is usually pronounced in the 4th 
tone, but when it is followed by another word in 
the 4th tone, it is pronounced in the 2nd tone. For 
instance, bi hui 7.4 (cannot) bi shi 7% (is not). 

Exercises 

I. Rewrite the following sentences in the alternative 
question form: (e.g. (KAS? PRA RA? ) 

1. XGA RS? 
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2. RRA AH? 

3. RMA ARREARS? 

II. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

I. He is in very good health. 

2. I think he speaks Chinese very well. 

3. We can’t eat up so many tomatoes. 



Lesson 11 

RMA RD Ze 

Canguan Rénmin Gongshé 

Visiting a People’s Commane 

k Zea, AML AMT Ae 
Shang xinggiri, 

AK, 
women  canguanie Tuanjié rénmin 

Last Sunday we visited Unity People’s 

> = iA a x be as » . 

Bin, Ast 8 FS A hs Hh cdl) 
gongshe. Gongshé de téngzhi shduxian  qing women 

Commune. Commune’s comrades first invited us 

: 4 seer 
BLY —P RE. PRE HR —ABANF 
canguanle yige shuiki. Zhége shuiki shi — yijiiwibanian 

visit a reservoir. This reservoirwas (in) 1958 year 

ye ee ae - 3 $e WH, C ne HEME DAH FY K BH 
xitjian de, t4 néng guangai gongshe de da_ bifen 

built, it can irrigate commune’s large part (of) 

tH, 
tidi. 

land. 

RIM Ke, AN wt BT 
Canguanwan shuiki, women jiu daole 

Visit finished reservoir, we immediately came (to) 

osu +5 i? 
= 74 34), ix 7S 4 F Fie EF a FLW), 

Xingfigou. Zhége mingzi shi quni4n cai qi de. 

Happiness Ravine. This name was last year only chosen. 

ay 4) Z> LFMA LHKRHP 
Wiachanjiéji 

Proletarian 

sp oe os ’ ‘oJ 

VARY, BIE 
Wénhua da géming yiqian, zhéli 

Cultural Great Revolution before, 

hai shi 

here still was 
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—&£ EKA, AT BREASER FH 
yi ido shitou gou. Weile jianshé  shéhuizhiyi xin 

a stony ravine. In order to build socialist new 

RAT » FE play epee Dp eye 
nongciin, shéyudnmen ki ganle liang ge doOngtian. 

countryside, commune members hard worked two winters. 

We] BAT ABW BK, ERT HA, 
Tamen yunzdule goduli de shitou, xilichéngle titian. 

They carried away ravine’s stones, built terraced fields. 

dat, ak 7) Fm T -F A, 

Rojin, shitou  gou bianchéngle féngchan tian. 

Now stony ravine(has) become bumper yield field. 

2] Pa uate tet Ae ioe alee 
Tuanjié rénmin  gGéngshé de shéngchan  yinian bi 

Unity People’s Commune production one year compare 

—* 2m, HH Fe 
yinian tigdo, shéyuan de shénghuéd yé yitian 

one year raised, commune members’ life also one day 

yo —K WW, RR AM He AN V3 
bi yitian hao. Zhéci canguan shi women shoudao 

compare one day good. This visit caused us receive 

Z a +} AR K RA Fe BOF 
hén da jiaoya hé guwi. 

very big education and encouragement. 

Translation 

Last Sunday we paid a visit to the Unity People’s 
Commune. The comrades from the commune first 
invited us to visit a reservoir. It was built in 1958 
and can irrigate most of the commune’s land. 

After that we went right to Happiness Valley. 

This name was chosen only last year. Before the 
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Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution it was still a 

ravine filled with stones. In order to build a new 

socialist countryside, the commune members worked 

hard for two winters. They carried away all the 
stones and terraced the ravine. Now the former 

stony ravine has been transformed into fertile fields. 

With production increasing year by year, the com- 

mune members’ life is becoming better and better. 
We learned a great deal from the visit and it gave us 
great encouragement. 

Notes 

1. The pivotal sentence. This kind of sentence 

consists of two subject-predicate constructions. The 

object in the first subject-predicate construction is at 

the same time the subject of the second one, as in W6 

qing ta lai AiF*2 HX (I invite him to come). In this 

sentence ta 4% (him) is both the object of the first 

subject-predicate construction w6 qing #74 (I invite) 
and the subject of the second one ta lai 4% (him to 

come). Godngshé de téngzhi shouxian gqing women 

canguanle yige shiikd AZ MASH AGARMNAMT — 
4A~ kJ (The commune comrades first invited us to 

visit a reservoir). In this sentence, women (iJ 

(us) is the object of the first subject-predicate con- 

struction and at the same time the subject of the 

second one. There are many similar sentences, such 

as Zhéci canguan shi women shdudao hén da jiaoyd hé 

giiwil, iXKA MEATS SRK GA fe RH (We learn- 

ed a great deal from the visit and it gave us great 

encouragement). 

2. Shi....de %....89. In order to stress a certain 

point, the construction shi....de %....4% is often 
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emeex 

AKEZ—AEA#4F¢H % (This reservoir was built 

in 1958). We want to stress the time 1958, and no 
other time. Zhege mingzi shi qunian cai qi de ix7 
2, F %+#4 344 (This name was chosen last year). 

Here it stresses last year. These two examples both 

stress time (it must be the past time). This is only 

one of the usages of the construction shi....de % 

....49, We shall explain its other usages later. 

3. Jit # and cai 4. The character jid # implies 
that a thing happened soon after an event or is to 

happen very soon, as in Canguanwan shuiki, women 

ji daole Xingfigdu, AMZKA, AMRAT FHA 
(After visiting the reservoir we went right to Hap- 
piness Valley). Ta gi dian zhong ji laile #2 «5 4 
w#% JY (He came promptly at seven o’clock). Cai 

has the opposite meaning, that the speaker thinks a 

thing happens very late, such as Ni zénme xianzai cai 
lai? ¢2:4A2mMAAH? (How is it that you came 

only now?) Zhége mingzi shi qimidn cai qi de ix 4 

4 F RAFF IH (This name was chosen only last 
year). 

Exercises 

I. Use jit # and cai 4 to fill in the blanks: 

1, MANA, osu KT. 

2, MACHT, REAZMRA_ R? 

II. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

1. My friend invited me to see a sports exhibition. 

2. He arrived in Peking only yesterday. 

3. We went shopping right after we finished eating. 
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Lesson 12 

Hina WH WARS 
Canjia Dianying Zhaodaihui 

Attending a Film Reception 

ay A mer, & fe SS WAR 
Qiantian wanshang, wo hé lidng ge péngyou 

Day before yesterday evening, I and two friends 

SE4 4 AS +t rr —- BY BHA. 
qu canjia yige dianying zhaodaihui. 

went (fo) attend a film reception. 

4 bY hg _ BS ORF FI, tHe =TF, 
Zhaodaihui qidianban  kaishi. Qidian érshifén, 

Reception half past seven started. Seven o’clock twenty minutes, 

RAT BH FT W, 2 TE o 
women _—sjil daole dianyingguan. 

we then arrived (at) movie house. 

_ ? 5 

x WE AY «Ker &, IRF #>, 
Zhége dianying jiao ““Hongse Niangzijin’’, 

This movie called Red Detachment of Women, 

Rk HFG bk ARH Boy CSA, 
yuanlai shi wiitai shang bidoyan de géming baléiwiju, 

originally was stage on performed revolutionary ballet, 

BARRIO CHM —h LKB 
houl4i pai chéng le dianying. Ta jiang de shi yige shouyapo 

later made _ into film. Tételis} i an oppressed 

4 PR KIL, SH AT fe KA 
de pinnéng nuér, nachi qiang ganzi hé dirén zud 

poor peasant daughier took up gun barrel with enemy waged 
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+# uF, & tH RA TT, 
douzhéng de gushi. Zai Dang de _ fiaoyu xia, ta 

struggle story. At Party’s education under, she 

- . ye & 

Re A 4 Ee ee dads 
chéngzhang wéi yige jiangiang de géming zhanshi. 

grew into a staunch revolutionary _ fighter. 

4 Be gs se ok K 44a AR, AN AA RR, 
Cong zhaodaihui  chilai, women réliéde jiaotan. 

From reception out coming, we warmly talked. 

KE fo FR, HIG, KR M MR Ask, 
Giushi hé —yinyué, wudao, dajia dou hén xihuan. 

Story and music, dance, everyone all very liked. 

ss a oe > x Sees 
x £2 A AH RA BR, WH 
Zhége dianying ydéu  shénke de _ jiaoyu yiyi, érgié 

This film has deep educational meaning, and 

ye = NE 2 a 

a IR 7K ie A R TJ o 
yishu shuiping hén  gao. 

art level very high. 

Translation 

The evening before last two friends and I went 
to a movie reception. It started at 7:30. We arrived 

at the movie house at 7:20. The movie was called 
Red Detachment of Women, originally a revolutionary 
ballet performed on the stage but later made into a 
film. It tells the story of the daughter of a poor 
peasant who took up arms and struggled with the 
enemy. Educated by the Party, she grew into a 

staunch revolutionary fighter. 

Coming out from the reception, we enthusiastically 
talked about the film. Everyone liked the story and 
the music and dances. This movie not only has deep 

educational significance but a high artistic level. 
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Notes 

1. The simple directional complement. The verbs 
lai & (come) and qu + (go) indicate the direction of 

the action in the same way that these verbs do in 

English. When they are used after another verb 
they are called the simple directional complement. If 

the action is toward the speaker (or the person or 

thing concerned) # is used, and + is used in the 
opposite case. Ta chilai le #+*#y (He has 
come out). Shanglai + # (come up), jinlai wx 

(come in), huilai =] #4 (come back)—in these examples 
lai * is the simple directional complement of the 
verbs chu ++, shang |, jin # and hui m, Examples 

with qu + (go): Ta chiiqu le #%+:+7 (He has gone 

out), xiaqu - + (go down), jingu ##+ (go in), huiqu 

=] + (go back). When a verb has a simple directional 

complement the object (which in Chinese can be other 

parts of speech as well as a noun) is generally put 

between the verb and the complement. Ta shang lou 

qu le 4% -#K+7 (He has gone upstairs). Ta huijialai 
le #2 R#XT (He has come home). Lou # and jia 

% are objects. 

2. ér = and liang *®,. Both = and mean 

two, but they are used in different ways. 

a. As an ordinal number, = is used. Diérké 

¥% —7% (lesson two), éryué =F (February). 

b. As the last digit of a multi-digit number = is 
used, as in shiér -+ = (twelve), yibai sanshiér — @ = + 

= (one hundred thirty-two), yigian wibai litshiér — -+- 

#4AtT =H (one thousand five hundred sixty-two). 

c. Before shi -+ (ten) = is used. Ershi =- (20). 

Before bai @ (hundred), qian + (thousand), wan 7 (ten 
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thousand), either = or ® can be used. Erbai —@ 

or liangbai 4 G (200), érwan —7% or lidngwan 7 

(20,000). 

d. Before the measure word that accompanies a 

noun, *# is used, as in liang ge rén *% 4A (two people), 
liang béi pijit 4 44°%i§ (two glasses of beer). But if 
the number is larger than ten, the last digit must 
still be= and not 4. Shiér feng xin + =—3+/2 (twelve 
letters), yikai sishiér ge rén —AwWt=A (one 

hundred forty-two people). 

3. Object placed before the verb. When the speaker 

wants to stress the object, it may be put at the 
beginning of the sentence, as in Gishi hé yinyué, 

wudao wo dou hén xihuan & 43K, HMAARE 

x (I liked the story and the music and dancing very 
much). 

Exercises 

I. Read the following numbers and word groups: 

1, QR DA 229K, 

2. 24H 2,000432 8) hh. 

3, 2475 PLN TA 

II. Complete the following sentences using the simple 
directional complement #* or + in accordance with 
the location of the speaker: 

1. FRAT, AR TF. 
(The speaker is at home) 

2. HF Fy HAIR __. 
(The speaker is downstairs) 
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Lesson 13 

RR ML ge HE W He 

Canguin Honggqi Dianjichang 

7isiting the Red Fiag 

Kleetrie Machinery Plant 

ZMERMAMI eH Be, 
Xingqisin wdmen canguanle Héngqi Dianjichang. 

Wednesday we visited Red Flag Electric Machinery Plant. 

Pel dontilé caine litte ty Aad Uh A 
Gongchang de yige téngzhi xian ba women lingdao 

Plant’s a comrade first took us lead to 

HS pS > pb ke wp 

BES, 2 ££ MBH PAT TY 
huikéshi, géi women  jiandande jiéshaole godngchang 

reception room, gave us briefly introduced plant’s 

Hu. RG i me RAT SB) SA ALA 
de qingkuang. Ranhou dai women dao gége  chéjian 

situation. Then “3 brought us to each workshop 

x EM, 
qu = canguan. 

go __ Visit. 

7 2) ed. ) ae ope eA 
Zhége gOngchang bijiao xiao, changfang ddu shi gongrénmen 

This plant rather small, buildings all are workers 

: By, 
Ac #26, MA, Re wk BD 
Ziji jianzao de, jigi, beet yé da_ bifen 

themselves built, machines (and) equipment_also large part 
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e DAA = 8 BRR eae 
shi gongrénmen Ziji gaizhuang de. Zhézhibng 

were (by) workers themselves built. This kind (of) 

2 aes ay ie ee BARA, REA YH 7 He AA AR 
ziligéngshéng , jiankuféndéu de  jingshén shi women hén 

self-reliant, arduous struggle spirit made us _ very 

R&B) 
gandong. 

moved. 

A] BA A Fal LAIN LA RRM 
Women daochi dou kandao géngrénmen zhéngzai jinzhangde 

We everywhere all saw workers just were intensely 

PA, tel #H fe BRA Bem RH, 
laodong. Tamen xian ba  yuanliao zhizaochéng _lingjian, 

working. They first take raw materials make into parts, 

Be BP > Fe, dO thAt, Ata a Go eee 
7ai ba gézhdng lingjian zhuangpéichéng yitai yitai 

then take various parts assemble into’ one (after) one 

ee MW REM, KA RH 4) RR, 
zhanxin de fadianji. Cong yuanliao dao  chéngpin, 

brand-new generators. From raw materials to product, 

Bit l FY LM 
jingguole Gudshao gongxi a! 

go through how many steps! 

Translation 

On Wednesday we visited the Red Flag Electric 

Machinery Plant. First a comrade from the plant 
led us into the reception room and gave us a brief 

introduction to the plant. Then he took us through 
the workshops. 
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This plant is rather small. The buildings and 
most of the machines and equipment were built by 

the workers themselves. We were very moved by 

this spirit of self-reliance and arduous struggle. 

Everywhere we saw the workers working intensely. 
They make the raw materials into parts and assemble 
these into one brand-new generator after another. 

How many steps there are from raw materials to 
finished product! 

Notes 

1. The jz sentence. The preposition ba je is some- 
times used to transpose the object before the verb 

for emphasis. Ta ba xin xiéwan le fh ie/42 5 ZT 

(He finished writing the letter). This is also done 
when the verb and the elements after it are closely 

connected and the object cannot be put between them 

(that is, after the verb). Tamen ba yuanliao zhizaochéng 

lingjian 4&/i]J7e RH #32 RR (They made the raw 

materials into parts). We cannot write this sentence 

as fea] BH RE, Because the verb #34 is 
closely connected with the elements ® and &#, 

the object 4+ cannot be put between them. 

The word-order of the je sentence is as follows: 

Subsect 72 object ——verb——othier’ ‘¢le- 

ments. E.g.: 

he, 4€ 43 5 poe he 

The following points should be kept in mind 
when using the je sentence. 

a. It is only used when there are other elements 
after the verb, such as a component, the particle 

le J or a repetition of the verb. Gongchang de yige 
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tongzhi ba women lingdao huikéshi 2) 4—+ BS 
fe RAIA FI AH E (A comrade from the plant led us 

into the reception room). We cannot say LJ #— 

FF] EAE KATA 
b. When there is a word of negation or an auxil- 

iary verb it is placed before 72, not before the verb. 

Ta hai méiydu ba xin xiéwan iF Ale ES FZ (He 
has not yet finished writing the letter). We cannot 

Say *uikiets RASA. 

c. Not all verbs can be used with 7e and there 
are other more complicated usages of the 7e sentence 

which are not explained here. 

2. Zhéngzai xt 7. When st & (or s£, or ~&) is put 

in front of a verb, it means the action is in progress. 

Gongrénmen zhéngzai laodéng 1 A4i].2 £4 4 a (Work- 

ers are working) can also be said as LA*] EFA 

or LAM LFA. 

3. A | as a modal particle. It is used at the end 
of an exclamatory sentence. Tiangi zhén hao a! x 

4, A. 4¢° (The weather is really fine!) Cong yuan- 
liao dao chéngpin, jinggudle dudshao gongxt a! AB 

Hal Kee, Bit T $ y+ LF!) (How many steps there 

are from raw materials to finished product!) Some- 

times a is pronounced ya "f or wa vt depending on 
the final of the preceding syllable. 

Exercises 

I. Organize the following words and word groups 
into sentences: 

Licthipyodaw Titiiaese, Bex 
2, iA Y Ay RY Rey atR AR 5s Fewee 

3) By Ae. a9. Ak, Fea, # A 41, a3 EA 
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II. Make sentences using the following words 
~ show action in progress: 

it . & & 4 {Z ° 

2. Wl A we 

3, ALT Re 

to 
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Lesson 14 

cls a= LP 

Yige Qianbao 

A Purse 

ates Je ee eco lees 
Yitian zaoshang, Zhang XiAohua qu shangxué, 

One day moming Zhang Xiachua went to school, 

> ab; Zz. 

fj WE KRM —-* RL, BER 
zai lushang faxian yige gianbao, jiangilai 

at road on discovered one purse, picked up 

. jE 2 = 

Alea ee el ee 
kanlekan, libian zhuangzhe sishikuai qian. Zhang 

looked, inside containing forty yuan money. Zhang 

Wie B, ROR RA EP RAY 
Xidohua xiing: Wo  yiding yao zhiodao zhége qianbao de 

Xiaohua thought: I surely must find this purse’s 

. Yu Sb : P< 2 

Es ea ee | ae 
zhurén. Yiushi, tas ji = zhanzai nar déngzhe. 

owner. So she then stood there waiting. 

air ap eadleny ais. oe ee 
Gudle yihuir, yige wilitishi sui de  lAodaye 

After a while, a fifty-sixty year-old grandpa 

bd Bea bt . Pz 

ARAT, HH —-wM HH —H AE. 
zouguolai le, ta sybian zou yibian wang 

walked over, he while walking at same time towards 

wk A TK HR BM, KR KM RE 
dishang kan. Zhang Xiiohu4 xiang, zhé dagai_ shi dit 

ground looked. Zhang Xiaohua thought this probably was lost 
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eae BPRS, meet, BR a, 
qian de rén, jiu paogudqu wen: **Laodaye, 

money person, then ran over asked: “Grandpa, 

Ww RB Ae” 
nin diii d6dngxi le ma?’’ 

you lost something?” 

ih calint Ati nose Alyy aiek 
“Wo ditile yige qianbao, libian you = sishikuai 

ii lost a purse, inside have forty yuan 

> ” 

BR o 
qian’’. 

money.” 

>J> SPN > 

im Ue UT, wae eK Jo Re 
Zhang Xidohua ting le, ji gaoxingde ba  qianbao 

Zhang Xiaohua heard, then happily purse 

= + a2 & ss 3) ” ne ae am 7 BW 2 
nachilai, shud: “Zhe shi nin de_ ba?’’ 

took out, said: eThise is yours: 

2s Si = bard “oe? . 

ZKG 22 KRG tt. “H &WH, 
Laodaye jiegud  qianbao shud: ‘Shi wo de, xiao 

Grandpa took over purse saying: “Is mine, little 

: sabes be bp Es ” Ses et 4, tee ML tA ee TD 
guniang, xiéxie ni. Ni jiao shénme- mingzi a2?” 

girl, thank you. You called what name?” 
“ AS > es a . = =: 

ZK, BAH ke KBB 
**Laodaye, biyong = xié. Zhe shi wo yinggai 

“Grandpa, no need thank. This is (what) I should 
”» ed re Sb oy = 

HK WY), iy 4B Vt A Be) PAR 
zuode.”’ Xidohua shudwan ji xiang xuéxiao 

do.”” Xiaohua finished talking then toward school 

Se ge 
paoqu le. 

Tan. 
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Translation 

One morning Zhang Xiaohua discovered a purse 
on her way to school. She picked it up and found 

forty yuan inside. I must find the owner, she thought. 

So she stood there waiting. 

After a while an old man of fifty or sixty came by, 
looking down at the ground as he walked. Zhang 

Xiaohua thought this probably was the person who 

lost the purse. She ran over and asked, “Grandpa, 

did you lose something?” 

“T lost a purse with forty yuan in it.” 

Zhang Xiaohua happily took out the purse and 

said, ‘Is this yours?” 

“Yes, it’s mine,” he said, taking the purse. ““Thank 

you, little girlk What's your name?” 

“You needn’t thank me, Grandpa. This is 

what I should do.” Then she ran off toward the 

school. 

Notes 

1. Compound directional complements. In Lesson 
12 we learned about the simple directional comple- 

ments lai 4 and qu + used with other verbs, such as 

chilai +4 (come out), gudlai it (come over), 
guoqu it + (go over), qilai 42% (get up), shangqu + + 

(go up). These combinations can also follow other 

verbs, in which case they are known as compound 
directional complements, as in Téngzhimen zéuchiilai 
yingji¢é women fF] 11) 4 tk Rie 4 A111 (The comrades 
came out to welcome us). Chilai +: is the com- 

pound directional complement of the verb zou 4, 
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Yige laodaye zéugudlai le —A+AFAHRT (A 
grandpa walked over), and Xidohua ba nage qidnbido 

jiangilai le 4) 44 je AB AR WAAR (Xiaohua picked 
up that purse). Gudlai it # and qilai #2 are the 

compound directional complements of the verbs zéu 
x and jian &. 

If the verb with a compound directional comple- 

ment has an object, it is usually inserted in the com- 

plement. Ta zouchi gongyudn qu le #4 4H AWMHT 

(He walked out of the park); Ta maihui hén dud cai lai 

le UGK F HRT (He bought a lot of vegetables). 

The objects “park” and “a lot of vegetables” go 

between the complements. 

2. Approximate numbers. Two consecutive digits 
are used together to indicate an approximate number. 

Liangsan ge yishéng ® = 7 & + (two or three doctors), 
shisiwi sui +w2% (fourteen or fifteen years old), 

lidgibaikuai qian 7+ 43% (six or seven hundred 
yuan), bajiiwan rén \7U7% A (eighty or ninety thou- 
sand people). In writing, a mark called a din hao 
(,) is sometimes put between the two numerals. 

3. The de 4% construction. In Lesson 5 we ex- 

plained how the structural particle de 4 connects a 

noun and its modifier. It has another usage: a noun, 

pronoun, adjective, verb, verb-object construction or 

subject-predicate construction followed by 4 func- 

tions as a noun, as in Zhége gianbao shi w6 de ix 

A ® &, % 4&4 (This purse is mine). (Meaning: my 

purse.) Nading maozi shi hong de AMPA F R44 

(That hat is red). (Meaning: a red hat.) Zhéfeng xin 

shi gége de ix 3143 4-4-4 (This letter is Brother’s). 

(Meaning: Brother’s letter.) Zhé shi w6 yinggai zud 
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de ix 2A 7%%% (This is I should do). (Meaning: 

what I should do.) 

Exercises 

I. Make sentences using the following groups of 

words, paying special attention to the position of the 

object (underlined). 

1 oak h Green YEaeeeee, He 

2. 360 ate UP Re 
o.oo 

IJ. Translate the following sentences into Chinese: 

1. This coat is hers. 

2. That purse is red. 

3. Those magazines are my friend’s. 
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Lesson 15 

& PE aRit 
Zai Zhonggué Lixing 

Traveling in China 

A: & 2 12 WR RK PA He? 
Ni shi shénme_ shihou Jai Zhdnggudé de? 

You are what time came China? 

. a aoe _ <> ea Lb 

B: Baa ore — Aw HK a7 An 2 

Wo © shi éryuéchi lai de. Ni ne? 

I am early February came. (And) you? 

NPS Se ss 
As Bick Mefe e fe. ALT TF Woe 

Qiantian. Xianzai zhéngzai Béijing ydulan. 

Day before yesterday. Now just in Peking sightseeing. 

: <r =a ¥ 
Bs AG RK AY AE, FE AL 7 9 

Péijing de mingshéng, guyi zhén = dud, 

Peking’s scenic spots (and) historical sites really many, 

mH AKAD CA RM BRUTY. 
érqié ca bifen yijing béi xiuzhéngguo le. 

moreover large part has already been restored. 

A: £8, & A EMT KB, ZR 
Shide. Wo zudétian canguanle Gigong, jintian 

nYES. I yesterday visited Imperial Palace, today 

L We > u 5 
wT KK, A RFA eth 
youlanle Changchéng. Na shi dudme _ xidngwéi de 

saw Great Wali. Those kre what magnificent 
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2, tk LA AMit —H Hw 
jianzhi a! Ni yijing canguanguo  yixié qgita 

structures! You already visited some other 

wa Y YS? 
difang le ba? 

places? 

2 sk (se a . . 

PN, aL FON AR AB AT. 
Guangzhéu, Shanghai, Hangzh6u wo dou  quguo le. 

Kwangchow, Shanghai, Hangchow I all have gone. 

2 i vg > ah wes 2é 

PM RR LR RT, he 
Guangzhou shi yizud yarédai chéngshi. Shanghai 

Kwangchow is a subtropical city. Shanghai 

x PER RKYH LH KP, HM 
shi Zhénggué zui da de gdngyé chéngshi. Hangzhdu de 

is China’s _ largest industrial city. Hangchow’s 

Me #2, RM CARA To 
féngjing hén méi, wo bei ta  xiyinzhi le. 

scenery very beautiful, I by it captivated. 

ie 7A WR HK RHE MA KM? 
Ni shénme = shihou qu zhéxié difang canguan? 

You what time go _ these places visit? 

AK Ka RK wm SH Lew TT. 
Wo houtian jit yao qu Shanghai le. 

I day after tomorrow then will go Shanghai. 

ee Ke HMR HE EM KH? 
Zud hudché gi  haishi zud  féiji qu? 

Take train go or take plane go? 

ze ERG A Ce Te KMS FT. 
Zuo féiji qu, yijing dinghao  féiji piao le. 

Take plane go, already booked plane ticket. 



es 

s 

3F, AR. 
Hao, zaijian. 

Well, again see (you). 

Translation 

When did you come to China? 

I came in early February, and you? 

The day before yesterday. I am now sightsee- 
ing in Peking. 

Peking has many scenic spots and _ historical 
sites, and most of them have already been 

restored. 

Yes, I visited the Imperial Palace yesterday and 

today I saw the Great Wall. How magnificent 

they are! What other places have you visited? 

I have been to Kwangchow (Canton), Shanghai 

and Hangchow. Kwangchow is a subtropical 
city. Shanghai is China’s largest industrial city. 

Hangchow’s scenery is very beautiful. I was 
captivated by it. When will you visit these 

places? 

I will go to Shanghai the day after tomorrow. 

Are you going by train or plane? 

I will go by plane. I have already booked a 

ticket. 

Well, so long. 

Notes 

1. The passive voice with bei #, The use of 
the preposition béi #& indicates the passive voice. The 
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word order is generally: receiver of action—#—doer 
of action—verb—other elements. W06 bei Hangzhou 

de féngjing xiyinzhd le AAMNYARAAET CI 
was captivated by Hangchow’s scenery); Ta béi ta 

de péngyou aging qu le @au4AmHKY (He was 

invited by his friend). In the spoken language, rang 

it or jiao -} is often used instead of béi #. Some- 
times 7k is followed immediately by the verb without 
the doer of the action, as in Naxié mingshéng, giji 

yijing bei xiizhéngguo le #8 ZR, FURLARGET 
J (Those scenic spots and historical sites have already 

been restored). 

2. The particle guo it. To stress past action 
(once or many times), the verb may be followed by 

guo it, as in Guangzhou, Shanghai, Hangzhou wo 

dou qiguo > WH, Ew, HM AAA (1 have 
visited Kwangchow, Shanghai and Hangchow); Wo 

tingshudguo najian shi A.°7 iit 784+ (1 have heard 

of that matter). 

The negative form is méi (you) ....guo 3 ( # ) 

..it, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Hangzhou wo dou 

méiyou qiguo >}. Ee, AMAA RAHI (I have 
never been to Kwangchow, Shanghai or Hangchow); 
Wo méi tingshudguo najian shi ASHRAF 

have never heard of that matter). 

3. The exclamatory sentence. The adverb duéme 

$2 is usually put before the verb or adjective. 

The particle a | is often placed at the end of 
the sentence, as in Na shi duéme xiéngwéi de jianzhi a! 

AS BS Z HE th 09 3€ ZA! (How magnificent that build- 
ing is!) 
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4. The single-element sentence in which the subject 

or predicate is understood. In some sentences the 

subject or predicate is not spoken because it is under- 
stood from the context. When B says to A: W6 shi 

éryuéchi l4i de. Ni ne? AR2=-~A MK, thE? (I 

came in early February, and you?) and A answers, 
Qiantian fjx (The day before yesterday), (;%& and 
BY X are complete sentences although the first one 
has no predicate and the second no subject and only 

part of a predicate. 

5. (Ji) yao....le (%) &.... 7 indicates somc- 

thing will happen in the future, as in Wo houtian 

(jit) yao qi Shanghai le AG K(GGL)ZE LST C will 
go to Shanghai the day after tomorrow). 

Exercises 

I. Organize the following words or word groups into 

sentences. 

A itende s "Shay BE 

2. wh, RN, HR, RR. CARH TANG 

3. 2. 2B, FE, PH, AL EM, RA 

II. Translate the following into Chinese. 

1. How fine the weather is today. 

2. Tomorrow they will visit a factory. 

3. I still have not been to Shanghai. 
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Lesson 16 

WP mK R 
Liéning de Dayi 

Lenin’s @verecoat 

AR, $|q am, Fa AF, 
Dongtian, guazhe béiféng, xiazhe daxué, 

(It was) winter, blowing north wind, falling big snow, 

Pi) he Fee cmt ale dese RA 
Liéning hai chuanzhe yijian jit dayi. Zhéjian  dayi 

Lenin still wearing an old overcoat. This overcoat 

Py te Ee Ty OLY BF OB 
chuanle hao xié nian le, hao jige difang yijing 

worn many years, quite a few places already 

ar P oR SN fh Fly BAA, aR 
biguo le. Téngzhimen pa Liéning ddnghuai, cou 

mended Comrades feared Lenin freeze ruined, all 

5 eS Re ee 
quan (Aa huan yijian xin de, 

advised him change (to) a new (one). 

ANT RA dh: “KH SB, 
Liéning xiaozhe shud: ‘Ba yao, 

Lenin smiling said, “No want, 

4 . . 

yiyang  léng, youde rén_ lian 

the same cold, 

Ay ”» 

° 

you.”’ 

have.” 

some persons even 

~ 

Ix By RE 
ba yao. Dajia 

no want. Everybody 

1 KR af 
jid dayi dou 

old overcoats 



BA, For BAT. AH AE FF 
Houlai, géming shéngli le. Ydude téngzhi kai 

Later on revolution victorious. Some comrades made 

2 2kk bit “ oe = > > . 

oe te. SET OLS A AK Ve 
wanxiao shud: “Liéning tongzhi de  dayi kéyi jin 

joke said, “Lenin Comrade’s overcoat can enter 

pa ; 5 ” a > ye Ae) op Hate J.” TH WP HA 
géming béwiguan — te.”’ Késhi Liéning ~ _haishi 

revolutionary museum.” But Lenin still 

FA Me wW KR, 
chuanzhe najian ji day. 

wore that old overcoat. 

es ee Te 
Yitian, yige téngzhi kankan Liéning shénshang Ge 

One day, a comrade looked (at) Lenin body on 

> s> 2 6 > = (2 Re a eR CREE OS 7) Nee Pe arnt 2 Me ain 
jia dayi, you dui Liéning shud: “Liéning téngzhi, 

old overcoat, again to Lenin _ said, “Lenin Comrade, 

+ 2 es > 

$forckean eke retin gift, eke Renn’ Cis 
ging = nin mashang huan jian xin dayi ba, 

please you immediately change (to) a new overcoat, 

> 4 ” 

AiR, WBA RAY, 
biran, nin hui donghuai de.” 

otherwise, you may freeze ruined.” 

re We xo = sr 
Aly ¥ BA By AS HH FF u: 
Liéning fin wozhe nage téngzhi de shou shud: 

Lenin tightly clasped that comrade’s hand said, 

“ak wm Ber BFA TY, AM RM BE 
“Ni yiwéi géming shéngli le, women fii  yinggai 

“You think revolution victorious, we then should 
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Ft WF RIL Se Re, AM AK 
chuan de hao yidianr ma?  Bucud, women quéshi 

wear better a little? Not wrong, we really 

40 vg ’ “yt = 

RH J M4, TR ER #H R 
qudé le shéngli, késhi hai yao jianshé. Qian 

achieved victory, but still must construct. Money 

zt . >= o> 22 

& WE eR 7H. RR F fF 
yao yong zai jianshé fangmian. Yifu' chuan~ de jiu 

must use in construction sphere. Clothes wear old 

5 BY ” 

ee Rea Ju 9 te Ay Kz A ° 

yidianr, méi you guanxi.”’ 

a little, doesn’t matter.” 

Translation 

It was winter. The north wind was blowing and 
a heavy snow was falling, but Lenin was still wearing 

an old overcoat. It had been worn for many years and 

was already mended in quite a few places. Afraid 

that Lenin might freeze and injure his health, all 

the comrades advised him to get a new one. 

“No, no,” Lenin said with a smile. “Every- 

body else is just as cold. Some people don’t even have 
old overcoats.” 

Later, after the revolution was victorious, some 

comrades jokingly remarked, ““Comrade Lenin’s over- 

coat can be put in the revolutionary museum.” But 

Lenin still continued to wear the old overcoat. 

One day a comrade, looking at the old overcoat 
on Lenin, again said, “Comrade Lenin, please get a 

new overcoat immediately. Otherwise, you may freeze. 
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Giving that comrade a firm handshake, Lenin 

said, “You think that since the revolution has tri- 

umphed, we should wear better clothes, don’t you? 

True, we have achieved victory, but we still must 

undertake construction. Our money must be used 

for construction. Even if we wear clothes that are a 

little old, it doesn’t matter.” 

Notes 

1. Passive voice by connotation. In Lesson 15 

we introduced the use of the preposition bei # 
before a verb to indicate the passive voice. There 

are other places where the passive voice is obvious 
without the use of béi. This is called the passive 
voice by connotation. Zhé jian dayi chuanle hao xié 

nian le x4eKRF TH+] (This overcoat had 

been worn for many years). Hao fige difang yijing 

biguo le if LA2u7 C24 4bit F (Quite a few places 
were already mended). 

2. The adverb hao 4+, The adverb 4 is placed 
before such words as ji JL, xié # and dud $ 

to emphasize them. Hao xié nian 47 2¢ = (many years); 
hao jige difang 4 1L4.247 (quite a few places—not just 

two or three places); and hao dud dongxi 47 3 AY 

(very many things). 

3. The adjective youde 4%) (some or a part). 

Youde rén lian jid dayi dou méi yOu A#AAHWKR 

4p 3 A (Some people don’t even have old overcoats). 
Yéude tongzhi kai wanxiZo shuo --.--- AMP EK 

ba (Some comrades jokingly remarked... .) 

Youde and the noun that follows serve as the 

subject of the sentence. In the two examples above 
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youde rén 4 4A and youde toéngzhi 445") 4 are 

subjects. 

If the noun following yéude has been mentioned 
already, it can be omitted. Xié Wén maile hén duo 

shi, youde shi zhOngwén de, youde shi yingwén de 7 

KRETRGS RH, AHAP RH, AHARLH Ke 
Wen bought many books, some in Chinese, some in 

English). 

4. Li4n with dou or yé i++ ag ( & )-. 

This structure is used to stress one case where the rest 
is understood. Y6éude rén lidn jit dayi dou méi you 

AMA KRAB A (Some people don’t even have 

old overcoats). It stresses the fact that they don’t 

even have old overcoats, to say nothing of new ones. 

Jintian tiangi hén ré, lian yidianr feng yé méi you 

ARR VRA, Z-RILM AIA (Today it is very 
hot and there is not even the slightest wind). 

If this sentence is said in summer, by stressing the 

fact that there is not the slightest wind, it can be imag- 

ined how hot it is. 

Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions on the text: 

1 ASN AAMATR-ABAKR? 

2. APMP SMT HA? 

8. PRAM, ATANTR ALF AM Hi 
KR? 

II. Make two sentences each: 

1, AN 

a aes Ap ( a +) 

3. Passive voice by connotation 
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III. Read the following passage: 

oe “BOR HR” 
| > UR (ianyd prison) PT4A+TOAAT., 

f IRB it (zhimxii allow) 4+ (shi book), Ki 
BAW, TX (késhi but) 4—}24# (zhé meaning 

-ary or -iSt) aS4o3% (zhidao know), /A 4 45(niunai milk) 

£4 (zhi paper) £5 (ziwords) +#AMARUA, 

qe 5 it FAG (kdo toast) -—%, eee AkLFRT. 
>| A & & (mianbao bread) 7% “27K (moshui 

ink) # (ping bottle)”, 724-458] (dao pour) ABW, A 
si (gangbi pen) APLRAFUUARF. Ax, 
A&A (kan watch) BRHARAANTARFT, RMWRR, 
WF HBAAGAR, Bie “BKM” -2T. 

“UBT A?” ee MRYAAP AT 9 
AFH: HCHAMT! KARALAURG? ” 

AUROAATA, RAHA, RHETT. 

HH, WTARRZSEAT —AKURAA (youming 
famous) 49 #3, 
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Lesson 17 

<i eee 
‘Women Shi Yi Jia’ 

‘We Are One Family’ 

Jinnian chinjié, Jiéfangjun zhansai Zhang 

This year Spring Festival, Liberation Army fighter Zhang 

$2, ELS) ab Reo KH  & 
Hongxin huidao Béijing tangin. Kuai yao 

Hongxin returned to Peking (to) visit family. Soon would 

Ss] ZHHR, HAL Hw A — 
dao jia de shihou, ta. kanjian gidnbian ydu yi 

arrive home time, he saw ahead was a 

be ee = 2 — IN oJ 2 

irda tule yy RR Oy aA 
wei nu téngzhi kangzhe yi dai mian, tizhe 

woman comrade shouldering a _ sack flour, carrying 

A eS, &e BURR Ale, te RB 
liang tiao yi, zou li hén bi fangbian. Ta jit 

{wo fish, walk road very not convenient. He then 

pre “ y= > Ks 2. (eS ” 

aE LF HH, “Fl, A we wR FS aI. 
ganshangqu shud: ‘‘Téngzhi, wo bang ni na dianr.”’ 

caught up said, ‘‘Comrade, I help you take (a) bit.” 

. =P . x 

—i Mw, —-i PR H 2E 
Yibian shud, yibian ba nadai mian kangzai 

At same time spoke, at same time took that sack flour shouldered at 

Ey CoA ake 
zijji jianshang. 

own shoulder on. 
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we 2 = + > > 

Rik BEAM ATA 2Ff, 
Zhewei nil téngzhi _— gAnjide kanlekan Hongxin, 
This woman comrade gratefully looked (at) Hongxin, 

Fl: “BLS, te & MPL? ” 
wen: “Téngzhi, ni qu nar?’ 

asked, “Comrade, you go where?” 

6 Qs isp > ~~ = = wD op 
Re Ee Re AR -—+tAFs, 
“Wo ji zhizai zhétiao _hitténg érshibahao.”’ 

<T Sjust live atc» this lane No. 28.” 

he = = I» 

x RAB KF 4H? 
“Shi Zhang Dama [fia #ma?’’ 

‘fs Zhang Aunt’s home?” 

“ ” 

cc a RF 

“Dan, <Mdui.?? 

“Right, right.” 

“%, BA fe HE Boe” & WS 
lia e ove. women qu de...--- 7. Ni _téngzhi 

On we two 20.2.0 Woman comrade 

: ad ips) fae + 
se A Vt AL eh RR He AR op ° 
méiyou shudwan jit xiaoqilai le. 

had not finished speaking then began to smile. 

Or ey ee ee) cee 
Daole érshibahao, zhewei nl téngzhi _— shud: 
Arrived No. 28, this woman comrade - said, 

“te cig eI ” 

“Qing = jin ba!”’ 

“Please enter!” 

AG y SC pe Sey eee Si Ze 
“Bu, wo déi xian gi ni songdao _—jia,”’ 

“No, I must first for you send to home,” 

+ bay 4 

Pe Duc 
Héngxin shud. 

Hongxin said. 
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‘AS AN 2 - RF” *& AA 
“Téngzhi, women shi yi jia.”’ Nii téngzhi 

“Comrade, we are one family.” Woman comrade 

. Be 3 bit > > “ 

=i EB Wy HW Mr SORA, 
yibian xiaozhe shud, yibian han: ‘‘Zhang Dama, 

at same time smilingly spoke, at same time shouted, ‘“‘Zhang Aunt, 

oe lo ee, ee aah 
Hoéngxin __ huilai le!”’ 

Hongxin’s come back!” 

thi KAZ Reto ten a foumak dese Rte 
Zhang Dama ganmang yingle chilai, xiao = de 

Zhang Aunt rushed (to) welcome came out, smiling so 

We aR PAS MEY . Ast Se ae se 
zui dou hé_ bu shang le. Kandao érzi you xié 

mouth even close not up. Seeing son had some 

se + v4 6 02 a 

mihudbujié, Zhang Dama dui ta shud: “Zhe shi 

perplexity, Zhang Aunt to him said, “This is 

oS 2 a ee 3 > — . 

he BWR KR AS MH AR He 
liangdian shouhudyuan Qian Tongzhi. Tai kan wo nianji 

grain store salesperson Qian Comrade. She saw my _ age 

KAY, #H ® te Re DR BR, 
ca ie, méiyuée dou ba iliangshi géi wo songlai. 

great, every month all take grain for me_ send come. 

? ix + iz . > 

OTA jodie Bey Woe ori sack dt 
Tingshus ni yao huilai, ni kan, hai ti wo 

Heard tell you would come back, you see, also for me 

<> ”? 

cel se 
miile yu. 

bought fish.” 
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soe SR Rae it: “RK LS, 
Héngxin féichang ganddngde shud: “Qian Téngzhi, 

Hongxin extraordinarily moved _ said, “Qian Comrade, 

*. al b> . = A << ~ x Hat th. & RF FD RM A 
xiéxie ni. Wd yiding haohao xuéxi nimen = wéi 

thank you. I surely well learn your for 

AK Are 4 a SIS, 
rénmin fiwd de sixiang.’’ 

people serve = ideology.” 

& PS tt: “Sh He OB 
Qian Téngzhi shud: “Wo zud de hai cha de 

Qian Comrade said, ‘“(What) I do still lacks 

$3, KR LEH MRE FI “Ky 
dud, wd hai yao xiang Jiéfangiin xuéxi ne!”’ 

much, I still must from Liberation Army learn!’’ 

Translation 

This year at Spring Festival, People’s Liberation 
Army fighter Zhang Hongxin returned to Peking 

to visit his family. When he was almost home he 

saw a woman ahead of him with a sack of flour on 
her shoulder and carrying two fish, which made it 
very hard to walk. He caught up with her and said, 
“Y’ll help you carry a bit, Comrade.” As he spoke he 

shouldered the sack of flour. 

With a grateful look the woman asked, ““Where 

are you going, Comrade?” 

“T live at No. 28 in this lane.” 

“Ts that Aunt Zhang’s home?” 

“Right.” 

“Oh,” the woman said, “we two are going....” 
Then she broke into a smile. 
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When they got to No. 28, she said, “Go in, please.” 

“No,” he replied, “Ill take you home first.” 

“We are all one family, Comrade,” she said with 

a smile. “Aunt Zhang,” she shouted, “Hongxin’s 
back!” 

Aunt Zhang rushed out to welcome him, smiling so 

much she couldn’t keep her mouth closed. 

Seeing her son somewhat perplexed, Aunt Zhang 

said, “This is Comrade Qian, a saleswoman at the 

grain store. Knowing that I am old, she delivers 

my grain every month. Look, when she heard you 

were coming back, she also bought fish for me.” 

Extraordinarily moved, Hongxin said, “Thank 

you, Comrade Qian. I will certainly try to learn 

your good ideology of serving the people.” 

“What I do is still far from enough,” she replied. 

“I must still learn from the PLA.” 

Notes 

1. Complex complement of degree. In Lesson 7 

we introduced the simple complement of degree. In 

this lesson we introduce the complex complement of 
degree. In Zhang Dama xiao de zui dou hé bi shang 

le KAGE HAS RET (Aunt Zhang smiled so 

much her mouth couldn’t even close), "as a7 T 

is a subject-predicate construction serving as the com- 
plement of degree of the verb ¥. Again, in W6 

zud de hai cha de dud Ait #4 3 (What I do 

still lacks much), #/% % is a verb-complement con- 

struction ($ is the complement of degree of #) serving 
as the complement of degree of the verb *, 
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2. severe de shihou--.--. 484% (“when” or “at the 
time of”). Generally used after a subject-predicate 

construction, it converts the whole clause into an 

adverb, as in Zudtian wanshang w6 hui dao jiali de 

shihou, wo didi hai zai kan shi ne EMER DS 

FLOR, KA PLAA HR (When I got home 
last night, my brother was still reading a book), 
where #EKAMERBAZIR LAH is an adverbial 

clause modifying the verb 4. 

When the subject preceding #4} se is the same 
as the subject of the sentence, the former is omitted, 

as in Kuai yao dao jia de shihou, ta kanjian qidnbian 

you yi wei nui toéngzhi kangzhe yi dai mian 22] % 44 

HR, ALANA Sit4—RH (when he 
was almost home, he saw ahead of him a woman 

comrade carrying a sack of flour on her shoulder). 

3. The adverb jit #. The adverb # is impor- 

tant and often used. We have met it often in pre- 

vious texts. Here is a summary of its uses. 

(1) To indicate that something happens fast, as 

in Canguanwan shuiki, women jit daole Xingfigou 
EM AKA, AAS] T +7414 (After visiting a res- 
ervoir, we went right to Happiness Valley. — Lesson 

11). 

(2) To indicate something is to happen soon, 

as in Wo houtian jit yao qu le AGARBZEHY I 
will go the day after tomorrow. — Lesson 15). 

(3) To indicate relationship between two ideas, 
as “so” or “therefore” are used. Kuai yao dao jia 
de shihou, ta kanjian quanbian you yi wéi ni tongzhi 
kAngzhe yi dai mian, tizhe liang tiao yu, zou lu hén 

bu fangbian. Ta jiu ganshangqu shuo: ------ H&B) KH 
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HK, MALAWA-EKM SEAR, RAAK 
&, RIERA. MeMmAELH: +++ (When he was 
almost home, he saw a woman comrade ahead of 

him with a sack of flour on her shoulder and carrying 

two fish, which made it very hard to walk. So he 

caught up with her and said, ---). 

(4) To emphasize “this in particular” and not 
“something else”, or “thus” and not “otherwise’’, 

as in Wo jit zhizai zhétiao hutong ershibahao 4.24 & 
x AAA =—t+tAF (CI live at No. 28 in this lane). 

4. Lid 44, 4§ means 4% and is different from 

7 . (For an explanation of the use of ®, see Lesson 

12.) Since the measure word 4 is already contained 

in 4§, no measure word can be placed between it and 

a noun. We say lia rén 44 (two people) and lia 

péngyou 44 1) A (two friends), but not 447+;A or 4§ 4s 
Wi A. 4% may be used after plural personal pronouns: 

women lia 4 4i1 44 (we two); nimen lia 4% 41144 (you two); 

tamen lia #4i]44 (those two). 

Exercises 

1. Answer the following questions on the text: 

1, Ke RAMN AHWR, ALITA? CRE 
FF KAY? 

2. “8, RAV HRAQ ee? ERM RIA E09 
RITA? 

3, sf At A (weishénme why) 7 ik AAR AE? 
4, 4 BAT AIE RW RA? 

II. Make two sentences with each of the following: 

1, cress GBT 
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III. Read the following passage: 

AA KIR FS 

AA M—DRE, HMRTAT-LME, MFR 
> HRY Hee (jiedai receive) T 44411. 

Ef 1B SWI (jliedn dine together) 4 i 4%, 
yy RR IM — AF oes rua sy (Shao little), m@Hsb## 

je P (chuanghu window) X (guan close) EJ. ‘}) 
Bia, KAA (chéme so) &, MAH AZKHP? F 
Zo.AREM, “RRR?” “RH RAK” 
ALK ARR (chiishi) cook). jst (shangliang 
confer), 244% 9+ (lingwai other) #7 —HRBEH# 
(miantido noodle)i7, KUMEA TRAX. Hite (qita 

other) HARB A 
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Lesson 18 

+ Gh & 
Shi Ge Jidan 

Ten Kggs 

) @XPHR AR HRA os 
Xi4o Bai shi Zhonggué Rénmin Jiéfangjiin modu 

Little Bai is Chinese People’s Liberation Army (a) certain 

Sa KER, HK, HH EFT, 
bu de  yige  chuishiyuan. Yitian, ta d&sio yuanzi, 

unit’s a cook. One day he swept compound, 

> ae = 4 RM & BHE FF & HE, 
faxian luan caoduili you qi ge jidan. Ta 

discovered messy straw pile in have seven hen’s eggs. He 

E ~~ ay. pe oe = 2 ~)> Ae DOS, SO BRR ZH 
jiangi jidan, nahui chifang lai. Zhé shi shui 

picked up hen’s eggs, took back (to) kitchen. These are whose 

KH BT 4H SMe KF BK fe 
jia de yi xia de dan ne? Chuishi banzhang hé 

family’s hen laid eggs? Cook squad leader and 

~ 2 Taiyo Pl Siadta Bayt ieee, As 
Xido =Bai sii, wénle cunzili de hén duo rén, 

Little Bai together asked village in very many people, 

Mw & RS) BME WD ZA, 
yé méi zhaodao  jidan de zhiurén. 

still not find hen’s eggs’ = owner. 
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. > _— 

ay S23 
santian, 

three days, the 

Guole 

Passed 

A Rg ogee ae 
zhudzishang fangzhe. 

tabletop lay. 

be: “PE AT] 
shud: **Zanmen 

said, “We 

ZA.” BA, RR 
zhirén.”’ Jiézhe, 

owner.” 

+R, 
Bantian, Xido Bai 

a long while, Little Bai finally said, | 

An Foie 

shudxiaqu.”” 

talk on.” 

Kuai 

Quick, 

Ath T 
quguanle nar, 

goes habitually there, 

she RK HEE 3, , 

Rtigué zhudzhi ji, 

If catch hen, 

Ke ba 

KE AR it: 
Dajia dou shud: 

Everyone all said, 

BB AR RA 
yinggai 

should 

Following, everyone then (to) discuss began. 

a 8 HL: 

4 ” red 

AS ih ea ° HE K Vb: 

bu zhidao zénmeyang.’’ 

don’t know how it is.” 

ee ee 

AB JL, 

eG PBS Oe - 
zhé~— qi ge jidan hai zai 

seven hen’s eggs still on 

> = oie Js, SER os 
Wanfan yihou, banzhang dui dajia 

Supper after, squad leader to everyone 

Oe 
jidan de 

hen’s eggs’ 

gankuai zhaodao 

quickly find 

MIE HK, 
dajia jit yilingilai. 

(After) 

seh ee IPs 
“Wo you ge banfa, 

have a way, 

“AEA Wik? 

cai shud: 

Banzhang shud: ‘‘Shénme banfa? 

Squad leader said, “What way? 

baw “ E 

eitey’ Ft AB x0, 
Xido Bai shud: “‘Nazhi miji 

Little Bai said, “That hen 

es ae a ie & 4. 

yiding hai hui qi. 

surely still wili go. 

A OF 
zai xia dan 

eggs 

a 7% JR S) BSW ZA,” 

again lay 

ji néng zhaodao jidan de  zhirén.”’ 

then can find hen’s eggs’ owner.” 

oss < ” 

4 WR IF. 
“Zhége banfa  hao.”’ 

“This way good.” 
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FAD OTR Wes Fe UR 
Diértian wufan yihou, banzhang pai 

(On) second day lunch after, squad leader dispatched 

: . AE ie 

) eB ME FA. FL, 
Xiao Bai qu caodui fijin déngzhe. Yihuir, 

Little Bai go straw pile vicinity (to) wait. (After) little while, 

—A 2B wm A BH MAL) B 
yi zhi __—ihéi miji xiang wan caodui paoqu. Xiao Bai 

a black hen toward messy straw pile ran. Little Bai 

. 5 z le + 
Rk itt, REY FB, 2 HRA 
méashang pacgudqu, zhudzhile miuji, you _—_—jiangilai 

at once ran over, caught hen, also picked up 

= 2 A» 

Eivs Dewees Fame meee 
san ge _ fidan. Ranhou, Xiao Bai  nazhe shi ge 

three hen’s eggs. Then Little Bai took (the) ten 

IE, 4, & 4 wy, te Re FJ, 
jidan, baozhe hei muji, ai jia qu wen. 

hen’s eggs, holding black hen, house to house went ask. 

KB 4% 2) T mS a") £A, te BO 

Zuihou, zhaodaole jidan de  zhurén, ta jiu shi 

Finally found _hen’s eggs’ owner, he was 

2 Wwe PRR BS ard Bae Oe ae 
lao —s pinnéng Huang Daye. Huang Daye jinjinde 

old poor peasant Huang Uncle. Huang Uncle tightly 

a2 ne & _ v4 

za +) 9 4H +, FER Mae it: 
wozhe Xiao Bai de shou, féichang jidongde shud: 

gripped Little Bai’s hand, extremely moved said, 

oc 594 > $3 

$2 MAR AAT ee 
‘“Duéme hao de  zhanshi! Duéme hao de jindui a!”’ 

“Whata good: fighter! Whata good army!” 
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Translation 

Little Bai is a cook in a unit of the Chinese People’s 

Liberation Army. One day while sweeping the com- 

pound he discovered seven eggs in a pile of straw. 
He picked up the eggs and took them to the kitchen. 
Whose hen laid the eggs? The cook squad leader 
and Little Bai asked a lot of people in the village, 
but could not find out. 

Three days passed and the seven eggs still lay 

on the table. After supper the squad leader said 

to everyone, ““We should hurry to find who the eggs 

belong to.” Then they began to discuss the matter. 

After a long while, Little Bai finally said, “I have a 

way, but I don’t know how good it is.” The squad 
leader said, “How? Quick, go on.” 

“That hen is used to going there,” said Little 
Bai. “Surely it will go there again to lay. If we 
catch the hen we'll be able to find who the eggs belong 

to.” Everyone said, “That’s a good way.” 

Next day after lunch the squad leader sent Little 
Bai to wait near the pile of straw. After a while a 
black hen ran toward the pile. At once Little Bai 
rushed over. He caught the hen and picked up three 

more eggs. Little Bai took the ten eggs and, carrying 

the hen, went from house to house to inquire. Final- 

ly he found the owner of the eggs. It was Uncle 

Huang, an old poor peasant. Uncle Huang gripped 

Little Bai’s hand and said with emotion, ‘““What a 

fighter! What an army!” 

Notes 

1. Names. Bai § is a family name. Xiao |). 
(Little) is a familiar form of address for a younger 
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person, as for instance Xido Wang +]. = (Little Wang), 

Xido Zhang »)\%K (Little Zhang). Older people may 

be referred to familiarly as Lao Wang #2 (Old 

Wang), Lao Zhang #%k (Old Zhang), and so on. 

2. More uses of the compound directional com- 
plements qilai #2 and xiaqu FH. ## sometimes 

denotes “‘to begin”. Chuishi banzhang gang shudwan, 

dajia jid yilinqilai %FHKAMLZ, KFRVDRHA 
(As soon as the cook squad leader finished speaking, 

everyone began discussing). Péngyou tingle wo de 

hua, jid xiaoqgilai WA TAM, HAAR (Friends 

heard what I said and began to laugh). ‘Tianqi réqilai 

KX HK (The weather is getting hot). Manggqilai 

te #2 & (to get busy). Jiankanggqilai # 2% (to get 

healthy). -F + sometimes denotes continuation. Ban- 

zhang shud: ‘‘Shénme banfa? Kuai shudxiaqu.”? 4: 

Koi: “HAM? Ri FH. ” (The squad leader 
said, “How? Quick, goon.) Ni zai Béijing zhixiaqu, 

Zhongwén yiding shud de féichang litli 4: A2b REF 
4st, PX— Li AER IAF) (If you continue to live in 
Peking you will surely be able to speak Chinese very 
fluently). Again, zudxiaqu #% F+ (keep on doing); 
kanxiaqu 4 F + (keep on looking). 

3. Repetition of an action, you X% and zai %, 
The character % shows that an action or condition 

has been repeated. Zhézhéng maozi hén hao, wo you 
maile yi ding ix #79 F (RIF, ALK TI —IA (This kind 
of hat is very nice, I’ve bought another one). # shows 

that the action will be repeated. Zhézhong maozi 
hén hao, w6 yao zai mai yi ding ix #7 IG F(R, AEH 

X— IH (This kind of hat is very nice, Pll buy another 
one). Nazhi miji qiguanle nar, zai xia dan yiding hai 

hui qu # RABAT BIL, HEFE—LIEDH (That 
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hen is used to going there. Surely it will go there 
again to lay). In both cases, # shows the actions 

will be repeated. 

Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions on the text: 

lL. hearer ALE? . 

2. A—-K, etBpeTF HOR, RATA? 

8. borR SMEAR AT BEMEA? 

4, ATHBSWEARB? 

IJ. Fill in the blanks: 

1. With compound directional complement ## 

or Fi: 

a. #4 4ER (jiégud result) 4, (kA ___ 

whee J, 

b. 4it A, 

C. mit KAN 

2. With X or #: 

a. AS BARAT, MA A — Ke 

b. PEK MT KK, AKR___FBUTHRKSE. 

T, FAUMA BARRA A 

Ill. Read the following passage: 

pat 3% 

—AZMWA, MAERLEH (Léi Feng) 4AKRA 
wy, DROW, Bit—h3e HK L+(gongdi work site), 

ARIA ZL, JF 3k 44 HF oh 4 GH (Changmian scene) fe eh 4] 
J. 4% (wang forget) J XAik (rang tell) UHKA, 

seitketF (gan work) XK. SHUM tH (xingdong 
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action) RDLwMEMARRA, ALM SMR, 
“PG! AABN SRM (bdui unit) 4? YH 2% Fe? ” 
G # wit T — 4), (ju sentence): “AMM, ” 
wt R (jiéshd end) 7, S#AFRSG HHH 
Be, ARRAS. KH, ARF LAATARUEF, SF 
Hit: “KRARALAR AFI, ” KE, LAT o 
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Lesson 19 

SBREKAMKE 
Baiqiién Daifu de Gishi 

A Story about Dector Bethune 

ER BZI* 32: x aes yc 
Nudérman Baigitén shi Jia’nada 

Norman Bethune was Canada 

Seat yA a 
ah iz a No Ate, Fe — A Xs ay 

Géngchandangyuan. Ta shi ge yoummg de 

Communist Party member. He was a famous 

x ac =: . 

FR o Hy F 9 4F By ? [gl ay dit FJ ha, 

daifu. Weile bangzhu Zhdnggué de kang Ri zhanzhéng, 

doctor. FO help China’s anti-Japanese war, 

SA SP | Mt eels] Meh, Zee ke 
yijiusanginian laidao Zhonggué. Baiqitien daifu 

1937 came to China. Bethune Doctor 

we. Y <<. ye 

foe th Kook Resea Kekow 89 o1-tFs 
réai rénmin, réai ziji de gongzud, 

loved (the) people, loved own work, 

=, » 2 y 

Baits 2 Ia, tz Sh AA 
héebuliji, zhuanmeéniirén, shi ge  wéida de 

utterly selfless, worked only for others, was a great 

BREN R+, 
guéjizhiyi zhanshi. 

internationalist fighter. 
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ye x 
A OK, HD GK OER 
You yitian, yige shangyuan xiyao zud 

(There) was one day, a wounded person needed done 

: J — L=4 ss o 

ie Ah ik tur: we” Re Ge, bce 
shéushu. Shangyuan lid xié tai dud, yijing 

operation. Wounded person flowed blood too much, already 

Bet TF. As RH FL, BRE 
hiinmi le. Kandao  zhézhong qingkuang, Baigitén 

unconscious. Seeing this condition, Bethune 

Sie “ h ”» Za KKH, “ZR Be SH Ae 
daifu shud: ‘‘Yao shi xié!”’ Dangshi, xié de 

Doctor said, ‘‘Need transfuse blood!” At that time, blood’s 

> , > o> Z AiR UR AX, ARB, Kh F A Ap 
laiyuan hén_ kinnan. Yiyuanli, hén dud rén_ dou 

sources very difficult. In the hospital, quite many people all 

A (ce re logs ee et 
wei shangyuan shiiguo xié. Késhi wéile 

for (the) wounded had transfused blood. But to 

~, rp er fod . 2 

tk HH, KR MBM HA RM mM, 
qiangjid shangyuan, dajia dou hai zhéngzhe xian xié. 

save wounded, everyone all still vied to donate blood. 

x WR, GRE KK ERM tt: “de 
Zhé — shihou, Baigivén daifu jianjuéde shud: ““Chou 

This time, Bethune Doctor firmly said, “Draw 

. ” = ~ 2 > oo 

BAe Fl etl Bt toned ee Rog 
wo de.’’ Téngzhimen kanzhe Baiqitén daifu, shui 

mine.”’ Comrades looked (at) Bethune Doctor, anybody 

Xs Tsay Ty F8_ KRicsadige 2) 2 Come 
yé méiyéu shud hua. Dajia xidng, Baiqiién daifu 

not said word. Everyone thought, Bethune Doctor 

44, HK, He RD HH, RM He Gk fu 
nianji jiao da, shénti you rwod, bi néng rang ta 

age rather great, health also weak, not can Iet him 
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ft 2, 2A, Hit KF EA H 
shii xié. Danshi, bilin dajia zénme quan 

transfuse blood. But, no matter everyone how persuaded 

. Vv 2 6 NM » fe, 1) Be Ww, “ABE 1 ie oie el 
{a, ta haishi shud: “Balajin zhanshi_ _—wéile 

him, he still said, “Eighth Route Army fighter to 

Mea AK ST , &1 -2£ 2 KE 
jiéfang rémmin shdule shang, women yiding yao jithud 

liberate people received wound, we certainly must save 

” YE spr Pp > 

1 a BL Hs Ae eh fe AL, 
ta. Kuai!”’ Shudéwan, ta jil tangzai chuangshang, 

him. Quick!” Finishing speaking, he then lay on_ bed, 

RAF ER, Pk BA, HH, ORE 
jiékai shangyi, shénchii gébo. Jt zhéyang, Baiqitén 

unbuttoned jacket, extended arm. In this way, Bethune 

-s . 42 ce eee a 

KKM mm HUPRERET FAK 
daifu de xié shi zhége zhanshi huddéle diérci 

Doctor’s blood enabled this fighter to obtain second 

z OP 
shéngming. 

life. 

Translation 

Norman Bethune was a member of the Canadian 
Communist Party and a famous doctor. He came to 
China in 1937 to help in the anti-Japanese war. Dr. 

Bethune loved the people and his work. Utterly 

devoted to others without any thought of self, he was 
a great internationalist fighter. 

One day a wounded man needed an operation. 
He was unconscious from loss of blood. When Dr. 

Bethune saw this he said, “He needs a transfusion.” 
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Blood was very hard to get. Many members of the 
hospital staff had already given blood for the wounded, 
but to save this wounded fighter they still vied with 

one another to donate blood. “Draw my blood,” 
Dr. Bethune said firmly. His comrades looked at 

him in silence. They thought that they should not 
let Dr. Bethune, who was rather old and not strong, 

give blood. No matter how they persuaded him, he 

still said, ‘““This Eighth Route armyman was wounded 
fighting to liberate the people, so we must certainly 

save him. Quick!’ With these words, he lay down 

on a bed, unbuttoned his jacket and extended his 

arm. Dr. Bethune’s blood gave the fighter a second 

life. 

Notes 

1. Omission of the numeral yi —, In the text 
Baiqien shi ge youming de daifu 5 RB AZAAZHRKE 

(Dr. Bethune was a famous doctor) can also be written 

%WMk#. The — can be omitted and the measure 

word ge 4 used alone only when it comes after the 

verb and before the object. Here % is the verb and 

A % 4 KX is the object. 

2. Buln 7%ie (no matter). A negates doubt 

about the main clause. It means the conditions stated 

will not influence the conclusion, as in Bulin dajia zénme 

quan ta, Baigiien daifu haishi shud: ‘‘Balujin zhanshi 

weile jiéfang rénmin shoule shang, women yiding yao 

jithué ta” FitKREAMw, BRAEKKERE: 
“NS EREATMRARS T Hh, RN RRM fe” 
(No matter how they persuaded him, he still said, 

“The Eighth Route armyman was wounded to liber- 
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ate the people, so we must certainly save him’’). Bilin 
xia yi bu xia yi, women dou qu kan didnying 77 F 

AFA, RAHA wz (We will go to see the movie 

whether it rains or not). Note: 7.4 is usually follow- 

ed by parallel elements like R#FRREFAR. If 
not, #2 or some other indefinite interrogative pro- 

noun must be used, as in Rit KRAZAM*M, Also, 

Axi is usually followed by adverbs like #s and i&2, 
which denote that there is no exception. 

3. Other usage of interrogative pronouns. In 

addition to their use in interrogative sentences, 7#, {t+ 

2%, #2 are also used in declarative sentences as in- 

definite pronouns, as in Toéngzhimen kanzhe Baigiién 

daifu, shui yé méiyou shud hua FB] SA AWK SBKE, 

#243 A ii (Dr. Bethune’s comrades looked at 

him in silence). # means anyone present. In Shénme 
kinnan women dou néng kéfu 4 4 A xe A411 AB AE RR 

(We can overcome any difficulty), 42 means “any’’. 

Bulin dajia zénme quan ta, Baigiién daifu haishi 

shud ------ REK REAM, GREKKEAU 
(No matter how they persuaded him, he still said---). 
Here #24 emphasizes various ways of persuasion. 

4. Prepositional constructions formed with zai 

used as complements. In Baigiién daifu shudwan, jiu 

tangzai chuangshang 8 A DAA Z, HH LAL (With 

these words, Dr. Bethune lay down on a bed), the 

prepositional construction #4 is the complement 

of the verb #4. Zhanzai houbian 336i (stand 

behind), zudzai ynélanshili # AM ke 2 (sit in the 
reading room), guazai qiangshang # £344 (hang on 

the wall). These prepositional constructions general- 

ly indicate the place of an action. 
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Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions on the text: 

BREKARAMPAA? 

HREKKAVAZH RAP AY? 

GKREKKAHA (weishénme why)A ¥ BH? 

BREKAANAZERSZi ACH OHS SG 

a P BRE? 
—& WwW DH fF 

II. Make sentences using these words: 

1s. Asse 

eae ee 

3. 3b 

III. Read the following passage: 

“ZC CPi! ” 
BREKAMY RAR. MRESRARRSL, 

jue SEAR (bingfang wards) AHR, SHRAK 
(dao shui pour water), 7 #% (lidojié find out) WW, 

3 th RARER 

A—ik, KAT RH (weilao express appreciation 

toc) GREKK, BMT RS KR, (Shuignd fruit), ¢ 
tg (xiangyan cigarettes) QREKACKL RHPA 
JE UMAR MBAR, BARA BK 
R, —LOM, HARARAY PAB: “teeter” 
WAUE, text> Sif (fanyi interpreter) A Sit; “mrt 

FW Da Dec sm Dea 
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Lesson 20 

IK IL AN GK 

Giér Bu Gi 

Orphans But Not Alone 

+—# if, eR F BN BF, 
Shiyinian qian, Béijing you wu ge haizi, 

Eleven years ago, Peking had five children, 

. os yw 

WA) AG APLAR LA, BOE 
tamen de fu mu dou shi gdngrén, xian hou yin 

their father mother both were workers, first later because of 

‘ Fy fo ide oh a Foo ly 2 pc mA 
bing gushi !e, liuxia xtfdng méi wil rén, 

illness passed away, left brothers sisters five people, 

ju—# 24, 
zai yigqi shénghuo. 

together lived. 

— m= C 2 a. 2 

i 2 RHEE, RAW TTR A 
Zai  zhége jiatingli, zui da de  gége zhi = ydéu 

In this family, oldest brother only was 

T i. By eS aE as ae F 

shiwa sui, zui xiao = de didi cai san sui. 

fifteen years old, youngest brother only three years old. 

» g wv a 

ABZ, fest] EH AG WH Le 
Name, t@men shi zényang shénghud de _ ne? 

Then, they were how living? 
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wy hk AaB Ae UB, AK 
Tamen de _ fu miu Gushi yihou, rénmin 

Their father mother passed away after, people’s 

Bt ZH) Vey ke. 1k BTN 
zhéngfi liké zuochile §juéding: rang haizimen 

government immediately made decision: let children 

% ‘oitelE 7 ties EFF, 
mian féi shang xué, mian féi yiliao, 

without payment go to school, without payment (get) medical treatment, 

pe 5 $ ik wv 5 ~. 

A ARE AGH. BH, BTN V 
méi yué fagéi shénghudféi. Zhéyang, haizimen de 

every month issue living allowance. Thus, children’s 

2 oe a Al ae ee, 
shénghu6, xuéxi jit ydule kékao de  baozhéng. 

life (and) study then have reliable guarantee. 

BF RET RH RAT F&F 
Haizimen shiqule fu mi, qué dédaole géng 

Children lost father mother, but got even 

$4 AW KR, REY BRR, MR 
du6 de rén de guanhuai. Linji de — shishu, ayi dou 

more people’s concern. Neighboring uncles, aunts all 

7 fe] SH at we RT, 4B IN 
ba amen  dangzud — ziji de haizi, géi tamen 

took them as __ their own children, for them 

ie Th, TORI, AB Mell] HE 2, 
zuo— fan, mo _—syifu, bangzhu tamen Anpai  shénghuo. 

made food, made clothes, helped them arrange life, 

ix tt Fy oftsadihek meee Wie, 16S 
Zhéjian — shi zai _baozhishang fabiao yihou, xidud 

This matter in newspapers published after, many 
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dade, MR KM & we # 4 
shishu , fyi cong quan gud ge di oii (amen 

uncles, aunts from whole country various places to them 

FAT RS 8, Bm MINA FI, 
jilaile hén dud xin, guli {amen che xueéxi, 

sent very many letters, encouraged them hard study, 

. > > = 

me £% HH BT. & 2 FA, 
zud Mao zhixi de hao  haizi. Méi dao jiéri, 

be Mao  Chairman’s’ gocd children. Every arrive holidays, 

vee) = ; ; aoa kA RY HEH BIMAA UY, 
hai ydu bi shdio danwéi qing haizimen qui kan dianying, 

also have not few units invited children go see films, 

. > es, ae 

Ryo wD, fe fel) —H ES HAW 
canjia wanhui, hé tamen  yiqi xiangshou jiéri de 

attend evening parties, with them together enjoy holiday’s 

cee 
huanle. 

happiness. 

= peaks st 7, BTN YH 24 
Shiyinian guoqu ite, haizimen de _ shénghud 

Eleven years have passed, children’s lives 

My 4 Ka ei he, kK Se Le 
yéule hén da de bianhua. Xianzai, da ge yijing 

have had very great change. Now, oldest brother already 

chéngle guéjia ganbu, méimei zai jixié 

has become state cadre, (his) ee younger sister in machinery 

» = » z 4 PLA 

Si Cathie i eget eee Pee Si ES 
xuéxiao xuéxi, ér méimei shangle daxué, da 

school studies, second younger sister goes to university, oldest 

Hp Ap Kray ARK fhaxF, 
didi canjiale Zhonggué Rénmin Jiéfangjin, 

younger brother has joined Chinese People’s Liberation Army, 
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Vi ppHpETI PS, & PR AP 
xido didi _ shangle zhodngxué. Zai Zhonggué Gongchandang 

little brother goes to middle school. In Chinese Communist Party 

fo AR hit 6 KM Fite £A 
he rénmin zhéngfi de guanhuai xia, tamen zhéngzai 

and people’s government concern under, they now are 

We re mK. 
jiankangde chéngzhang. 

healthily growing up. 

Translation 

Eleven years ago in Peking there were five children 
whose parents, both workers, died of illness. They 

left the five brothers and sisters living together. 

In this family the oldest brother was only 15, the 

youngest just three. How did they get along? 

After the parents passed away, the people’s gov- 

ernment immediately decided to let them go to school 
and have medical treatment without charge. Every 

month it gave them a living allowance. Thus their 
livelihood and study were ensured. 

Although the children lost their own parents even 

more people were concerned for them. The neighboring 
uncles and aunts took them as their own children, 

cooked and made clothes for them and helped them 
plan their daily life. After the incident was published 
in the newspapers, uncles and aunts throughout the 

country wrote them many letters encouraging them to 

study hard and be Chairman Mao’s good children. 
On holidays, many organizations invited them to films 

and evening parties, to share the joy of the holidays 
with them. 
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Eleven years have seen great change in their lives. 
Today the oldest brother is a government cadre. His 
younger sister studies at a machinery school and her 

younger sister at a university. Their younger brother 

is a PLA man and the youngest brother is in a middle 

school. They are growing up healthily with the concern 

of the Chinese Communist Party and the people’s 
government. 

Notes 

1. More uses of shi----+- de Z-----43. In Lesson 

11 we learned the use of the construction <-+-++-4 in 

stressing time. Here are two other usages of it: 

a. To stress the manner of an action. Women 

shi zud feiji lai de A412 +4 Kp #K45 (We came by 

plane). Here it stresses by plane, not by train or bus. 

Tamen shi zényang shénghuo de ne? (0,41) 2 7 4S 4 

%? (How did they get along?) This emphasizes 
that the question is about the manner of their life. 

b. To stress place. W606 shi zai Zhonggué xuéxi 

zhongwén de AZAPEAF IY XH (I learned Chi- 

nese in China), denoting the place was China, not some 

cther country. Zhébén shi shi zai Béijing mai de ix 

ADH £it HR KH (This book was bought in Peking), 

meaning the book was bought in Peking, not someplace 

else. 

2. ba---+- dangzud-:---- FO ree ens YE wre eee 4 Ye means 

“serve as’. When used with je the phrase means 

“take as’, as in Limja de shushu, ayi dou ba tamen 

dangzud ziji de haizi SAM RR, MRA Tee SE 
& & % 3% -F (The neighboring uncles and aunts all took 

them as their own children). Baigitién tongzhi ba 

Zhonggu6é rénmin de jiéfang shiyé dangzud ta ziji de 
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shiyeé HABER AeP HARM BAS LSAT 
4 (Comrade Bethune took the cause of the Chinese 

people’s liberation as his own). 

3. Méi dao #2], An adverbial modifier de- 

noting time, meaning “Every time --- arrives”. Méi 

dao jiéri, hai you bu shao danwéi qing tamen qi kan 

dianying #2)7 0H, ZARY SHUN A LY (On 
holidays many organizations invited them to films). 

Méi dao chintian, women dou dao jiaowai qu youlan 

ASIAR, KAAS) op op Ha (Every spring we go 
on an excursion to the suburbs). 

4. The pivotal sentence with you # and no subject. 

In Lesson 11 we explained the pivotal sentence. Anoth- 

er type of this sentence begins with the verb 4, You 

bu shao rén qing haizimen qu kan dian ying 4H) Aaz 

KF ANIHEA 2 (There were many people who invited 
the children to see films). In this sentence, A is at 

once the object of the verb 4 and the subject of the 

subject-predicate construction that follows. You rén 

zhao ni 4 Aik 4% (There is someone looking for you). 

You ge dianying jiao ‘‘Hongsé Niangzi Jin’? 4 4 & 2 4} 

«$c 642 #» (There is a film called Red Detachment 

of Women). 

5. Relatives. They are referred to respectively 
as da x (eldest) (brother, sister, cousin, aunt, uncle, 

etc.), ér = (second), san = (third), --- xido ») (little, 

youngest). Diyi %— (first), diér #% = (second), disan 

% =. (third), - are not used. 

Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions on the text: 

1 RFMMRALEYUE, ARATE HT Ope 
RR? 
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2, APAZHRTMNEANTRSAMKH? 

Se Sy FORT He AT PA 7 

II. Make sentences: 

1, Xe 49 © (stressing time) 

2, +459 (stressing manner) 

3, --+-89 (stressing place) 
A, Jerreeee be 

5, #4] 

III. Read the following passage: 

Ate (reqing warm) 4A 

—A4749—4~% 2 (zaochén morning), —? + 

zhongnian middle-aged) ARZIKARRFHRE. he 

—i#171 (Gmén door) #2# @, (tibao satchel) wikakTF, 

RAH: “RE—PPAR, (lifayuan barber), 7 

ER BRIA, ARB A Cifa cut hair) 
re. % fe— ish, iste AMAT (cénggidn in 
the past) #3, Lata) A (tongki painful) 4%, 

KARFMREZRI2 (wangji forget) wHAMe (ki 

bitterness), a Hp eT FI, RMLEMOGART. Ve 
(lin about to) 4#, <4 &i£%-t (zhufu enjoin) 

BTN: “AHA (chinjié Spring Festival) H, Ail 

BARN ZR, UMI-ZRFA” o 
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Lesson 21 

KOK 
Changchéng 

The Great Wall 

Km 2 PH EA HK YH BR, 
Changchéng shi Zhonggué gidai wéida de _ jianzhu, 

Long Wall is China’ ancient great structure, 

we HPRE HA H FE 2Z—, #4) 
yé shi shijiéshang + yduming de guji zhiyi. Méidao 

also is world on famous ancient sites one of. Every 

a , yea 1 iss WA fe A, MB AR FS A KKB 
jiari hé _jiéri, dou ydu hén dud rén_ (4[4i _ zhéli 

off day and _ holiday, all have quite many people come here 

sk We = Be pee 

wm, AS APR BDAY A WMA 
youlan, xuidué lai Zhonggué fangwén de waiguéd péngyou 

sightseeing, many come China visit foreign _ friends 

uw 2k KR KE RM, 
yé xihuan |ai zhéeli canguan. 

also like come here see. 

Ki MR 4) 8, A are 
Changchéng céng dong dao _ xi, you yi wan 

Long Wall from east to west has one _ ten thousand 

— g NI E4 c= 

ér qian dud ili chang (xiangdang yi lit qian dud 

two thousand more /i long (equivalent to six thousand more 

2 E). oe A ee 
gongli chang), sudyi rénmen jiao ta wan li 

kilometers long), so people call it ten thousand ii 
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Rm. BAN KE BS HW RB WY 
Changchéng. Dang rénmen déngshang gaogio de chéngqiang de 

Long Wall. When people mount high wall 

4, TA AS) KR fi hh *# 4, 
shihou, kéyi kandao Changchéng fan shan yué ling, 

time, can see Long Wall cross hills pass peaks, 

~~ s= 8 z= bE pe . 

i) A, LH aR 8 Aeth. 
bénxiang yudnfang, qgishi féichang xidngwéi. 

head for distant parts, aspect extraordinarily magnificent. 

Rik 2H fF FF fF UAT 7H 
Changchéng shi liang qian dud nidn yiqian kaishi 

Long Wall was two thousand more years ago begun 

Pee Wow st) a PA We KS 
xitjian de. Daole Qinchao (gongyuan qian éréryi- 

building. By Qth dynasty (public era before 221- 

O26) RAT IU a4 Ee, 
érlinggi nian), you yongle shiji nian de _— shijian, 

207 years), also used ten-some years time, 

ie BAR — fil — Fi 1 RF ERA, 
yuanlai yi duan yi duan de chénggiang  lidnjiéqilai. 

original one stretch one stretch walls connected up. 

Wee sy ot eo woes 7. 2 AF 
Yihou, Changchéng you’ jinxingguo hén dud ci xiltizhéng. 

Later, Long Wall also carried out quite many times repairs. 

Me AK AFM KR BK 2% it 
Xianzai women kandao de Changchéng  suiran jinggud 

Now we see Long Wall although gone through 

a 
RS ete Ae es ee eee 
liang qian dud nidn de féng chui yi 43, danshi 

two thousand more years wind blow rain beat, but 

> > Z > 2 
K MB i tk HH, KR wR FA, 
da bifen hai hén wanzhéng,  génji yé hén _ ‘aogu. 

large portion still quite intact, foundation also quite firm. 
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a 2H BRT FA ARM HF 
Zhége — jianzhi fanyingle laodong rénmin de qinlao 

This structure reflects laboring people’s industry 

fe FR. 
hé zhihui. 

and intelligence. 

PTE AK #48 ke UB, AK 
Zhonghua Rénmin Gonghégud  chéngli yihou, rénmin 

Chinese People’s Republic set up after, people’s 

Hy (ae Re te Gar k Se ee 
zhéngft ba Changchéng de san ge zhiyao mingshéng 

government took Long Wall’s _ three main famous 

mae. Spot Se OT a8 ae 
guji zudwéi quan gué zhongdian wénwi baoha 

ancient sites as whole country major cultural relics protected 

Sela i PR PR RAS PRP ee 
danwéi. Téngshi, Changchéng oni wai jinxingle 

units. Same time, Long Wall in out carried out 

ZAG. 
liihua. 

afforestation. 

Translation 

The Great Wall, a great structure of ancient 

China, is one of the world’s famous historical sites. 

Many sightseers come here on days off and _ holidays. 

Many foreign friends who come to China also like 
to see it. 

People call it the 10,000-/7 Great Wall because 
it is over 12,000 /i (6,000 kilometers) long from east 

to west. From atop the high wall, one can see it 
going over the hills into the distance, an extraordinarily 
magnificent sight. 
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Construction of the Great Wall began over 2,000 

years ago. In the Chin dynasty (221-207 B.C.), 

more than ten years were spent linking up individual 
walls. It was later repaired many times. Though 
the Great Wall we see today has gone through 2,000 

years of weathering, most of it is still intact, and its 

foundation is firm. The structure reflects the in- 
dustry and intelligence of the laboring people. 

Since the founding of the People’s Republic of 

China, the people’s government has made the three 
most famous spots of the Great Wall into major 
nationally-protected cultural relics. At the same time 

afforestation has been carried out on both sides of 
the Great Wall. 

Notes 

1. Y6u 4 as an indication of an estimated figure 
in sentences expressing degree. Changchéng you yi 

wan ér qian duo li chang Ki, A -—F=-=F 32K (The 

Great Wall is more than 12,000 /i long) and Nazud 

qiang you shi mi gao 48 #33 A +A (That wall is ten 

meters high). Such sentences must contain a figure 
like —Z =f %# or +H, we can’t just say AK or 

A ray 
The negative form uses méi you 3&4 (have not) 

and means “less than’, as in Nazud qiadng méi you 
shi mi gao #8 #33324 TAA (That wall is less than 

ten meters high). 

2. Repetition of adjectives. We have seen that 

verbs may be repeated, as kankan 4 4 (have a look) 

and xitixixilixi (4 2.44.4, (have a rest). Many adjec- 

tives may also be repeated to intensify the degree 
expressed, like gaogao de Changchéng 3% 34) Kin 
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(the lofty Great Wall), haohao xuéxi i447 9 (study 
well), gaogaoxingxingde xuéxi & AX FA (study 
joyfully) and zhéngzhéngqigqide fangzai zhudzi shang 

RAR ye 7k &# FL (arrange neatly on the table). 

3. Repetition of number and measure words. In 

yi tai yi tai zhanxin de fadianji -S3 —4 4242 Bi 
(one brand-new generator after another), the repetition 

indicates a great number of things. In yi duan yi 
duan de chéngqiang — #i — £44 k34 (individual walls) 

it emphasizes separate walls. 

4. The suffix +++ hua «----- 4x. Attached to nouns 

and adjectives it makes them into verbs, as in gongyéhua 

wt (industrialize), liihua 2444 (“greenify”’ or affor- 

est) and jianhua (44 (simplify). 

Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions on the text: 

1. RiRA—BH ARH ER? 

2. KRAEMER YN? 

II. Translate the following sentences into Chinese, 
using the phrases in parentheses: 

1. That road is 100 /i long. ( #--* ) 

2. This wall is 15 meters high. ( @:--% ) 

3. She placed the clothing neatly on the bed. ( # 

FF ) 

III. Read the following passage: 

Why eK 

4 & (Shanhdiguan Shanhaikuan) 2 K3R =} - % 

AMeEZ—, CAPA (shiji century) 4332 44, 
# &. ®], & (nan south), aw, wel we 
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Ay BRM EMR SRER-R”.,. SLRATH 
A (mi meter) RAs, TAA KIRG MELE, 

APL AT, 3& BaF (fangzi houses) (<4 (didi low), 
Ay (ji€dao streets) x € (xidzhdi narrow), 30 44% 4 

J—#-—KERHN SH (mald road), SRF (pang 
sides) <#f3¢% 22 (zhizhai housing), 8 /% (shang 

dian stores), Kf FR, LBeXMLLAR (fazhan 

development) RR, ALA LKR (qidoliang 

chang bridge plant) AKL, LAAKAWA—M EG 
(péngbé vigorous) 4#22 X32 i ® F (jingxiang 
appearance). 
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Lesson 22 

BOY LC Ss) 

Yuigong Yi Shan (Yuyan) 

Fhe Foolish G@id Man Who 

Removed the Mountains 

(A Fable) 

Zhongguo gu shihou you yi wei laorén, 

China ancient times had an old man, 

ee OFF RX, Ro FT a 
ming jiao Ytgong, ba, jitishi sui le. 

name called Foolish Old Man, eight(y), ninety years old. 

(Se Yq = ~ =e 

tu RF Tt A BA He h, 2 
Ta = jia ménqian you lidng zud shan, you gao 

His house door front had two mountains, both high 

Siucky adbsTin freee 38, 
you da, dangzhile ta jia de  chulu. 

and big, obstructed his  house’s way out. 

we 

cape ah BD fee KF A wal 
Yitian, Yugong ba quan jia rén  jiaodao 

One day, Foolish Old Man whole family people called 

—# bodiite (hivinaghe sh 3q5 
yiqi, shud: “Zhe liang zud da _— shan duizhe 

together, said, “These two big mountains face 

. fos . S a 

ry TP ee ee 
zanmen jia ménkéu, tai bi fangbian le! Zanmen ba 

our house doorway, too not convenient! We 
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TUR OE! TSR ey” 
1a banzou, hao bi hao?’’ 

them move away, good (or) not good?” 

WH JL, TF A ROE RR 
Tade érzi, sinzimen dou hén zanchéng. 

His sons, grandsons’ all very (much) approved. 

em ? “ bs . eS pA 

KK tt: “RN RA KH TE RMR 8 
Dajia shud: “Women méiyéu bu néng kefu de 

Everybody said, “We have not no can overcome 

% pat dy we ” 

Axe, A411 qe SK ws] BE 
kannan, women ba _— shitou réngdao s+ qu!”’ 

difficulties, we stones throw to sea in!” 

sy =p ab ¥ i 5 Apel ang eS 1 OL Se, ieee ne 
Diértian, Yugong jit daizhe = yi jia rén 

Next day, Foolish Old Man then took whole-family people 

it: lmal "oa ig 8 rs biling ali 
qu ban shan le. Tamen zao chi wan gui, 

to move mountains. They early departed late returned, 

~ po : 

AW th ARE, ARK He wh, 
bu pa kunnan, méitian wa shan. 

not fear difficulties, everyday dug mountains. 

Ay ieee ee, AL 
You ge laotéuzi jiao Zhis6ou, kanjian 

There was an old man called Wise Old Man, saw 

ei) He, HA AR OR, 
{amen ban shan, juéde hén hdoxiao, ji = dui 

them move mountains, felt very laughable, then to 

iva “ jo ss . 

ha 2, Nae I IS SE ees “tin oo AE Pe 
Yugong shud: “Ni zhéme da_ nianji ile, hai 

Foolish Old Man said, “You so great age, still 

Ze = ” fie 40! PAM exe 8%? 
néng ba liang zud da shan banzou ma?’’ 

can two big mountains move away?” 
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BD WS Hw: “hk ZR BK 
Yigong huidé = shud: “W6 suiran yao si 

Foolish Old Man replied saying, “I although will die, 

a > ’ = 

Jy, @x & A MOT Dery se Fs 
le, danshi w6 hai you érzi, érzi si le, 

but stir have sons, sons die, 

tL Hore A eh er 
you you sunzi. Women de rén yue lai yue 

also. have grandsons. Our people more and more 

3, hk WM 4K Ap AR eR 
dud, shanshang de shitou qué yué ban 

numerous, mountains on stones on the contrary more move 

ales pip S54 A eS, BR ze 
yué shao. Zhiyao you juéxin, ji yiding 

more scarce. As long as (we) have determination, then — surely 

Hoek, dem dhe Gee 
kéyi ba shan banzou.”’ 

can mountains move away.” 

E STE - La 

49 gy oT ¥ Ve Sa AL t& Vho 
Zhisou ting le, méiyou hua shud. 

Wise Old Man heard, had no words (to) say. 

ka 43 bh F Bay 
Yugong yi shan de shi gandongle 

Foolish Old Man removing mountains matter moved 

Lr, 2 RT BS Ph ie AR 
shangdi, ta jiu paile lidng ge shénxian ba lidng zud 

God, he then sent two angels two 

ab 
Wy Ae We 
shan béizou le. 

mountains carried away on backs. 
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Translation 

In ancient China there was an old man known 

as the Foolish Old Man who was eighty or ninety 
years old. In front of his door were two high and 

huge mountains, blocking the way from his house. 

One day the Foolish Old Man called his whole 
family together and said, “These two huge mountains 

facing our doorway are too inconvenient! Let’s 

move them away, how about it?” 

His sons and grandsons all approved. They 

said, “There is no difficulty that we cannot overcome. 

We can throw the stones into the sea!” 

Next day the Foolish Old Man took his whole 
family to move the mountains. They went out early 

and came back late, and with no fear of difficulties 

they dug at the mountains every day. 

An old man known as the Wise Old Man saw 

them moving the mountains and thought it ridiculous. 

He asked the Foolish Old Man, “How can you remove 

two huge mountains at your age?” 

The Foolish Old Man replied, “Although I will 

die, there will still be my sons. After they die, there 
will be my grandsons. We will have more and more 

people, while the mountains will have less and less 

stones. As long as we have the determination, we can 

surely remove the mountains.” 

When the Wise Old Man heard this, he had nothing 

to say. 

This event, the Foolish Old Man removing the 

mountains, moved God. He sent down two angels, 

who carried them away on their backs. 
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Notes 

1. All Chinese people, and many people abroad, 
know how Chairman Mao Tsetung retold this fable 

and gave it new meaning during China’s fight for 
liberation. The “two mountains’ Chinese revolu- 

tionaries needed to dig away at the time were im- 
perialism and feudalism, which weighed down on the 
country and people. And, Chairman Mao said, 

“Our God is none other than the masses of the Chinese 
people. If they stand up and dig together with us, 

why can’t these two huge mountains be cleared away?” 

Since liberation, the Chinese people have been building 

socialism in the “spirit of the Foolish Old Man’. 

2. YOu:-:-++- you-+-+- 5 ae Sosteess This construction 

shows that two conditions exist at the same time. Ta 

jia mén qian you liang zud shan, you gao you da 

aya web, 24 xXx (Un front of his door were 

two high and huge mountains). Ta you xihuan 

youyong, you xihuan liubing 2 2 xk SFR, RAK uk 

(He likes both swimming and ice skating). 

3. Double negative means positive, but with more 
emphasis. Méiyou bu néng kéfa de kimnan 3% 4 4 

3149 Axe (There is no difficulty that cannot be 

overcome), which means “All difficulties in the world 

can be overcome’. Méiyéu rén méi kanguo nage 
dianying A Aik AA BH (There is no one who 

has not seen that film), meaning “Everyone has seen 

that film’’. 

4. Zhiyao -:---- jie. Be 5 This con- 
struction connects two subordinate clauses to show the 

conditional. Zhiyao you juéxin, ji yiding kéyi ba 
shin banzdu R&ARS, *-ZAMGe Lez (As 
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long as we have the determination, we can surely re- 
move the mountains). Ni zhiyao nili, ji yiding kéyi 

xuéhao Zhongwén 4k R RGA, R-LTUPFPPL 
(As long as you work hard, you can certainly learn 

Chinese well). 

5. Complex predicate with you # (or méiyéu 

4). A complex predicate is formed when 4 (or 

2 A) is followed by an object, which in turn is followed 

by another verb. Zhisdu ting le, méiyOu hua shud 

4o 2 oF J, 34 7&i¢ (When the Wise Old Man heard 
this, he had nothing to say). The subject of A 

is 4%, i& is the object, and the verb 7% is a sup- 
plementary explanation of the object. Tamen dou 

you gongzud zud 4% 41] 46 A 4 #& (They all have work 
to do). 

Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions on the text: 

BARAT ARML? 

BL ALBED—RFAMLET BHA? 
BARES? 
SRATARALA Bi? 

Il. Make two sentences with each: 

m oF DS 

III. Explain the following two sentences in Chinese: 

1, RAA AMI FF, 
2, RZGA, RARER ANE A, 

IV. Read the following passage: 

K & ia kK 

yg, Atf#uMA, PEA (fasheng occurred) 7 — 

HARK 497K RK (Shuizai flood disaster), x (Dayu 
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Great Yu) #4q (dailing led) 44%: (zhi controls), 

KATA AE, He odeks] (yin guide) 422, 

HA, (2X eK KIM S AM KAS (yan inundated) 
T, RARRICKEH, RRLALH. 

LFU BULA ACR CB, AARE, HRA 
HH. 

KREG T, KGSBAKBR RN, KKM: 
“ZAITUBRAAT. 7 KSSH: “RE (quihdu 

final) 4 14 % 4% & & (zhongyao important) 4, a4] 

— ¢ % 3 #4 (jianchi persist) | % (daodi to the end).” 
ReiE RIK A HH. 

miki, KAA KK-HREFIT FEF, AT 
(zhongyu finally) fe*K 4) 217 HZ. 
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Lesson 23 

ARB AL Fe AR Cd ié Bl ) 

Donggud Xidnsheng hé Lang (Xiao Huaj) 

Mister Dongguo and 

the Wolf (Playlet) 

CH FH, RB ASRS PY E 
(Mi kai shi, Ddnggud xidnsheng ganzhe Iii zai 

(Curtain opens when, Dongguo Mister driving donkey 

= ab Pea dey 

Be Oe, pee FkKA KH OAR, 
lushang  _z6u, {ibéishang tuézhe vige kéudai, 

road on walking, donkey back on carrying a sack, 

ORE RA Po RM RMR RB KM 
kéudaili zhuangzhe shi. Lang huanghuangzhangzhangde cdéng 

sack in containiig books. Wolf in a fluster from 

Bik we, ) 
héubian  paolai.) 

behind runs up.) 

RM: AA, AZ, B RH KE 
Lang: Xiansheng, xiansheng, nin  jitjiu wo ba! 

Wolf: Sir, Sir, you save me! 

= Lb Ze 
aR xfs; i AS Z fs i. 

Dongegud: Ni zenme te? 

Dongguo: You what matter? 

i Ba Be A ye See Me 
Lang: Liérén zhuilai le, rang wo zai ninde 

Wolf: Hunter chases comes, let me at your 
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vey He —-BSIL ey 
kéudaili dud yihuir ba! 

sack in hide a while! 

Fah: 1h” es PTT 
Dongguo: Ni kuai zoukai! 

Dongguo: You quickly go away! 

Ie a RS eee rn a re ee 
Lang: Nin  kéliankélian wo ba, liérén mashang jin 

Wolf: You pity me, hunter right away then 

& 4) J! 
yao dao le! 

will arrive! 

ASS (BIW). AW te BM MB AM 
Donggud (yOuyude): Na ni jill dudjin wo de 

Dongguo (hesitantly): Then you just hideenter my 

xy s 2 iA ~ 

vpeP we, (RP Ae BH 
k6éudaili ba. (Donggu6 xiansheng manmande wang 

sack in. (Dongguo Mister slowly toward 

oS > oe oe) 
wai na shi.) : 

out takes books.) 

mR: AE, BRAIL er KR - 
Lang: Xiansheng, nin kuaidianr _ ba! Wo zai zher 

Wolf: Sir, you quick a bit! I at here 

jak, S& A 4y 7 & MHA, RH 
tangxia, nin yong shéngzi ba wo _ kingilai, zhéyang 

lie down, you with rope me tie up, this way 

= Bf 45 Az SD me 42. ae 
ji =réngyi wang li zhuang le. 

then easy toward inside load. 
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CARS AA te RM RUT oR, ) 
(Donggu6 xiansheng ba lang kimhdo zhudngjinle  k6udai.) 

(Dongguo Mister wolf ties well loads into — sack.) 

z 
(A a See) 
(Liérén Gi m& shang.) 

(Hunter riding horse enters.) 

he 3 A HA, Mt A -RR, BAM Te 
Liérén: Gangcai you yi zhi lang, nin kanjian le ma? 

Hunter: Just now therewas a _ wolf, you saw? 

=a St 
7 Sp; PS A Ru 

Doénggud: Méi kanjian. 

Dongguo: Not _ see. 

ot 
tRA. AR BL AY le Aye 
Liérén: Nin zhénde méi_ kanjian? 

Hunter: You really not see? 

Ao: BR GLT, AM Si RT. 
Dénggu6: Yaoshi kanijian le, wo ji gaosu nite. 

Dongguo: If saw, I then tell you. 

AR AOS OD MH, TR IF AM 
Nabian you xidud xiao lu, lang = yéxi cong 

Over there have many small roads, wolf perhaps from 

yy 3 wee JT, 
xiao lu taozéu ite. 

small road fled away. 

Ca ae 
(Liérén xia.) 

(Hunter exits.) 

ie eee Pe Bewe Beis te 
Lang (zai k6éudaili): Ma yijing paoyuan ie, ba 

Wolf (at sack in): Horse already run far, 

& MeE ey 
wo fangchiqu ba! 

me let out! 
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(AI AA te RMR HHA, RM BW 
(Donggud xidansheng ba lang  fangchilai, lang qian 

(Dongguo Mister wolf lets out, wolf front 

& ATA.) 
hou kanlekan.) 

back takes a look.) 

Lang: Xiansheng, w6d tai @é le, nin zai ji wo yi 

Wolf: Sir, I too hungry, you again save me one 

x 1 CR RIGA Shee) 
ci ba! (Lang xiang Dé6nggud xiansheng piqu.) 

time! (Wolf toward Dongguo Mister  pounces.) 

= Z > It ; 
RS CHR Ela, AER RF) F H 
Donggud (Hén haipa, gankuai duddao li de 

Dongguo (Very afraid, quickly hidesto donkey 

. b> es Ll ee 

Bihan tk > PRR Ras eae 
houbian.): Ni zhége huai dongxi! Ni zhége 

behind.): You this. bad thing! You this 

KR RA 
huai dongxi! 

bad thing! 

( —* BA AK AY Tt) HK. ) 
(Vige laorén céng gianmian zoulai.) 

(An old man from front walks come.) 

AU ( ER BE HA), EAB, # 
Donggud (gankuai lazhu ldorén): Lao xiansheng, ldo 

Dongguo (quickly grabs onto old man): Old Sir, Old 

KEN 
xiansheng! 

Sir! 

HA: AL +P Z. # tT 2 
Laorén: Yoéu shénme - shi a? 

Old man: Have what matter? 
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RSS (4eQR): MF BHA Be, & 
Donggud (zhizhe lang): Gangeai liérén zhui a, wo 

Dongguo (pointing at wolf): Just now hunter chased it, I 

3 : rb S Lk wy, eet THA eT, ER ve 
jiule ta. Xianzai_—siliérén ~—.26u le, ta yao. chi 

saved it. Now hunter gone, it wants eat 

&, BE a Be 
wo. nin shud ta dui ma? 

me, you say it right? 

we: SE Al OF fea, te de A TARR 
Lang: Nin bié ting  tade, ia ba wo kingilai 

Wolf: You don’t listen to his, he me tied up 

yt . x, ae 2s . 

Fost OU NH Ro 
zhuangjin koudaili, yao ménsi wo. 

loaded into sack, wanted suffocate dead me. 

A be fr : ; EACBI—-AIL): I He HR 
Laorén (xidngle yinuir): Nimen lid de hua wo 

Old man (thinking awhile): You two’s words I 

a8 A ats, MI A ik KR HA MR 
déu bi xiangxin, zui hao xian rang w6 kankan lang 

all not believe, best first let me see wolf 

| Ae ene Sa 
shi zénme zhuangjingu = de. 

was how loaded in. 

ae eid wee mR as Sete 
(Lang you tangxia__le, rang D6nggud xiansheng 

(Wolf again lies down, lets Dongguo Mister 

4% ‘ec mA KR, Rt RE, ) 
ba ta kingilai, zhuangjin  k6udaili). 

it tie up, load into sack.) 

A A |e | SURE 8 Pes Ae ae i ae 
Laorén: Kuai ba ta dasi ba! Yinggai —jizhi 

Old man: Quickly it beat dead! Should remember 
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yt HH RA EK, RA ET 
dui zhéyang de huai rén_ rénci, ji = hui_—s hale 

toward such bad people kind, then will harm 

A ty 
Ziji! 

self! 

Translation 

(As the curtain opens, Mr. Dongguo, driving a 

donkey, is walking on the road. The donkey is carrying 

a sack of books on his back. A wolf runs on from 
behind in a fluster.) 

Wolf: Sir, Sir, please save me! 
Dongguo: What’s the matter with you? 
Wolf: A hunter is chasing me. Let me hide in your 

sack for a while. 
Dongguo: Go away quick! 
Wolf: Have pity on me. The hunter will arrive right 

away! 

Dongguo (hesitantly): Then hide in my sack. (Mr. 
Dongguo slowly takes out the books.) 

Wolf: Hurry up a bit, Sir! Dll lie down here and 
you tie me up with a rope. That way it will 

be easier to put me inside. 

(Mr. Dongguo fies the wolf and puts him into 
the sack.) (Enter hunter on horseback.) 

Hunter: Just now there was a wolf, did you see it? 

Dongguo: No. 

Hunter: You really didn’t see it? 

Dongguo: If I saw it, I would tell you. There are 
many paths over there, maybe the wolf has fled 
along one of them. 
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(Exit hunter.) 

Wolf (inside sack): The horse is far away, please let 

me out! (Mr. Dongguo /ets the wolf out. The 
wolf looks around.) 

Wolf: Sir, I’m famished. Save me once more! 

(The wolf pounces on Mr. Dongguo.) 

Dongguo (Afraid, quickly hides behind donkey.): You 
rascal! You rascal! (An old man walks toward 

them from front.) 

Dongguo (grabbing old man): Old Sir, Old Sir! 

Old Man: Whai’s the matter? 

Dongguo (pointing to wolf): Just now a hunter 

was chasing him and I saved him. Now the 

hunter has left and he wants to eat me. Is he 

right? 

Wolf: Don’t listen to him. He tied me up and put 

me into his sack and tried to smother me to death. 

Old Man (thinking a while): I don’t believe either 

of you. First better let me see how the wolf 

was put into the sack. (The wolf lies down again 

and lets Mr. Dongguo tie him up and put him 
into the sack.) 

Old Man: Beat him to death quickly! You should 
remember youll harm yourself if you are kind 

to such scoundrels. 

Notes 

Combined sentences. Combined sentences are formed 
by two or more clauses whose relation is usually 

shown by some connecting words. They are divided 
into compound and complex sentences. 
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I. Compound sentences. Compound sentences are 

formed by two or more clauses of equal importance, 

showing parallelism or choice. 

1. Showing parallelism. Ta yibian zéu_ yibian 

wang dishang kan 4% — id 4 — it 72+4_4 4 (While walk- 

ing he looked down at the ground). (See Lesson 14) 

2. Showing choice. Nin xihuan chi yd, haishi 

xihuan chi rou? 2 ken &, @ZA2R°LA? (Do you 

prefer fish or meat?) (See Lesson 4) 

II. Complex sentences. Complex sentences are 

formed by a main clause and a subordinate clause. 

They can be divided into the following main kinds: 

1. Showing a turn of meaning. WO suiran yaosile, 

danshi wo hai you érzi -.---- RERRKT, CRARLA 
WL -Frvve ee (Although I will die, I still have sons....) 
(See Lesson 22) 

2. Showing supposition. Yaoshi kanjian le, w6 

ji gaost ni le RAALS, ARABI (if I saw 
it, I would tell you). 

3. Showing condition. Zhiyao you juéxin, jit yiding 
kéyi ba shan banzoiu R2&AR Ss, H-RAMPCHLMREA 
(As long as we have the determination, we can certainly 
remove the mountains). (See Lesson 22) 

4. Showing cause and effect. Yinwei wo zuijin 
hén mang, sudyi méiyéu géi nj xié xin A AARUIRE, 

PVA ik A 4% B41 (Because I have been very busy 

lately, I have not written you). (See Lesson 7) 

Exercises 

I. Answer the following questions on the text: 

1, WRATH AR IKKE SE? 
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2. RAT AZRTCR PAL? 

3. EAMRPALBUAA? 

II. Rewrite the text into a story. 

III. Read the following passage: 

RK Fe $8 

Ay (céngqgian once) A—4= ff (shanliang good- 

hearted) 4) % K (néngmin peasant), —#ARK, MAM 

LA R— # se (shé snake) #4 (S (jiang stiff) 7, RK 
RTE, RHESRA, HAA CHAT (xidngkou 
chest) k, #¢ 7 #% (mudngi warmth), it J—AUL, 

Sh 2 He H ag (Siixing revive) ¥ , RI T—AIL, HERE 
J © A (bénxing original nature), 7% (hénhén 

fiercely) 24° (yao bite) J R K—v (kdu mouth), #& te 

ST KP (chiming fatal). RAWAM RL: CR 
TAIRA, BAS Bik (Cbao evil recompense), ” 
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Lesson 24 

Review of Basie Grammar 

In Lessons 1-23 we introduced the basic grammar 
of modern Chinese. Below, by way of review, is a 

summary of grammar already studied. 

lip Sentences 

A. According to structure, Chinese sentences can 

be divided into two classes: 
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1. Simple sentences 

(1) Complete sentence with both subject and 

predicate 

a. Predicate with verb 

Wo you ge _ banfa. 

AR AL ie 7} iF o 

I have a way. (18) 

Wo gi Zhonggud le. 

36 oa REE aS 
I went to China. (1) 

b. Adjective as predicate 

Jintian tiinqi hén hao. 

AY | WEY Sk BEG 
Today the weather is quite fine. (5) 

c. Noun as predicate, generally the copular 
shi < is used with it. 

Ta shi Shanghai rén. 

ye ee ee Ne 
He is from Shanghai. (2) 



d. Subject-predicate construction as predicate 

W6 téu téng. 

My head aches. (10) 

(2) Incomplete sentences, lacking either a sub- 
ject or predicate 

a. Without subject 

Gua feng fe. 

ao By T3 
The wind is blowing. (9) 

b. Single-element sentences (subject or predicate 
is understood). 

Wo éryuéchi Il4i de. Ni ne? 

MR SAM RK H.R Me? 
I came in early February. And you? (15) 

Qiantian. 

AT Ro 
The day before yesterday. (15) 

2. Combined sentences 

(1) Compound sentences 

a. Showing parallelism 

Honexin yibian shud, yibian ba nadai mian 

goo Th te TH ee MR 
kangzai ziji jianshang. 

a2 “fe “Hoar sabes 

As Hongxin spoke he shouldered the sack of 
flour. (17) 

b. Showing choice 

Nin xihuan chi ya, haishi xihuan chi rou? 

$i OF Baki a B08 aK Pa A? 
Would you like to eat fish or meat? (4) 
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(2) Complex sentences 

a. Showing a turn of meaning 

Changchéng suiran jinggud liangqiandudnian de 

js ix, BR Bit AT S- ay 

féng chui yi da, danshi da bifen hai hén 

Bo Kk ay, Be Ke me OR 
wanzhéng, génji yé hén l4ogu. 

% #, RR w& Rh. FB. 
Although the Great Wall has gone through 
2,000 years of weathering, most of it is 

still intact, and its foundation is firm. (21) 

b. Showing supposition 

Yaoshi kanjian le, w6 jill gaosu ni le. 

Z& HH AL JT, RR HH TIT. 
If (1) saw (it), I would tell you. (23) 

c. Showing condition 

Zhiyao you juéxin, jiu yiding kéyi ba shan 

RS OW eS ee ee eh 

HR 6 

As long as (we ) have the determination, (we) 

can surely remove the mountains. (22) 

d. Showing cause and effect 

Yinwei w6 zuijin hén mang, sudyi méiyou géi 

ym RIL RM te, Pw aA & 
ni xié xin. 

48 Sa lide 

Tve been quite busy lately so (1) haven’t 
written you. (7) 



B. Sentences can be divided into four types ac- 
cording to use: 

1. Declarative, which states a fact. 

Yuélanshi libian de baozhi, zazhi hén duo. 

a es Bu 4 RAL RE RR F. 
There are many newspapers and magazines 
in the reading room. (6) 

2. Interrogative 

a. Using interrogative words 

Tongzhi, ni qu nar? 

RB) &, te & MRIL? 
Where are you going, Comrade? (17) 

Ta shi shui? 

te 7 7? 
Who is he? (2) 

Nin yao na yi zhong? 

ec se OF — 1st 
Which kind would you like? (3) 

You shénme shi a? 

MPOTARO TRUE? 
What’s the matter? (23) 

b. With ma 

Ta shi Béijing rén ma? 

te ze eH A. Bz? 
Is he from Peking? (1) 

c. The alternative question form 

Wo biantéoxian zhong bi zhéng? 

Ee Fig BEAR Ap AR AP? 
Are my tonsils swollen? (10) 
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Nin xihuan chi ya, haishi xihuan chi rou? 

i Bsk eS, JF Sskoawc oA? 
Would you like to eat fish or meat? (4) 

3. Imperative, which indicates a request or a com- 

mand 

Qing zud ba. 

he, 
Please sit down. (4) 

Ni kuai zou kai! 

Aig UB CS Bie, sae fl 
Go away quick! (23) 

4. Exclamatory 

Na shi duéme xiongwéi de jianzhu a! 

Mm £ FA Ht CR My 
How magnificent those structures are! (15) 

Duéme hao de zhanshi! 

PA ko nepeeehy 
What a good fighter! (18) 

Ii. Sentence elements other than the subject, predicate 

and object: 

A. Attributives 
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1. Noun used as attributive 

Zudtian de tiyd biioyan tixianle “‘youyi diyi, 

- KR HARA R RRM “SR Z-, 
bisai diér’? de jingshen. 

i a a 
Yesterday’s sports exhibition embodied the 
spirit of “Friendship first, competition 
second’’, (8) 



2. Pronoun used as attributive 

Tamen de fii mi déu shi géngren. 

Le ee ee ee Se a oe 
Their father and mother were both 

workers. (20) 

3. Verb used as attributive 

Yoéulan de rén hén duo. 
We 

TF a, ay aN AR 3 ° 

There were many sightseers. (5) 

4. Adjective used as attributive 

Qing nim mashang huan jian xin (de) dayi ba. 

i BR BE a te wi RG) AOR ME 
Please change into a new overcoat immediate- 

ly. (16) 

Changchéng shi Zhéngeud gidai wéida de 

kK a a Eine FD 
jianzhu. 

Fe 
The Great Wall is a great structure of ancient 

China. (21) 

5. Repetition of number and measure word as 

attributive 

Tamen xian ba yuadantliao zhizaochéng lingjian, 

NY HH AT i] LE aN a 
zai ba gezhong Imgjian zhuangpéichéng yi 

HR i 7 RP Falke 
tai yi tai zhinxin de fadianji. ri 
$7082 eT 4) Bes 
They first make the raw materials into parts 
and then assemble the various parts into 

brand-new generators one (after) another. (13) 
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B. Adverbial modifiers 

1. Time word as adverbial modifier 

Women xiawi widian huidao jiali. 

BA ORR Re ey SIE ae 
We got home at 5 o’clock in the afternoon. (5) 

2. Adverb as adverbial modifier 

Women yiqi xuéxi. 

AR 4 — #z e J ° 

We study together. (1) 

3. Adjective as adverbial modifier 

Liening jin wozhe nage téngzhi de shou. 

Li eee. mee Sade, Ci ee a 
Lenin firmly clasped that comrade’s hand. (16) 

Baigitién daifu jianjuéde shud: ‘‘Chou wo de.”’ 

BRE KK ERM ii: “ih & 85,” 
Doctor Bethune said firmly, ““Draw mine.” (19) 

4. Prepositional construction as adverbial modifier 

Qige jidan hai zai zhudzishang fangzhe. 

GAS. BoB 8B. Bow Vitek EE 
The seven eggs still lay on top of the table. (18) 

Béijing de qittian bi dongtian nuanhuo. 

le, * ay ALA FG RK hg Fe, 

Peking’s autumns are warmer than her 
winters. 

C. Complements 

1. Complement of result 

Wo chiwan fan le. 

M 70th wipe 
I have finished eating. 
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2. Complement of degree 

Ta shud Hanyii shud de hén lili. 

th i Me it fH UR RAI, 
He speaks Chinese quite fluently. (7) 

Zhang dama xiao de zui dou hé bu shang le. 

aR KH KR EH ROR FF To 
Aunt Zhang smiled so much that her mouth 
couldn’t even close. (17) 

3. Simple and compound directional complements 

Cong zhaodaihui chiilai. 

BR BAGS BR. 
(We) came out from the reception. (12) 

Péngyou tingle wo de hua, jit. xiaogilai. 

AA FT RH 6, RM RRR, 
Friends heard what I said and began to laugh. 

(18) 
4. Potential complement 

W6 jiang de hua ni ting de dong ting bu dong? 

& tt Hb hk TH HB A R_? 
Can you understand what I say? (10) 

5. Time complement 

Women zai shan shang wanrie liang, san ge 

Some) pe le CeO a, = 
xiaoshi. 

2h ET 5 

We spent two or three hours on the hill. (5) 

6. Prepositional phrase as complement 

Baigiién daifu shuowan, ji tangzai chuang- 

HRS KE HE H He is 
shang. 

ze 
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With these words, Doctor Bethune lay down 
on a bed. (19) 

Ill. Aspects of the verb 

A. Le J after a verb indicates completion of 

the action. 

Women qiidéle shéngli, késhi hai yao jianshe. 

& 1 BET BA, TR € Rk Cio 
We’ve won victories, but (we) still want to 

build (our country). (4) 

B. Guo it after a verb indicates past experience. 

Guangzhou, Shanghai, Hangzh6éu wo dou quguo. 

mal Lie, HM OR AB KTS 
I have been to Kwangchow, Shanghai and 

Hangchow. (15) 

C. Zhe 4 after a verb indicates continuing action. 

Yimndongyuanmen jiizke huasht. 

a mm KR 1 BA HR. 
The athletes held up bouquets. (8) 

D. Zhéngzai st & before a verb means the action 
is in progress. 

Gongrenmen zhéngzai laoddng. 

Wet Ae Ah Ef RA o 
The workers are working. (15) 

E. (Jit) yao ( % ) & before a verb means the 
action will take place soon. 

W6 houtian ji (yao) qi Shanghai le. 

a (US A MSGR) ee ler . 
I will go to Shanghai the day after tomorrow. 

(15) 



IV. Sentence patterns with verbs in the predicate 

A. The pivotal sentence 

W6 qing ta lai. 

Rw & #. 
I invite him to come. (11) 

You bt shao rén ging haizimen qi kan dianying. 

tint Vik my SIU Sa & 
Many people invited the children to see films. 

(20) 

B. Successive verb sentence 

Wo hé wo airen, haizi gi géngyuan wénrle 

ee ee ey ee Oa 
yitian. 

— ico 
My wife and child and I went to the park 

and enjoyed ourselves for the day. (5) 

C. The ba je sentence 

Ta ba xin xiéwan le. 

Ae Aa oe ee a Oe 
He has finished writing the letter. (13) 

Women ba shitou réngdao haili qu. 

OMY MICL A VIG A Pye Bon 
We will throw the stones into the sea. (22) 

D. The béi #% sentence 

Wo bei Hangzhéu de fengjing xiyinzhu le. 

ROR TP RRR ey MASE OT. 
I was captivated by the scenery of Hangchow. 

(15) 
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V. Negation 
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A. Bu % 

Ta ba shi Béijing rén. 

te A He A Ao 
He is not from Peking. (2) 

Zhongwén bi tai nan. 

ig ee eee 
Chinese is not too hard. (1) 

W656 you ge banfa, bu zhidao zénmeyang. 

R A DN DHE, KR MM EAH. 
I have a way, (but I) don’t know how (good) 

it is. (18) 

Ta shud Hanyi shud de bu tai lili. 

% Hh RE Hw ARK RAID 
He doesn’t speak Chinese too fluently. (7) 

WoO péngyou bing Ie, chi bi xia, shui bu hao. 

soa | Avigesumcidsoihs We A A. 
My friend is sick; he cannot eat and sleep 

well. (10) 

B. Méi (you) & ( # ) 

1. Negative of the verb you #. 

Ta méi you nuhdair, (or, Ta méi nihdair) 

te Gk CA) KRIL, CH, BH R KRM) 
He has no daughters. (2) 

. Stating that something didn’t happen or 

action wasn’t completed. 

Yinwei wo zuijin hén mang, sudyi méi you 

ye R hes: EAR | A 
géi ni xié xin. (or, wo méi géi ni xié xin) 

eee te (Hoek SH SB ep 



I have been quite busy lately, so I haven’t 
written you. (7) 

W6 méi yéu chiwan fan. (or, Wd méi chiwan 

RABAT SCR 
fan) 

ie) 
I have not finished eating. (4) 

ITV. Emphasis 

AS BST xk «8: de 2-26 AG 

NS KR ROK MAAF. HRW. 
This reservoir was built in 1958. (11) 

Women shi zud féiji li de. 

BA ge) AB RA HG 
We came by plane. (20) 

Wo shi zai Zhonggué xuéxi Zhongwén de. 

Save gues 2F Eh Ae Ey, 
I learned Chinese in China. (20) 

B. Object placed before the verb 

Yinyué, widao wo dou hén xihuan. 

GAR. FG HR AM MR Bs. 
I liked both the music and dancing very much. 

(12) 
Nimenlia de hua wo dou bu xiangxin. 

e414 EKO B OM OHA 
I don’t believe what either of you say. (23) 

C. Lian # with dou #4, or yé & 

Youde rén lian jia dayi dou méi you. 

aM A #& WAR AB R A. 
Some people don’t even have old overcoats. 

(16) 
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D. Other uses of interrogative pronouns 

Shui dou méiyou shuo hua. 

Hz MS RA tH 1. 
No one said a word. 

Bulim dajia zénme quan ta, ta haishi shuo: 

Rit KE BA HW te, ER 

No matter how, everyone persuaded him, 

he still’said, “i.” 

Exercises 

I. Change the following into questions: 

A. Use ma *4 or the alternative question form, 
and answer in the negative: 

1. RABAT 
2. RAR. 
3. HERAMABRRT © 

4, WAP RRS. 
B. Use the appropriate interrogative word (shui 

7, nar %hjJL, zénmeyang *% 2~+*, or dudshao 

$y) for the underlined parts: 

MSF EAL LA. 
RMMRAB 
ABA ARAB ETA, 

. PIB AM KARE 0 Ee wd 

II. Fill in with le 7, zhé ix, gud it, zhéngzai 

sf or jilyao (yao), #2 (2) 

1, &8BF-ARAM, Fray 
2. AC AAA A EM AAT Bae 

To 
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3. UMNRARM  ARD#H, 
A, XPKRAGREE, FHF 

ae — tr, 

5, RERMYMH, Me ARK, 

Il]. Fill-in the complements: 

ZMRKRME, BRL wm, Rk TF. WAM 
ay RAE T » LAF o He, AAT oF 
ET, BARU » apy » eae HX 

IV. Translate the following into Chinese: 

1. She began to study Chinese in 1972. 

2. We often practice ping-pong together. 

3. Autumn in Peking is better than spring, sum- 
mer or winter. 

4. Last Sunday they went to climb the hills and 
took quite a few pictures on the hills. 

5. Everyone was captivated by the excellent pro- 
gram. 

6. When I finish writing the letter I will go to 
the ice-skating rink with you. 

7. The teacher invited the students to his home. 

8. We read magazines while we listened to music. 

9. Aunt Zhang, though over sixty years old, still 

studies very hard. 

10. If it rains tonight, I won’t go to see the film. 

11. As long as one works hard, there is no dif- 

ficulty that cannot be overcome. 

12. Because he does physical exercises every day, 

his health is good. 
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BSR wd 

1 

2 

oie 

3. 

4, 

2. 

3 

Lesson 

Bess 

I. 

Lesson 

hoe Ss 

Lk 

Lesson 

Ee oe it 

2 

3 

1 Catan 

2 

3 

4 

Lesson 4 

Answers to Exercises 

P ARE» 
MMII BRFAP Le 
AMAPAFIPX. 
a es 
XA HES 

4a AP A AS? 
AP AAS 
ge an ie M2 

ARRABZ. HHA. 

WR A RIA? 
BILAL RR A RR. 
Wee AR LIAYD? 
We ARR LIMBA, RACHA.’ 

it FIP XK? 
WH AFIT A? 
Ate AT) ZB IL VE? 
it AAG HK LAE? 

= hese 

_ GRA T. 
We ie 
A HIME AR—-ARA, 

. WAKA YZ IL, —*&E IL, 

SP ARAN ots ie aie 
PTET RT, SRA—MM, 

I. 1. WEEMAIRAKA? 

2. MEARBREIEARLA? 
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. BREKRECAKAT? 

_RETS, RAEN, 
REALET. 
RMALALARRM, BHEF-AI, wh w 

. MMEDARBRLTI—R. 

. EFARFANBCLELRT. 

_ BLE PRFIPLT. 
. FRAMAF LAB. 
REFERS CPR. 
. SFAAMADBRILT—-K. 

Lesson 6 

1. a, Oe 
2. 4ade 

words wh 

1.1. RHR 

2. RET FAC. 
3. BWEeZ Ci 

Lesson 7 

1.1. *UHRERE RFI. 

he BIL IE iF AAA 0 

2. RAAFIRLEF IGS. 
RUAFID SEF IBARG, 

Tn 2 Ase es l= Apo 

208 -voe Se Shea = 

nye —/t—F—A—A. 

Lesson 8 

et got a oa A oe a 
1.1. ABBPHARZASW 

2. BMAMAALFOY REALEKA. 
38. LAKRAERTALY. 
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Lesson 9 

TL. 1. UMFK UR MY SRG, 

2. KR, HRFLABDHRELART. 
on RRRAT —ARA ARB, HR Rt Ro 

Lesson 10 

As We RA IEA I? 

URE AS KK AG AEE? 

MER HART R TARR? 
Re, FW ARYF 

AR AF MATERIEL 

HsewRST, KMCERZ. 

= 

WwWNnd rR WD Fe 

Lesson l1 

L. MAN BA, BMORRAT o 
MA CBRIET, REAZRMAAR? 

. RU ARGRAKRA RR © 
Ree WER A SILK HY, 

. RANDVCARREEKR SG. 

Lesson 12 

by ls Wise 
ot oes 

2. HBA 
APTS Or =P R 

| 

who S&S Fe 

3. ASDA 
#o—hTA 

1.1. FHT. KARST 
2. M—-ASILEHE (HR) BR. 

Lesson 13 

[’. 1) SPP ete Se te 
2. WMkACMRAREA ZS 
3. HRM ARMEKBEAT, 
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I.1. €€2£(4)54. 
2. @NECA)DARH, 

3. HURL (A), 

Lesson 14 

Rn ie hus Ae —LRDLAT, 

2 fe 30 FRET « 

WwALRET 
.. PKR AWH, 

2. ABS RAR EY, 

os ABHAAARM AAW 6 

Lesson 15 

I. 1. RAAT. 

2. KTR AMAYOHRARAIET 

3. RLARMITAK ZB, Hie, 

T.1. SAMARUFSAH"! 

2. eA RRMAZAARMLYT TI. 

aA MARAT EE, 

Eating the ‘Ink Bottle’ 

Lenin had already been in prison fourteen months. 

In prison reading was allowed, but not writing. 

Every revolutionary knows, however, that if you write 
with milk nothing can be seen on the paper, but if it is 

toasted the words can be seen. 

Lenin used bread to make an “ink bottle”. He 

poured milk into it, and with a pen wrote in books 
in places where there was no print. Once a jailer 

saw Lenin writing and rushed in. Hearing someone 
coming, Lenin ate the “ink bottle’. 

‘What are you doing?” the jailer asked Lenin. 
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“T’m eating bread,” said Lenin. “Don’t you even 

recognize bread?” 

The jailer looked and it really was bread, so he 

went out. 

In this way Lenin wrote a very famous book in 
prison. 

Lesson 17 

Serve the People 

One August evening, some customers came into 

the Hongzhou Restaurant. Young Qian, an at- 

tendant, received them warmly. 

As they gaily dined together, Qian noticed that 
one customer, who wasn’t eating much, got up and 

closed a window. ‘““Why did he close the window 

when it’s so hot,’ Qian wondered. So he walked 
over and asked, “Don’t you feel well?” 

“No, [ve got a bit of a headache.” 

Young Qian rushed off to confer with the cook, 
who made the man a bowl of egg-and-noodle soup. 

When the customer saw this he was very happy. The 

other people were also quite moved. 

Lesson 18 

Hl. 1. a. KEMERER, TFA 7, 
b. 24K, 1A FARR RT 
C. MAME RAT, FUMA BARA 

AFH. 

2. a BARB, RBBA—-K, 
b. REAM T RR, SRAMBRT RE. 
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III. On the Worksite 

One day PLA man Lei Feng went to the hospital 
for treatment. On his way back he passed by a con- 
struction site and was drawn to the hustling and bus- 
tling scene. Forgetting that the doctor had told him 
to rest, he ran over and started to work. Lei Feng’s 

action moved the people on the site. A comrade 

ran over and asked, “Comrade, which unit are you 

from? What is your name?” Lei Feng said only 
one sentence, “I’m from a nearby unit.” 

After work, looking at the nearly finished factory 

building, Lei Feng felt very happy. When a lot of 
workers came over to shake hands with him, Lei Feng 

said, “I should learn from you worker comrades,” 

and left. 

Lesson 19 
‘This Is Better than Eating It Myself’ 

Dr. Bethune was very warm toward the wounded. 

He loved every people’s fighter. He was always in 
the wards to see the wounded, doing things for them 
and checking up on their condition. The wounded 

soldiers were very moved. 

Once the hospital bought fruit and cigarettes for 
Dr. Bethune to express its appreciation to him. Dr. 

Bethune took these from ward to ward, giving some 

to each person and saying in his not-too-fluent Chinese, 
“Have some....” Afterwards he said to his inter- 
preter, “This is better than eating it myself.” 

Lesson 20 
Warm Concern 

One morning in January a middle-aged man came 

to the home of the five children. On entering, even 
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before he put down his satchel, he said warmly, “I’m 

a barber. I can’t help you do anything else so I'll 

cut your hair for you.” As he cut he told them about 

his wife’s painful life in the past when she was an 

orphan, teaching the children not to forget the bit- 

terness of the old society and encouraging them to 

study hard and be Chairman Mao’s good children. 

When he was about to go he enjoined the children, 

“At Spring Festival Pll come again. Be sure to wait 

forme.” 

Lesson 21 

I. 1, #MABA-—BALK, 

2) 3 BIA TEARS 

8. HERI WHARET. 

Shanhaikuan 

Shanhaikuan is one of the three most famous 

ancient sites along the Great Wall. It was built in 

the 16th century. It has four gates, on the north, 

south, east and west. Those who visit the place for 

the first time all go to see the east gate, the “First Gate 
Under Heaven”. When you mount the 12-meter- 

high wall, you can see a magnificent view of the Great 
Wall. 

Before liberation houses here were low and streets 
narrow. Today one wide road after another has been 
built. On either side are new dwellings, stores, schools 

and a hospital. Shanhaikuan’s industrial develop- 
ment has been rapid. A famous bridge plant is 
located here. Shanhaikuan is full of bustling scenes 
of socialist construction, 
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Lesson 22 

TIL. 1. Pray A A Mp ho EE, 
2. RRGA, PA Map AE RS 

IV. 

Yu the Great Controls the Waters 

Four or five thousand years ago, a great flood 

disaster occurred in China. Yu the Great led everyone 

to control the waters. Fearing no difficulties, they 
were determined to guide the waters into the sea. 

Once, when Yu the Great led many people past 

the door of his own home, he wanted to go in for a look. 

But when he thought of how the flood had inundated 

the homes of many people and of how he must control 

the waters more quickly, he did not go in. 

Several years later, he passed by the door of his 

home again. Because he was very busy, again he 
did not go in. 

When the waters were about to be brought 
under control, Yu the Great passed by the door of 

his home for the third time. Everybody said, “This 
time you can look in at your home.” Yu the Great 

said, “The last part of the work is extremely 

important. We must persist to the end.” He still 

did not go in. 

In this way, Yu the Great and everyone else worked 
hard together for 13 years and finally guided the waters 

into the sea. 

Lesson 23 

The Peasant and the Snake 

Once upon a time there was a good-hearted peas- 

ant. One winter day he saw a snake frozen stiff on 
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the road. Pitying it greatly, the peasant picked it 
up and put it in his bosom. Receiving warmth, the 

snake slowly revived. A while later, the snake regain- 

ed its original nature. It fiercely bit the peasant, 
wounding him fatally. Before dying, the peasant said, 

“IT pitied a scoundrel and deserve to get this evil 

recompense.” 

Lesson 24 

LA. 1. MARAS? 
MARAT? 
ARAL BT o 

2. KAS? 

A RFRA IR? 
4- KR th 

3. MERA T 4? 

HER ROTA LAGI? 
WER ROT RAG IK. 

A, wAPRHEB? 
OA LA PLAS 
dna a ol 

B. 1. BAP EAM ILL? 
2. BRA? 
3. Pe Gace 

4, ABAD A RE ZA? 

teen narrrresger oie 
2. ACA AAA TE Bit A— iwi. 
3. WM RARMTARAB 
4, XHKRAGLED, FHFRI—-4, AU 

KI—te 
5, RERMOHR, MEAGRE, 

TH. SHAME, BMC, MHET WAM 
RET AN DH, LAA A. 4 TL» He ATT 
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APHIS T, ADAM RMARG, AT, 

He {11 JER SS 

. i 

oonn oe Ww « =. #8. woke Se Sea 

. HN KFA EFI PX, 

Auf HAD ERR, 
ALTR AGAR ALAR. RR. KAM, 
EZMAMMIARLT, AUEBRI RY RR. 
KRAMPRAKRYTAAAET. 

MIS BZRT, RRRABRKY, 
SV AA SMAwRLZ. 
RIN-LDASGHKR, —AARKE. 
KKBRRATS PT, CAERG ARF 
He 

. SRRELZATMH, RHREAVWYT. 
11. 
12 
REZGA, RiLA RA TAR 1 AE, 

AARAARAAK, Pvp a FAIR, 
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Vocabulary 

Words are arranged in alphabetical order. The 

number after each entry indicates the lesson in which 
it first appears. Entries without numbers are supple- 
mentary vocabulary. Chinese words often have several 
meanings. The translations given here are in the 

context of the texts and exercises. 

a fey (an interjection) 13 

ayi iy 4% aunt 20 

ai aR one by one 18 
ai Fa to love 

aihi & ap to take care of 

airen BA wife or husband 4 

anjing Lie quiet 

anpai 5 HE to arrange 20 

anquan = safe 

anshi tea on time 10 

ba ve, (an interjection) 1 
ba ~ eight 3 

baléiwit ESE ballet 12 
Balijun NIE Eighth Route Army 19 

ba 42, to take 13 

baba EE father 2 

bai 2] white or a surname 18 
Baiqitéen HAF, Bethune 19 

bai ry hundred 3 

ban Ha to move 22 

banzhang geK squad leader 18 
ban == half 5 

banfa Fie way, method 18 

bangongshi 7A € office 
bantian eo halfday 18 
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bang aR 

bangzhu a8 BA 

bacht SE ap 
baowéei ep 
baozhéng PR TE 

bao 28, 

baogao jk 

baozhi RIK, 

bei +f 

bei 17S 
béizi i$ 

béi at 
Béijing LH 
Béijing Daxué 7. 7 AF 

béi AL 
béi # 

bénxing RE 
bénzi KF 

bén & 

bi % 
bi HG 
bijiao FG aR 

bisai kt # 

bixi Lo A 

biyé FR db 
biantaoxian 4 Bie 

bianchéng FE 

bianhua Ew 
biaoyu RTS 

bigoyan ay 

bié Hi 
biéde Rag 
bing #4 

bingfang JA 

to help 
to help 

to protect 

to defend 

guarantee 

to hold 

report 

newspaper 

to carry on one’s back 
cup 
cup 
north 
Peking 

Peking University 

nature 

notebook 

to run 

pen 

compared (to) 

to compare 

competition 
must 
to graduate 

tonsils 

to become 

change 

slogan 
to perform 

don’t 

other 

illness 
ward 



boxué 

bowuguan 

bucud 

bidan 

bilin 

biyong 

bi 

bu 

bi 

bi 

bidébu 

bidui 

bufa 

bufen 

buran 

cai 

cai 

caidan 

canguan 

canjia 

canting 

caochang 

cao 

céng 

cha 

cha 

chabiidud 
chang 

chang 

Changchéng 

changpao 

chang 

changfang 
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exploit 

museum 

not bad 

not only 

no matter 

no need 

to mend 

cloth 

unit 

not 

could not but 

unit (army) 

step 

part 

otherwise 

only then 

dish 
menu 
to visit 

to attend 

restaurant 

drill ground 
grass 
floor 

tea 
to lack 

nearly 

often 

long 

Great Wall 

long distance running 
(a measure word) 
factory building 



changmian 

chang (gér) 
changpian 

chao 

che 

chejian 

chézhan 
chénshan 

chénggong 

chéngjia 
chéngli 

chéngpin 

chéngqiang 

chéngshi 

chéngzhang 

chi 

chongman 

chou (xié) 
(éryué) chi 

chufa 

chilu 

chufang 

chishi 

chuan 

chuanghu 

chuang 

chuishiyuan 

chinjié 

chuntian 

ci 

ci 

cong 

congqian 

ciinzi 

scene 
to sing (songs) 
record 

fry 

bus 

workshop 

station 

shirt 

successfully 

achievement 

to set up 

product 

city wall 

city 

to grow 

to eat 

full of 
to draw (blood) 

early (February) 

to set out 

way out 

kitchen 

cook 

to wear 

window 
bed 

cook 

spring festival 

spring 

word 

(a measure word) 

from 

in the past 

village 



cudwu Bim mistake 

da ay to beat 

dagiu ath to play ball 

dasao bas to sweep 18 
dazhen at 4 injection 10 

da K big 7 
dagai KE about 14 

dajia Jee everyone 12 

dama KF aunt 17 

dashiguan KEE embassy 
dating HAT hall 8 
daye ke uncle 18 

dayi 0 coat 3 

Dayi KG Dayu (name of a per- 

son) 22 

dayue K 44 about 5 

(yi) dai (mian)(—)&(m) (a) bag (of flour) 17 

daizhe ie B to take 22 

daibiao RRR delegate 

daibiaotuan (AH delegation 

daifu KE doctor 10 

danwei 35 unit 20 

dan & egg 18 

danshi 42 Xe but 19 

dang --- de 

shihou 3 +++ 49 BE 4 When, while 2A 

dangshi 4 at the time 19 

dangzhu 44 4E to block 22 

dangzud 4E to take as 20 
dao 7 knife 

dao (nitinai) =) ( +45) to pour (milk) 16 

dao Ed to arrive 5 

daodi Bi JR to the end 22 
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daoli x8 reason 

daozi 43 F rice 9 

de ay (a structural particle) 2 
de AF ( ” " ) 7 

de we Cow oe 12 

dédao fF 2 to get 20 

déi fF must 4 

déng (shang) & ( + ) to mount DA 

déng + to wait 4 

déng + et cetera (etc.) 8 

diai 4K $& low 21 

dirén BA enemy 12 

dikang 4h dt to resist 

di ie (an ordinalizing prefix) 8 
di (shang) #% ( _E ) (on the) ground 14 

didi a ip younger brother 20 

difang HLA place 15 
dita i map 

dianr IL some, bit 10 

dian (zhong) & ( # ) o’clock 5 
dianbao wth telegram 

diandéng w kT electric light 
dianhua 4, 1& telephone 

dianjichang wit electric machinery plant 13 
dianling i bell 6 

dianshi w AL television 

dianying 2 movie 12 

dianyingguan w, % té movie house 12 

(yi) ding (maozi) (a measure word for hat) 3 

(—)W (HF) 
(shan) ding (4) Jf (mountain) top 5 
ding (piao) iT( book (a ticket) 15 
dit & to lose 14 

dong Rm east 21 



Donggud 
dongtian 

duan 

duanlian 

duan 

dui 

dui 

dui 

duizhe 

duibuqi 

duoshao 

duo 

duéme 

dud 

é 

ébao 

érqié 

érzi 

ér 

fabiao 
fada 
fadianji 
fagéi 

faming 
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(a surname) 

winter 

thing 

to understand 

to freeze 

all 

struggle 

to read 

independence 

degree 

short 

to temper 

stretch 

pile 

right 

to 

facing 

SOITy 

how much 

more 

what 

to hide 

hungry 

evil recompense 

but also 

son 
two 

to publish 
developed 
electric generator 
to issue 
invention 



fashao RY 
fashéng Ke 

faxian RM 
faya RF 
fazhan RR 

fan shan yué 

ling &) Lak} 

fanyi Sit 
fandui Rost 

fankang kdt 

fanying BBR 
fan TR 

fanguan AE 

fangbian A 1k 

fangmian 7 a 
fangjian F ia 
fangzi EF 

fangwén % IF 

fang(zhe) 74( 4 ) 
fang jia BAR 

féi = 
féichang aE ie 
feiji KH 
féijichang Re 0e zy 

féizao fe % 
fen y 

fen (zhong) 4 ( # ) 
fendou Ay + 

feng 3f 

feng 6 

féngchan tian + * 

feng chui 

yu da BL eK A aT 
fengfi +S 

to run a fever 

occur 

to discover 

to bud 

development 

go over the hills 
interpreter 

to object 

to resist 

to reflect 

rice 

restaurant 

convenient 

sphere 

room 
house 

to visit 

to lay 

holiday 

to fly 

very 

aeroplane 

airport 

soap 
fen (cent) 

minute 

to struggle 

(a measure word) 

wind 

bumper yield field 

weathering 
rich 
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féngjing 

fengshou 

fa 

fiw 

fuwiyuan 
fu 

fijin 

fixi 

fuza 

gaizhuang 
ganjing 

gan 
gandong 

ganji 

gankuai 

ganmang 

ganmao 

ganxié 

gan 

ganbu 

gang 
gangbi 

gangcai 

gangqin 
gao 

gaoxing 

gaosu 

gége 

ger 

gebo 

géming 
gé 
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Wi 
FAK 
i 

scenery 
bumper harvest 
(a measure word for slo- 

gans) 

service 

attendant 

father 

nearby 

review 

complicated 

to reconstruct 

clean 

to catch up 

moved 

grateful 

quickly 
to rush out 

a cold 

to thank 

to work 

cadre 

steel 

pen 

just now 

piano 

high 

happily 

to tell 

older brother 

song 

arm 

revolution 

-(a measure word) 



ge & 
géi > 
gen ¥ 

genji 4K 
geng R 
gongchang 2) 

gongchéngshi _- 4 )f 

gongdi TH, 

gongli a Z 

gongren TAS 

gongshé 2y Hh 

gongxu LF 
gongye Tw 

gongyuan SK 

gongyuan as 

gongzud 4 
gonggu A Bl 
gongchandangyuan 

KP eH 
gonghéguo +#¢#e 

gongxian Wak 

gou 4 
gu IN 

euér SKIL 

giiniang 4S AR 
gu + 

gidai ad 
guji ik 
gilli 3x Th 

guwil BSE 
Gigong u's 
guké RS 
gushi ae 2 
gua a 

every 13 

to give 3 
with 6 

foundation 21 

more 4 

factory 13 

engineer 

worksite 18 

kilometer 21 

worker 2 

commune 11 

work steps 13 

industry 13 

year of Christ 21 

park 5 

to work 2 

to consolidate 
Communist Party mem- 

ber 19 
republic 21 

contribution 

ravine 11 

alone 20 

orphan 20 

girl 14 

ancient 22 

ancient 21 

historical site 15 

to encourage 20 

encouragement 11 

Imperial Palace LG 

customer 4 

story 12 

to blow (wind) 9 



gua (zhe) 
guan 

guanhuai 

guanxi 

guanxin 

guanzhong 

guan 

guangai 

Guangzhou 

ae 
gui 
gué 

guoji 

gudjia 

gudjizhiyi 

guo 
gud (jitian) 

hai 

haishi 

haizi 

hai 

hai 

haipa 
han 

Hanyu 

Hanzi 

Hangzhou 

haobuliji 

hao 

haokan 

hao le 

haoxiao 

hao 
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A fk 
i 
ie BE 

pa 

to hang 

to close 

concern 

relation 

concern 

audience 

used to 

to irrigate 

Kwangchow 

to return 

expensive 

country 

international 

country 

internationalism 

(a suffix) 

after (several days) 

still 

or 

child 

sea 

harm 

afraid 

to shout 

Chinese 

Chinese character 

Hangchow 

utterly selfless 
fine 

good-looking 
all right 
laughable 

number 

17 
20 



he oa 

he fo 

hé bi shang 274 

hé yy 

héping FoF 
héi bs 

hén ia 

hén AR 

hong $e 

Hoéngsé Nidngzijun 

$s BAR FE 
hou ya 

hou (bian) §£ ( i2 ) 

houlai BR 

houtian BR 

huxi wp oR 

hitong 4 

hixiang Bwwq 

huar Je JL 

huashi ji 

hua xué mes 

hua t& 

(ii) hua (4) 
hua 3B, 

huabao © Th 

huaju +& Fl 
huai HK 

huanle aK AR 
huansong peed 
huanying 3K ie 

huan 48 
huangzhang jak 

huang 3 ( A) 
huanggua + I 

to drink 

and 

can’t keep closed 
river 

peace 

black 

very 

fierce 

red 

Red Detachment of 

Women 

thick 

back, behind 

later on 

day after tomorrow 

to breathe 

lane 

mutual 

flower 

bouquet 

to ski 

words 

(green)-ify, -ize 

to draw, drawing 

pictorial 

play 
ruined 

happiness 

send off 

welcome 

to change 

in a flutter 

16 
23 

yellow (or a surname) 18 

cucumber 4 
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huifi 
hui 

huida 

hui 

huikeéshi 

hunmi 

hud 

hud 

huodche 

hudchézhan 

huddé 

paeayou s,s 
jia 
Jianada 
jiari 
jian 

jianchi 
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dor 

B1> > BG 

wy 

y ok 2 

(Oy 
ja 

to restore 

to return 

to answer 

may 

reception room 
unconscious 

to live 

fire 

train 

railway station 

to obtain 

chicken 

hen’s egg 

moved, excited 

opportunity 

active 

exciting, fierce 

machine 

machinery 

how many 

season 

to mail 

to remember 

to plan 

season 

to commemorate 

to continue 

both. . <atidig:. . 

family 

Canada 

day off 

shoulder 

to persist 



jianjué 
jiankii féndou xg = 4+ 

jianqiang 

jianyu 

jian 

jiandan 
jian 

jian 

jiankang 

jianshe 

jianzao 
jianzhi 
jiang 

jianglai 

jiang 

jiaoqu 

jidoshi 

jiaotan 

jidoxiangyue 

jiaoyou 

jido 
jiao 

jiaoshi 
jiaoyu 
jiedai 

jiedao 

jieguo 

jiezhe 

jiégué 

jiému 
jiéri 
jiésha 
jicfang 

1B ak firmly 19 
hard work, arduous 

struggle 13 

staunch t2 

prison 16 
to pick up 14 
simple 13 

to see 1 

(a measure word) 3 

health 7 

to build 11 

to build 13 

building 15 
stiff 23 

future 

to speak 10 
suburb 9 

to teach 2 

to talk together 12 

symphony 

picnic 9 

foot 

to be called 2 

teacher 

education 11 

to receive 17 

street 21 

to take over 14 

then 8 

result 

items of a performance 7 
holiday 20 

end 

to liberate 19 
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Jiéfang jin 

esye 

eovy =e 

jiéshao 

jin 
jinhou 

jinhuang 

jinnian 

jintian 
jin 

jinzhang 
jin 

jin 

jinbu 
jinrd 
jinxing 
jingeai 

jingguo 
jingshen 

jingxiang 
jiu 
jidt 
jiu 

jid 
ji 
ju (zhe) 

Liberation Army 

older sister 

to solve 

to unbutton 

to lend, borrow 

to introduce 

jin (half a kilogram) 

from now on 

golden 

this year 
today 

tightly 

intense 

near 

to enter 

progress 

to enter 

to carry out 

excellent 

to go through 
spirit 

appearance 

long (time) 
nine 

then 

old 

to save 

to hold 

to take place 

sentence 

play 
to dine together 
giant 

sentence 

i) food i) 

COW D WW KK COW OOF OND 

— — 

— 

conn 



juéde 
juéding 

juéxin 
jundui 

kai 

kaishi 
kaishui 
kai (wanhui) 

kai wanxiao 

kan (jianyt) 

kan 

kan (bing) 
kanjian 

kang 

kang-Ri 

kao 

ké 

kékao 

kélian 

késhi 

kéyi 

kefa 

kéqi 

kéren 

kou 

koudai 

ki 

ki 

ki gan 

kuzi 

kuai 

kuai 

> 

ra 

Fe RRM Oy 

4 4 

to feel 
decision 

determination 

army 

open 
to begin 

boiled water 

to hold (a party) 

to make a joke 

to watch (jail) 

to look (at) 

to see (the doctor) 

to see 
to shoulder 

to resist Japanese 

(aggression) 
to toast 

thirst 

reliable 

to pity 

but 

can 
to overcome 

polite 

guest 

mouth 

sack 

to cry 

bitter 

to work hard 

pants 

(a measure word) 

soon 



kuanchang 
kun 

kunnan 

lazhu 

lai 

jaiyuan 

lan 

langiu 

lang 

laodong 

laogu 

lao 

laodaye 

laoshi 

laotéuzi 

le 

Léi Feng 

1éi 
léng 

li 
li (bian) 

lifa 
lifayuan 

lilin 
liwd 

like 
liliang 

ligi 
lird 

lishi 
lia 
lianjié 
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spacious 

to tie up 

difficult 

to grab onto 

to come 

source 

blue 

basket ball 

wolf 

old 

grandpa, old uncle 

teacher 

old man 

(a modal particle) 
Lei Feng (name of a 

person) 

tired 

cold 

li (half a kilometer) 

in(side) 
haircut 

barber 

theory 

gift 
immediately 

strength 

strength 

for example 

history 

two 

to connect 

17 
21 



lianxi 

lian... yé 
(dou)... 

lian 

lianxi 
liang 

liangdian 

liangshi 

liang 

liang 

liangtang 

lidojié 
Liéning 

liérén 

lin 

linju 
lingjian 
ling 

lingxi 

lingdao 

lingwai 
liibingchang 

liu 
lid (xié) 
hiuli 

lit 

iw 
lou 

loushang 

louxia 
lu 
li 
liiguan 
liixing 

5 ie 

HH 
i Uk A 
ea 
ic) 

(i) 

AY 
75p 

HE 
HE _E 

a 
¥S 

ap 
ARIE 
aRAT 

contact 

+ even 

face 

exercise 

cool 

grain store 

grain 

two 

bright 

bright 

to find out 

Lenin 

hunter 

about to 

neighbor 

(machine) parts 

to lead 

leader 

leader 

other 

ice skating rink 

to leave 

to flow (blood) 

fluently 

willow 

Six 

building 

upstairs 

downstairs 

road 

donkey 
hotel 

to travel 

16 

— 

— 

NWON)O CO ~I 



ma 

mama 

ma 

malu 

mashang 

mai 

mai 

mai 

mantou 

man 

mang 

mao 

Mao 

maojin 

maoyi 

maozi 

méi guanxi 

méiyou 

méi 

méi 

méidao 

méili 

méimei 

mensi 

mén 

ménkou 

mihudbujié 

mi 

mifan 

mifénrou 

mianhua 
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Se 4 

green 21 
messy 18 

(an interrogative particle) 1 

mother 

horse 23 

road ps 

immediately 16 

to buy 3 

to sell 

to stride 8 

steamed roll 4 

slowly 23 

busy f; 

Jiao (ten fen or adime) 3 

Mao (surname) 20 

towel 

sweater 

hat 3 

never mind 4 

not have 2 

beautiful 15 

every 6 

every 

beautiful 15 

younger sister 20 

to suffocate 23 

door 20 

gate 5 

perplexed U7 

meter 21 

cooked rice 4 

rice-flour meat 4 

cotton 9 



mianfei 

mian 

mianbao 

miantiao 

miao 

minzhi 

minzu 

mingbai 

mingshéng 

mingtian 

mingzi 

moshui 

mou 

miu 

muji 

mu 

nachiilai 

nachi 

na 

nar 

na 

nabian 

name 

nar 

nan 

nan 

nanhair 

ne 

nei 

néng 

ni 

nimen 

nian 

Ke 

free of charge 20 
flour 17 

bread 16 

noodle Li 

second 

democracy 
nationality 

understand, clear 

scenic spot 15 

tomorrow 

name 11 

ink 16 

certain 18 

mother 20 

hen . I 

curtain 23 

to take out 14 

to take up 12 

which 3 

where w) 

that 15 

over there oe 

then 20 

there 14 

hard 1 

south 21 

boy 2 

(an interrogative particle)15 
in, inside 21 

can 1 

you 1 

you (pl.) 4 

year 7 

185 



nianji 
nian 

nin 

niunai 
nongcun 

nongmin 

nongyé 
nuli 

niihair 
niiér 
nuanhuo 

nuangqi 

paiqi 

pai 

pang (bian) 

pao 

péiyang 

péngbd 

péngyou 

piping 
pi 

pijiti 

pianyi 

pian 

piao 

pinnong 

pingpangqiti 
ping 
pingdéng 
pu 

186 

y j@ or 

i Ren oon 

Se fs Hp 
a 

age 
to read 
you 
milk 
countryside 
peasant 
agriculture 

hard-working 
girl 

daughter 

warm 
warmth 

to climb a hill 

fear 

to shoot (film) 

volleyball 
to send 

side, beside 

to run 

to cultivate, educate 

vigorous 

friend 

to criticize 
fur 

beer 

inexpensive 
sheet 

ticket 
poor peasant 

ping-pong 
bottle 

equal 

to pounce 



qi % 
qizi 2 F 
qi ai 
qi aS 
qita Ft he, 
qilai HK 
qiche As 

qifén TR 
qishi Ty 
qian ft 

qianbi an SE 

qian R 

qianbao KR 6, 

qian bian Ay i 

gianjin AY at 
qgianmian ay &@ 

qiantian Ay A 

qiantu Ay i& 

qiang (ganzi) # ( it 7 ) 
qiingjiu eK 
giao a 

qidoliangchang 

BERT 
qin’ai zz 
qinliie 1B 0B 
Qinchao | 
ginlao an 

gingchu im 
qingnian AF 

ging iy 
qingkuang) = jf 2U 

qing iA 
giong % 
qiutian ALA 

seven 

wife 

flag 

to ride 

other 

to get up 

bus, car 

atmosphere 

aspect, sight 

thousand 

pencil 

money 

purse 

front (before) 

to advance 

front 

day before yesterday 

future 

gun (barrel) 

to save 

to knock 

bridge plant 

dear 
aggression 

Chin dynasty 

industry 

clear 

youth 

clear (day) 
situation 
please 
poor 
autumn 

21 
21 



qu (mingzi) 

qudé 

qu 

qunian 

qushi 

quan 

quan 

quéedian 

qué 

quéshi 

qunzhong 

ranhou 

rang 

ré 

réai 

réliéde 

rénao 

réqing 

rén 

rénci 

rénmen 

rénmin 

rénshi 

renwéi 

rénwu 

rénzhén 

reng 

ri 

rongyi 

rou 

roupian 

riguo 

rujin 
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Rm (LF) 
Ia fF 

& 

EF 

Ke 
= 
Uy 
de 
ap 
HS 

ak 
aE 
3h FA He 
2A |i] 

iA 
A 

f= 
AN 

AK 
KR 
KA 
SEF 

RA 

4 
A 
VY 
A 

choose (name) 

to achieve 

to go 

last year 

to pass away 

whole 

to advise 

weakness 

but 

really 

masses 

afterwards 

to let 

hot 

to love deeply 
warmly 

bustling 

warm 
person 
kind 

people 

the people 

to know 
to regard 

task 

conscientiously 
to throw 

day 

easy 

meat 

meat slice 
if 

now 



a 

weak 

three 

te take a walk 

to dismiss a meeting 
hill, mountain 

Shanhaikuan 

good-hearted 
wound 

shop 

to discuss 

wounded 

up (above) 

up (stairs) 

£ ( £38 ) last (Saturday) 

ruo 45 

san = 

sanbi Ky 
sanhui KSA 

shan y 

Shanhaiguan .) 4X 

shanliang aE 

shang i 

shangdian BE 

shangliang = 

shangyuan 5 

shang (bian) _- ( iz ) 

shang (lou) + ( # ) 
shang (xinggilit) 

shangdi ki 

Shanghai hie 

shangwii LF 

shangxué Bake 

shangy! ER 

shao sy 

shé KE 

shebéi 1 

shéhuizhiyi #442 2 

shéyuan #4 i 

shen {ip 

shén x 

shen im 

shenke i® Hi 
shénti SH Ak 

shénme 5 ae 

shénxian FP Ay 

shéngchan Cg 

God 

Shanghai 

morning 

to go to school 

coat 

little 
snake 

equipment 

socialism 

commune member 

to extend 

body 

deep 

deep 

health 
what 
angel 

production 

19 



shénghud 
shenghuoféi 

shéngming 

shéngzi 

shéngli 

shihou 

shijian 

shijian 

shitang 

shitou 

shi 

shi 

shi 

shiji 

shijié 

shiqing 

shouyinji 

shéu 

shoubiao 

shoudu 

shoushu 

shouxian 

shoudao 

shouhudyuan 

shou yapd 

shi 

shu (xié) 

shiidian 

shufu 

shujia 

190 

Za 

SC JB ia 
+ 
Hay (ta. ) 

+f 
4F AR 
HR 

life 

living allowance 
life 

rope 

victory 

wet 

to fail 

to lose 

ten 

time 

time 

practice 
mess hall 

stone 

to cause 

is 

matter 

century 

world 

business 

radio set 

hand 

watch 

capital 

operation (surgical) 
first 

to receive 

salesperson 

oppressed 

book 

to transfuse (blood) 

bookstore 

comfortable 

bookshelf 



shiishu 

shi 

shi 

shirye 

shui 

shui 

shuiguo 

shuiki 

shuiping 

shuizai 

shui 

shud 

shudming 

sixiang 

Si 

si 

song 

suxing 

suiran 

suishi 

sui 

sunzi 

ta 

ta 

ta 

tamen 

tai 

tai 

taiyang 

tanqin 

tang 

tang 

tang 

cal 
6 

Re ATT 

uncle 

done (cooked) 

tree 

leaves 

who 

water 

fruit 

reservoir 

level 

flood disaster 

sleep 

to speak 

to explain 

ideology 
to die 

four 

to send 

to revive 

although 

any time 

year old 

grandson 

he 

she 

it 

they 

(a measure word) 

too 

sun 

to visit one’s family 
soup 
sweet, candy 

to lie 



tao 
taohuar 
taolin 
tébié 
téng 

titian 

ti (yd) 
tibao 

tigao 

tiweén 

tixian 

tiyd 

tiydguan 

ti 
tian 

tiangi 

tido 
tié 
ting 

tingjian 

tingshuo 

tongshi 

tongxué 

tongyi 

tongzhi 

tongki: 

tou 

tishuguan 

tidi 
tuanjié 

tui 

tud 
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uk 
Bk ie JL 

Hie 

AF 3 

to run away 

peach blossom 
to discuss 

special 

pain 

terraced field 

to carry (a fish) 

satchel 

to raise 

body temperature 

to embody 

sports 

stadium 

for 

sky 

weather 

(a measure word) 
iron 

to listen (to) 

to hear 

to hear say 

at the same time 

schoolmate 

to agree 

comrade 

painful 

head 

library 

land 

unity 

leg 

to carry 

to dig 

23 

22 



wazi 

wai (bian) 

waigud 

wan 

wanchéng 

wanquan 
wanr 

wanzhéng 

wan 

wan 

wanfan 

wanhui 

wanshang 

wan 

wansui 

wang 

wang 

wang}i 

weixian 

weida 

wei 

weilao 

weile 

weishénme 

wénhua 

RT 
s+ Ct) 
sf 
= 
Ju 

7M 
be 
SIL 

wénhua dagéming 

wénwu 

wénxué 

wenzhang 

wen 

wenti 

wo 

CMR 
An 
Xt F 
KL 
| 
Fy 28. 
29 

socks 
out (side) 

foreign 

to finish 

to complete 

complete 

to play 

intact 
bowl 

late 

supper 
evening party 

evening 
ten thousand 
long life 

towards 

to forget 

to forget 
danger 

great 

for 

to express apprecia- 
tion to 

in order to 

why 

culture 

great cultural revolu- 
tion 

cultural relics 

literature 

article 

to ask 

question 
I 

21 
21 
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women 

woshi 

woshou 
eomesy 

wil 

widao 

wufan 

wutai 

xl 

xihongshi 

xiwang 

xiyinzhu 

xiguan 

xi 

xihuan 

xizaojian 

xiazhai 
xia bian 

xia (dan) 

xiatian 

xiawu 

xia (yi) 

xian 

xianjin 

xiansheng 

xiande 

xian (xié) 
xianzai 
xiangdang 

Xiangshan 

xiangxin 
xiangyan 

xiangzi 
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AA 

ame 

4 F- 

LPUA 
t 

FE 3G 

a 

[= 7 

we 

bedroom 

to shake hands 

proletarian 
five 

dance 

lunch 

stage 

west 

tomato 

to hope 

to captivate 

custom 

to wash 

to like 

bathroom 

narrow 

down below 

to lay (an egg) 
summer 

afternoon 

to rain 

first 

advanced 

mister 

to look, appear 

to donate (blood) 

now 

equivalent to 

Fragrant Hill 

to believe 

cigarette 

trunk 

i) 

—y 

NONOWADK ALA 



xiang 
xiangshou 
xiang 

xiangmu 

xiaomié 

xiao 
xiaohair 
xiaomaibu 

xidoshi 

xidoxué 
xiao 

xié 
xié 

xié 
xiéxie 
xin 

xin 

xinwén 

xin 
xing 

xingfén 

xingqiri 

xingdong 

xing 

xingfa 

xiong 

xidngk6ou 

xiongwéi 

xill 
xitjian 

xii 
xitixi 
xilizhéng 

xuxin 

) FZIb 

Jy BP 
he 
ae 

#2 

to want to 

to enjoy 
toward 

item 

to wipe out 

small 

child 

shop 

hour 

primary school 

to laugh 

shoes 

to write 

blood 

thanks 

heart 

new 

news 

letter 

star 

exciting 

Sunday 

action 

to wake up 
happiness 

older brother 

chest 

magnificent 

to build 

to build 

to repair 
to rest 

to restore 

modest 

20 
14 
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xuyao 

xtiduo 

xuésheng 

xuéxi 

xuéxiao 

xué 

xuébai 

yapo 

yarédai 
yan 

yangé 

yanjiu 

yanjing 

yang 
yaogqiu 

yao 

yao 

yao 

yaoshi---jiu--- 

to need 

many 

student 

to study 

school 

snow 

snow-white 

to oppress 

sub-tropical 
inundated 

strict 

to study 

eye 

kind 

demand 

to bite 

medicine 

to want 

if<-o Thehice= 

also 

perhaps 

night 

one 

clothes 

medical treatment 

doctor 

hospital 

to remove 
surely 

altogether 

same 
after 

already 



yigian VA AY ago 11 

yiwéi YAH to think, to take for 16 

yizi 4 chair 
yibian--. yibian--- while --- at the same 

— We ie time ::- 14 

yihuir —ZA IL a while 4 

Yijian = RL opinion 
yilin Lit to discuss 18 

yiqi — #2 together 1 

yishi DR art 12 

yisi 2% idea 
yiyi SM meaning 12 

yin iA cloudy (weather) 

yinwei--- sudyi-:- 

#y ++ Pr vA+++ Decause-++ SO-r if) 

yinyué wk music 12 
yin 5] to guide 22 

yinxiang ep & impression 8 
yinggai EE should 14 

yingxiong He He hero 
ying ah to welcome 17 

yong A to use 7 
youji wp By post office 

youlan RM, sightseeing 5 

youpiao op & stamp 

youy ong iF KR to swim 9 
youyu WIR hesitantly 23 
you A have 2 

youde AY some 16 

youhao AF friendly 8 
youming AX famous 16 
youyi Ait friendship 8 
you a right 
you Se again 16 



se oo LX toe 

yu a 

Yugong BD 

yushi Fz 
yu Ay 

yumaéoqiu HER 

-yuan -- 

yuanlai BRR 

yuanliang RR 4% 
yuanliao Kp Ht 

yuan i 
yuanzi CF 

yue A 
vuélaiyue AR RAR 

yuélanshi Be 
yuéliang Ae 

yue... yue... 

yundong aw 

yundongyuan i % if 
yunzou Be 

zazhi Fe 

zai tt 
zai jt 

zaijian HR 

zanmen ez 4) 
zanchéng AE A 

Zao ee 

zaochén POR 

zaofan FR 

zaoshang Fk 

Zao 3 
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Doth. . 24nd... 

fish 

Foolish Old Man 

sO 

rain 

badminton 

-er, -ist, -ed 

originally 

to excuse 

raw material 

distant 

compound 

month 

more and more 

reading room 

moon 

the more... the more.... 

sports 
sportspeople 

to carry away 

magazine 

in, at 

again 

good-bye 
we 
to approve 
early 

morning 

breakfast 

morning 

to build 



zénme 

zenmeyang 
zhanxin 

zhan 

zhanshi 

zhanzheng 

zhangkai 

zhaodai 

zhaodaihui 

zhao 

zhao(qian) 

zhaoxiang 

zhaoxiang}ji 

zhe 

zhé 

zhe 

zheli 

zhéme 

zher 

zhéxié 

zheyang 

zhén 

zhende 

zheng 

zhengqu 

zhéng (zhe) 

zhénggi 

zhéngfti 

zhengzai 

zheéngzhi 
zhi 

zhiyi 

zhidao 

how 

how (about) 

brand-new 

to stand 

fighter 

war 

to open 

to receive 

reception 

to look for 

to return (change) 
to take pictures 
camera 

(a suffix) 

-ary, -ist 

this 

here 

Ne) 

here 

these 

thus 

really 

really 

to steam 

to strive for 

to vie with 

even 

government 

(an adverb indicating 

the progressive aspect) 
politics 
(a measure word) 

one of 

to know 



zhi a, paper 16 

zhi 48 to point out 23 

Zhi ak only 20 

zhiyao... jill... 
RE. as long as Z2 

zhi ye to control 22 

zhihui ae a intelligence 21 

zhiliang A= quality 3 

zhiming ER OF fatal 23 

Zhisou 4 y Wise Old Man 22 

zhizao Ve to make 13 

zhong(jian)  ( [a] ) middle (between) 6 

Zhonggud ~ China 1 

Zhonghua wh Ae Chinese 21 

zhongnian wp middle age 20 

Zhongwen PX Chinese (language) 1 

zhongxué w? oe middle school 20 

zhongyu a> finally 22 

zhong AP kind 3 

zhong AP swollen 10 

zhongdian = & major 21 

zhongyao £z important a2 

zhifu oe PY to enjoin 20 

zhirén ae owner 14 

zhixi 2 chairman 20 
zhiryao ££ main 21 

zhu BL to wish d 

zhuhé BL to congratulate 

zhuzhai EE housing 21 
zhuanménlirén 

EMAIA working only for others 19 
zhuang ee to contain 14 
zhuangpéi Az to assemble 13 

zhuangyan ££ magnificent 8 
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zhui 

zhimxu 

zhuozhu 

zhuozi 

Zi 

Ziji 

ziligengsheng 

zixingchée 

ziyou 

zou 

zuguod 

Zui 

zui 

zuihao 

zuihou 

zuijin 

zudtian 

Zuo 

Zu0 

zuowéei 

to chase 

to allow 

to catch 

table 

word 

self 

self-reliant 

bicycle 

freedom 

to walk 

motherland 

mouth 

most 

best 

finally 

recently 

yesterday 

left 

to sit 

to do 

(a measure word) 

as 
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